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Though much has been made of Chaucer's saintly characters, relatively little has 

been made of Chaucer's approach to hagiography. While strictly speaking Chaucer 

produced only one true saint's life (the Second Nun's Tale), he was repeatedly intrigued 

and challenged by exemplary literature. The few studies of Chaucer's use of hagiography 

have tended to claim either his complete orthodoxy as hagiographer, or his outright 

parody of the genre. My study mediates the orthodoxy/parody split by viewing Chaucer 

as a serious, but self-conscious, hagiographer, one who experimented with the possibilities 

of exemplary narrative and explored the rhetorical tensions intrinsic to the genre, namely 

the tensions between transcendence and imminence, reverence and identification, and 

epideictic and deliberative discourse. 

Chaucer's use of exemplary literature continually raises questions about the 

rhetorical force of such tales on a contemporary audience. In the Legend of Good 

Women, Chaucer creates an ironic distance between himself and his legends that allows 

him to critique not only the narrative limits of his exempla, but their rhetorical limits as 

well. In the Clerk's Tale, Chaucer's narrator sets his exemplum up to fail by forcing a 

temporal, historical, and contingent tale within the allegorical, moral, and ostensibly stable 

hermeneutical frame of exemplary narrative. When, in the end, the Clerk dehistoricizes 

Griselda and makes her a symbol, he questions the rhetorical efficacy of a literary genre 



that requires dehistoricized readings. In the Second Nun's Tale, Chaucer pursues his 

critique of exemplary literature from a direction roughly opposite that seen in the Clerk's 

Tale. While this tale presents a pure, unambiguous saint within a tidy hermeneutical 

framework, it simultaneously forecloses audience identification with the saint, rendering 

Cecile, while pure, rhetorically ineffective as a model. The final chapter considers 

Chaucer's staged readings of exemplary tales (Criseyde, Chauntecleer, the Wife of Bath, 

Dorigen), readings that are marked by rhetorical failure. The variety of readers and the 

varied contexts of their receptions suggest inherent rhetorical limits in exemplary 

literature. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION: CHAUCER, EXEMPLARY LITERATURE, 

AND RHETORIC 

While much has been made of Chaucer's saintly characters, relatively little has 

been made of Chaucer's role as hagiographer. The studies which have examined 

Chaucer's exemplary narratives have tended to claim either his complete orthodoxy, or his 

outright parody of the genre.1 While scholarship on Chaucer's exemplary tales has been 

marked by a debate between orthodoxy and parody, other areas of Chaucer scholarship 

have focused increasingly on Chaucer's self-conscious and critical treatment of genre and 

textuality. Such work seeks to reconstruct, to the extent that it is possible, Chaucer's own 

theories of rhetoric, translation, and authorship. My study mediates the orthodoxy/parody 

split by importing the notion of Chaucerian self-conscious critique to a reading of 

exemplarity in his poetry. In this study, I examine Chaucer as a serious, but self-

1 Studies representing the view that Chaucer was an orthodox hagiographer include 
Granville Hill, "The Hagiographic Narrators of Geoffrey Chaucer's Canterbury Tales: The 
Second Nun, the Man of Law, the Prioress," diss., Rice University, 1977, and Laurel 
Braswell, "Chaucer and the Art of Hagiography," Chaucer in the Eighties, ed. Julian N. 
Wasserman and Robert J. Blanch (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 1986) 209-
21. Sheila Delany, The Naked Text (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994) 62, in 
examining Chaucer's use of hagiography, also resists the notion that he critiques the 
genre. For the view that Chaucer's approach to hagiography is completely critical and 
parodic, see David Aers, Chaucer (Brighton: Harvester Press, 1986) 52-54. Saul Brody, 
"Chaucer's Rhyme Royal Tales and the Secularization of the Saint," ChauR 20 (1985): 
113-31, sees the deterioration of medieval sanctity as the object of Chaucer's critique in 
his hagiographic narratives. 



conscious, hagiographer, one who experiments with the narrative possibilities of 

exemplary literature and provides a critique of the genre that reveals not merely the faults 

of particular characters or of contemporary society, but the rhetorical limits inherent in the 

genre itself.2 

The relative lack of critical attention paid to Chaucer's use of hagiographic 

discourse is not surprising since the study of hagiography occupied a contentious space 

within both historical and literary scholarship throughout the nineteenth and much of the 

twentieth centuries. Inconsistencies in dating, along with the inclusion of fabulous, or 

miraculous, elements in these works, from the late-antique acta, or passiones, to the later 

medieval narratives, prompted post-enlightenment historians to declare such texts 

seriously flawed, if not completely worthless, as historical documents. For the late 

nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century historians who completed the first formal 

studies of hagiographic texts, the only viable acta were those whose events they could 

consider historically factual. For this reason, they tended to examine the texts solely to 

discredit notions of the miraculous and thus made no real attempt at positive, formal 

analyses of the texts themselves.3 Hippolyte Delehaye, in his 1912 work The Legends of 

2I use the term "exemplary literature" throughout the dissertation to convey a 
broad category of literature. While strictly speaking Chaucer produced only one true 
saint's life (the Second Nun's Tale), if we consider hagiographic discourse more broadly, 
we see that Chaucer was repeatedly intrigued and challenged by exemplary texts. I mean 
by exemplary text any work that presents a saintly hero or heroine as a model for audience 
reverence or emulation. 

3For an extensive review of historical scholarship on the Acta martyrum see 
Herbert Musurillo, ed. The Acts of the Christian Martyrs (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1972) xi-lxii. 
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the Saints, was the first to offer a comprehensive and comparative study of the Acta 

martyrum. In this influential study, he took on the daunting task of defining the general 

term "hagiography" and identifying its formal characteristics. His was a systematic study 

of the early passions as well as many later saints' lives, comparing narrative patterns and, 

to some extent, rhetorical devices. But while he occasionally spoke in terms of genre, his 

chief concern was, like that of his predecessors, to provide guidelines for distinguishing 

the historical from the imaginary. He makes his purpose clear in his preface to the first 

edition: 

The aim of this book is briefly to show the spirit in which hagiographical 
documents should be read, to sketch the method for discriminating between 
materials that the historian can use and those that he should leave to poets 
and artists as their property, and to put readers on their guard against being 
led away by formulas and preconceived ideas.4 

Delehaye argues that the saints' lives should be read for what one can discover about the 

details of factual events; everything else should be shuffled aside for the "poets and 

artists." 

Saints' lives, however, did not necessarily fare better with literary critics, for whom 

formulaic narrative patterns can also pose a problem, suggesting as they do limited 

authorial imagination. E. Talbot Donaldson, in his introduction to the Middle Ages in the 

Norton Anthology to English Literature, refuses to classify many medieval religious 

works, saints' lives in particular, as "literature": 

Unfortunately, good doctrine is not necessarily good literature, and the 
larger part of Middle English religious writing is literature at all only in the 

4Hippolyte Delehaye, The Legends of the Saints, trans. Donald Attwater (New 
York: Fordham University Press, 1962) xiii. 



broadest sense of that word: sermons, homilies, saints' lives, penitential 
tracts, manuals for priests, mystical writings, lyric poems, moral allegories, 
stories of miracles—all the possible genres of religious writing are 
represented profusely, though not, in quality, richly. 

As this quote reveals, miracles can be as distasteful to literary critics as they often have 

been to historians. 

The last twenty years have seen increased interest in hagiography among all 

varieties of medievalists. This increase has been so noticeable and steady that Patrick 

Geary has recently claimed that saints' lives have moved "from the periphery to the center 

of the scholarly enterprise."6 Recent studies of medieval hagiography, especially those 

which focus on lives written after the Fourth Lateran Council, have begun to illuminate the 

formal variety of late medieval legends and their dynamic participation in contemporary 

cultural issues. Karen Winstead, for instance, has recently examined the development of 

virgin martyr legends in England from the twelfth to the fifteenth centuries, arguing that 

these lives held a powerful, if often "subconscious," cultural influence, depicting the 

varied tensions that attended changes in the socio-economic fabric of late medieval 

5E. Talbot Donaldson, ed., The Norton Anthology of English Literature, 4th ed., 
vol.1 (New York: Norton, 1979) 11. 

6See Patrick Geary, "Saints, Scholars, and Society: The Elusive Goal," Saints: 
Studies in Hagiography, ed. Sandro Sticca (Binghamton: MRTS, 1996) 2. In spite of 
Geary's insistence that it is no longer necessary to begin a study of hagiography with the 
"rhetorical planctus" that hagiography was for a long time spurned by historians and 
literary critics, I think such a review is essential for understanding how hagiographical 
scholarship has evolved, particularly since many of the old assumptions about the nature 
and significance of saints' lives have proven themselves surprisingly resilient. 
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England."7 Brigette Cazelles and Elizabeth Robertson have found saints' lives to be vital 

sources for investigating medieval representations of female sanctity and identifying 

cultural assumptions about female subjectivity.8 Most historians, as well, now view 

hagiographies as essential sources for reconstructing the cultural milieux of medieval 

Europe.9 While in the past hagiography was often dismissed because of its strict 

adherence to prescribed narrative formulae, recent scholarship has begun to view 

hagiographic conventions as powerful rhetorical vehicles and barometers of cultural 

change. 

"Rhetoric" can be a nasty word for both these disciplines: for the historian because 

rhetoric, as the "art of persuasion," suggests ulterior motives—motives that tend to cloud 

objective truth; for the literary critic because rhetoric is often juxtaposed with poetic in a 

dichotomy of verbal practice. Delehaye warned his readers to approach saints' lives with 

extreme skepticism so as not to be led astray from the factual by the "thick mist of 

rhetoric" clouding these texts. But, as Thomas HefFernan has argued, the primary 

7Karen Winstead, Virgin Martyrs: Legends of Sainthood in Late Medieval 
England (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997) 105. 

8Brigette Cazelles, The Lady as Saint: A Collection of French Hagiographic 
Romances of the Thirteenth Century (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
1991); Elizabeth Robertson, "The Corporeality of Female Sanctity in The Life of Saint 
Margaret," Images of Sainthood in Medieval Europe, ed. Renate Blumfeld-Kosinski and 
Timea Szell (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991) 268-87. 

9See, for instance, Peter Brown. The Cult of the Saints (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1981), and Paul Fouracre and Richard Gerberding, Late Merovingian 
France: History and Hagiography, 640-720 (Manchester: University of Manchester 
Press, 1996) 37-40. Geary 1-22, offers a review of current trends in hagiographic 
scholarship. 



historical value of such texts lies not in their recording of factual events, but rather in the 

ways the Christian writers urged their audiences to imagine those events. The teleological 

system within which a hagiographer worked, a system that had salvation as its goal, 

required the writer to focus on the art of persuasion.10 The rhetorical process of 

identification and persuasion is central to hagiography, especially to the early passions that 

were distributed among Christian communities throughout Europe, North Africa, and Asia 

Minor to encourage and exhort readers, or hearers, to remain faithful to the Church in 

spite of harassment by Roman officials. The audience would be persuaded to follow the 

example of the martyr, to remain steadfast in the midst of persecution, only if they were 

compelled by the text to identify with the saint and imitate the saint's behavior. This focus 

on future action and imitatio places hagiography, usually classified as epideictic, or 

ceremonial discourse, within the realm of deliberative discourse as well. 

As the genre proliferates throughout the Middle Ages, its audience no longer faces 

the threat of persecution, making imitatio less crucial. It is impossible, then, to identify a 

single rhetorical goal of medieval hagiography. "Hagiographic manuscripts were created," 

as Geary explains, " in a wide variety of ways that suggest a spectrum of uses and 

purposes as well as modes of production."11 In this vast spectrum, imitatio was not 

always the central aim of the work. Some lives were not "to be emluated but rather to be 

10Thomas Heffernan, Sacred Biography: Saints and Their Biographers in the 
Middle Ages (New York: Oxford University Press, 1988) 29. 

11 Geary 12. 
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admired. They glorify God; they do not provide models for mortals."12 

While I agree that it is important to recognize a variety of rhetorical aims within 

the hagiographic genre, it is also important to remember that the two mentioned above-

veneration and imitation—are not mutually exclusive. The centuries following the Fourth 

Lateran Council, with its emphasis on pastoral care and lay education, saw an increased 

production and dissemination of short, vernacular saints' lives (exempla) that would be 

accessible to a lay audience. Such works were "particularly effective vehicle[s] for 

shaping the religious consciousness of the secular audience because [they] showed piety 

being acted out in ways that were real and imitable for the popular public."13 In the 

thirteenth and fourteeth centuries, imitatio was again a central aim of hagiography, if not a 

single and uncomplicated aim.14 

It is precisely this focus on imitatio that may have sparked and sustained Chaucer's 

interest in the exemplary mode. He seems to have been intrigued by the genre's intrinsic 

rhetorical tension between veneration and imitation. As spiritual exempla, saints' legends 

were constituted by inherent rhetorical goals, both epideictic and deliberative. On the one 

hand, exemplary literature seeks to present a pure example of pious thought and action; 

12Geary 15. 

13Laurie Postlewate, "Vernacular Hagiography and Lay Piety: Two Old French 
Adaptations of the Life of Saint Margaret of Antioch," Saints: Studies in Hagiography 
130. 

I4Leonard E. Boyle, "The Fourth Lateran Council and the Manuals of Popular 
Theology," The Popular Literature of Medieval England, ed. Thomas J. Heffernan 
(Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press, 1985) 37, places both Langland and Chaucer 
"in a line of pastoral literature that owes its inspiration to the Fourth Lateran Council." 
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the narrative formulae serve to ensure this very purity. At the same time, the narrative 

seeks to exhort its audience (whether readers or listeners) to future action of spiritual 

faith. Thus, the genre works toward two potentially conflicting goals: to create a portrait 

of perfect faith that transcends the natural world and to establish audience identification 

with a sympathetic, human character. Exemplary narrative also maintains a separate but 

related tension between the categories of literal and figurative representation. Saints' 

legends typically present themselves as historia: the stories recount actual events-

persecutions, conversions, miracles—in the real, historical world. However, because the 

saintly heroes of exemplary literature transcend the natural world as the actions and events 

reported take on cosmic significance, the stories also call for allegorical interpretations. 

These two sets of tensions form the focus for Chaucer's critique of exemplary narrative. 

Chaucer's use of exemplary literature continually raises questions about the 

rhetorical force of such tales on a contemporary audience. In a 1990 study, Timothy 

Hampton identifies within Renaissance literature, in the work of authors from Erasmus to 

Cervantes, a "crisis in the representation of exemplarity" and an "erosion of the authority 

of exemplary figures."15 Within humanist discourse, Hampton explains, the ambiguity of 

history disrupts the homogeneous moral unity necessary for exemplarity. According to 

Hampton, exemplars still had force in the Middle Ages because audiences looked to 

universal types and figures for meaning rather than "historical particularity."16 Chaucer's 

15Timothy Hampton, Writing from History: The Rhetoric of Exemplarity in 
Renaissance Literature (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990) x. 

16-Hampton 13. 
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work with exemplary literature offers a strong challenge to Hampton's claim that a crisis 

of exemplarity is "peculiar to the Renaissance."17 

I begin my discussion of Chaucer's critical commentary on exemplary literature 

with the Legend of Good Women. In Chapter Two, I examine Chaucer's use of the 

exemplary mode in the Legend, whose Prologue, with the God of Love's emphasis on 

exemplarity and audience reception, creates a rhetorical charge for the entire work. The 

Prologue creates an ironic distance between Chaucer and his legends that allows him to 

critique not only the narrative limits of his exempla, which he presents within a 

conspicuously hagiographical framework, but their rhetorical limits as well. 

In Chapter Three, I consider Chaucer's examination of the tension between 

allegorical and literal interpretation in the Clerk's Tale. Chaucer receives the story of 

Griselda out of a rich translation history, one fraught with hermeneutical contingencies, 

and his own retelling of the narrative foregrounds these interpretive challenges. Finally, 

however, his tale not only opens meaning for literary play, but examines how these 

exegetical complexities forestall rhetorical effect. While the Clerk continually directs his 

audience to view Griselda within a saintly paradigm, he refuses, throughout the tale, to 

present Griselda and Walter as pure abstractions. Walter's motives are repeatedly 

questioned, and the significance of Griselda's suffering is ambiguous. The tale as a whole 

resists a stable, allegorical, and moral interpretation because it is temporal, historical, and 

contingent. When, in the end, the Clerk dehistoricizes Griselda and makes her a symbol, 

17-Hampton 28. 
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he questions the rhetorical efficacy of a literary framework that requires a dehistoricized 

reading. 

In the Second Nun's Tale, Cecile is active and powerful, and the significance of her 

test, unlike Griselda's, is unambiguous. Placed within the context of the Canterbury 

Tales, however, this ideal hagiography appears detached and isolated, its narrator virtually 

anonymous. The lack of response to the tale from any of the other pilgrims questions the 

audience's ability to identify with Cecile and to engage the text in any valuable way. 

While this tale of Cecile is usually considered one of Chaucer's most direct and 

umproblematic tales, in Chapter Four, I examine how Chaucer's retelling of the Cecilia 

legend forces specific questions about such tales' rhetorical goals and their ultimate 

effects. In this tale Chaucer continues his critique of exemplary literature from a direction 

roughly opposite that seen in the Clerk's Tale. While this tale presents a pure, 

unambiguous saintly heroine within a tidy hermeneutical framework, it simultaneously 

forecloses audience identification with the saint, leaving Cecile, while pure, rhetorically 

ineffective as a model. 

The final chapter considers Chaucer's representation of the readerly reception of 

exemplary tales. Each of these staged readings is marked by conspicuous rhetorical 

failure. Criseyde chooses not to read saints' legends at all because she finds them 

uninteresting. Chauntecleer's reading of the Life of St. Kenelm proves utterly 

inconsequential as he determines his response to his troubling dream. The Wife of Bath 

dismisses saints' lives categorically because their meaning is established and controlled by 

clerkly writers. And finally, Dorigen, who approaches her exempla with more sincerity 
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and a more urgent need for moral guidance than the other readers, finds only that the 

examples they proffer further complicate her dilemma and reinforce her moral paralysis. 



CHAPTER II 

THE EXAMPLE OF CHAUCER'S GOOD WOMEN 

Chaucer first tries his hand at exemplary narrative in the Legend of Good Women, 

and if we believe a modest majority of critics through the first-three quarters of the 

twentieth century, this first attempt was a colossal failure. While the Legend*s Prologue, 

which is not itself exemplary in nature, has received consistent praise for its sophisticated 

meditation on the nature of the poet's art, the legends themselves have suffered greatly by 

comparison. Critics have repeatedly suggested that Chaucer either quickly tired of his 

short exempla or that he approached them from the start only half-heartedly. Scholarship 

on the Legend has, for a long time, been marked by a fundamental disagreement about 

Chaucer's attitude toward the individual legends. For nearly a century critics have 

maintained debate over whether the legends are to be read seriously or ironically.1 

'The fact that this specific debate about the Legend issues from a larger debate in 
Chaucer criticism over whether Chaucer is more "modern" (and thus ironic about his age) 
or "medieval" (and a man of his own time) helps explain the persistence of this 
disagreement. The first two critics to argue directly against each other on this issue in the 
Legend were Goddard and Lowes. Goddard's ironic reading of the legends leads him to 
declare a "simple rule of Chaucerian criticism.... always assume that Chaucer means the 
opposite of what he seems to say." Lowes responds to Goddard's argument with a 
serious reading of the legends and a final claim that "Chaucer is a normal human being, 
living sanely and heartily in his own time." H. C. Goddard, "Chaucer's Legend of Good 
Women, II," JEGP 8 (1909): 100; John Livingston Lowes, "Is Chaucer's Legend of Good 
Women a Travesty?' JEGP 8 (1909): 568. Other serious readings of the legends include 
Robert K. Root, The Poetry of Chaucer (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1922) and Robert 
Worth Frank, Chaucer and the Legend of Good Women (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1972). For further ironic readings of the legends see Robert Max Garrett, 

12 
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Some critics, searching for a positive slant on these short tales, but uncomfortable 

with a parodic reading of the legends, have described them as "transitional" and, more 

specifically, as a training ground for the Canterbury Tales. According to these studies, 

working through the Legend offered Chaucer a variety of lessons that would serve him 

well as he prepared to undertake his next and more demanding task, the Canterbury Tales. 

The Legend, it has been suggested, afforded Chaucer helpful experience in creating a 

collection of stories, exposed him to the potential problem of unity within an episodic 

structure, gave him practice with a new verse form, the heroic couplet, and offered him 

further experience in developing female voice and agency.2 I want to suggest yet another 

way in which the Legend prepared Chaucer for the Canterbury Tales, specifically for 

those tales with hagiographical resonances.3 

'"Cleopatra the Martyr' and Her Sisters," JEGP 22 (1923): 64-74 and John M. Fyler, 
Chaucer and Ovid (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979) 98-115. Garrett makes the 
claim, which has been often followed upon, that the Legend's irony rises from the literary 
restrictions applied to the narrator by the God of Love. 

2Root calls the Legend a "direct precursor" to the Canterbury Tales as a 
"collection of tales." Root 135. Payne explains that the Legend was written during a 
"transitional period" in Chaucer's narrative strategy and aesthetic theory. Robert O. 
Payne, The Key of Remembrance: A Study of Chaucer's Poetics (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1963) 92. Frank also sees the Legend as a logical step in Chaucer's 
artistic development. Frank, Chaucer and the Legend of Good Women 35. Norton-
Smith suggests that the Legend showed Chaucer "what sort of problems arise for the 
writer in this kind of additive, episodic patterning." John Norton-Smith, Geoffrey 
Chaucer (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1974) 77. Overbeck traces Chaucer's 
development of the female voice and will through the Troilus and the Legend to the Wife 
of Bath 'sTale. Pat Trefzger Overbeck, "Chaucer's Good Woman," ChauR 2 (1967): 75-
94. 

3My readings, in contrast to those just mentioned, require a parodic reading of the 
individual legends. 
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In the Legend of Good Women Chaucer confronts directly and extensively the 

special demands of exemplary literature. His interest in the narrative constraints that apply 

to such exemplary stories is made clear through the Prologue. The specific restrictions 

forced upon Chaucer's persona by the fictional God of Love and Queen Alceste reveal a 

preoccupation with the narrative limits Chaucer self-consciously imposes on his own 

literary endeavor. Chaucer's use of the dream vision to create fictional characters who are 

responsible for the literary assignment and the specific restrictions that govern that task 

allows for an ironic distance from the legends that follow. Chaucer positions himself to 

demonstrate, through the individual legends, how ridiculous the narrative results of such 

an assignment can be. Ultimately though, the results of such restrictions are not merely 

narrative. The experience of writing the legends within a severely restrictive format 

finally reveals not only absurd narrative results, but also salient rhetorical dilemmas that 

inevitably accompany such narrative constraints. The God of Love's speech to Chaucer in 

the Prologue, with its emphasis on exemplarity and audience reception, generates a 

rhetorical charge for the entire work. This charge stems from, and is sustained by, a 

conspicuous hagiographic framework that supports the entire work and provides for the 

representation of these good women as saintly models for audience edification. This 

chapter examines how Chaucer's work in the Legend begins to explore the rhetorical 

limits of exemplary narrative that he investigates with greater range in the Canterbury 

Tales. 
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While early ironic readings of the Legend often met with heated rebuttal,4 recent 

readings of Chaucerian parody in the Legend have become more accepted. Of course, it is 

always easier to decide to call what Chaucer does "ironic" than to describe the source and 

purpose of his irony. Accordingly, recent studies of Chaucer's ironic approach to the 

Legend, rather than calling simply for a light reading of the Legend, focus on the task of 

illuminating the serious themes which underlie the poem's irony. Lisa J. Kiser, for 

instance, has argued that the object of Chaucer's irony in the Legend is not so much the 

female characters (the good women themselves, as Goddard argued) but rather the 

common literary practices of medieval authors as well as the expectations and tastes of 

medieval audiences.5 Kiser argues that, because the Legend*s "thickly ironic texture and 

its broad comedy conceal Chaucer's intentions,"6 the poem deserves careful critical 

attention. For Kiser, the entire project of the Legend is a mock palinode to the Troilus 

meant in reality to defend Chaucer's adaptation of classical narrative in his great narrative 

poem, an adaptation that created a complex, but honest, synthesis of pagan and Christian 

cultures. The Legend then parodies the contrasting medieval method of retelling classical 

material: the contrived and reductive practice of moralizing classical narratives for a 

Christian reception. Through his parodies, Kiser explains, Chaucer attacks narrative 

strategies that force "a narrowly moral reading of human affairs" as he mimics the 

4Lowes 1909 article, for instance, is a direct attack on Goddard's ironic reading of 
the Legend. 

5Lisa J. Kiser, Telling Classical Tales: Chaucer and the Legend of Good Women 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1983). 

6Kiser 10 
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hagiographical claims of "historical veracity" and "life applicability."7 

Kiser is finally more interested in medieval practices of retelling classical narratives 

than in Chaucer's approach to the hagiographic genre itself. She argues that Chaucer 

parodies certain conventions of the saint's life indirectly in order to attack the often 

reductive practice of Christianizing classical literary material. I am suggesting, however, a 

more direct critique of hagiography in the Legend than Kiser's reading assumes. Kiser 

reminds her readers repeatedly that Chaucer's attack is directed, not against classical 

lovers or saints, but against particular strategies of translating and retelling classical myth 

in a Christian context: 

[B]y parodying the medieval moral poetry within which the characters of 
Latin culture are forced to exist, Chaucer shows precisely why art that 
presents a single moral perspective is finally inadequate to the variety and 
richness of the 'olde appreved stories,' the 'sondry thynges' which form the 
basis of the medieval storyteller's art.8 

If Chaucer is suggesting that the narrowly moral form of the exemplum is inadequate to 

the richness and moral complexity of classical myth, might he also be suggesting that such 

a form is also inadequate to the richness and moral complexity of human life? That is to 

say, if Chaucer demonstrates in the Legend that such exempla are narrative failures 

because they have forced certain stories to be moralized in ways they were never intended 

to be, stripping away narrative elements and compromising the stories to make them 

adhere to a preconditioned form, might he also be suggesting that a narrowly moral 

reading of life is always a failure? 

'Kiser 120, 102, 101. 

8Kiser 152 
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In order to address this question, we must first ask what is meant by the word 

"failure." Indeed, many critics have called attention to the narrative failure of Chaucer's 

legends. While some point, with regret, to a narrative monotony in the tales that finally 

forced Chaucer to abandon the project entirely,9 others, like Kiser, have interpreted the 

legends as deliberate narrative failures and carefully constructed parodies, which provide 

not only a serious critique of contemporary narrative practice but also moments of great 

comedy. The second reading is infinitely more satisfying than the first because it redeems 

the legends themselves for serious study and exculpates Chaucer for any literary collapse. 

But if the legends are constructed to be narrative failures, they are also rhetorical failures. 

The exercise of writing within strict narrative constraints and under the censorship of the 

God of Love, who wants to make sure that Chaucer speaks only of the goodness of 

women and the evilness of men, not only results in one-dimensional, bland narrative, but 

also creates rhetorical dilemmas that undermine the very rhetorical goals that the God of 

Love and Alceste prescribe for the project. In order for Chaucer to adhere to Cupid's 

prescribed purity of "sentence," he must suppress source material that challenges female 

goodness. For an author and an audience familiar with the source texts, such excisions 

actually disrupt the purity of "sentence" rather than protect it. The narrator's 

abbreviations, by calling attention to the excised material, create a hermeneutical conflict 

that questions the credibility of the story. The "exemplary" women in the story, who must 

9Though Root notes "a few passages of fine description," he suggests that the 
legends were "hastily and reluctantly written" and that Chaucer quickly tired of the 
project. Root 150. Payne states that "the legends themselves, which follow the brilliant 
Prologue, are flat, more or less unrelieved failures." Payne 111. 
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be revised, circumscribed, and partially excised to adhere to the God of Love's narrative 

demands, are hence rendered passive and even witless, which undermines audience 

identification with the characters and ultimately those characters' deliberative force. In 

this way, the narrative restrictions imposed upon the assignment lead to rhetorical 

dilemmas that undermine the persuasive power of the exempla themselves. 

The Rhetorical Nature of Chaucer's Legenda 

Because collections of stories celebrating the nobility and morality of classical 

women were popular in both classical and medieval literature, Chaucer placed himself 

within an established tradition of auctores when he wrote his Legend. What distinguishes 

Chaucer's Legend from Ovid's Heroides, the Ovide moralise, Bocaccio's De mulieribus 

claris, and even Gower's contemporary Confessio Amantis is that while all four of these 

works certainly contain exempla, Chaucer's attempt at a legendary of good women makes 

overt and deliberate use of hagiographic language—the ladies are saints and martyrs—and 

conveys a preoccupation with the rhetorical effect such examples will have on a 

contemporary audience. 

The Prologue's dream vision establishes both a cause and context for the legends 

themselves. During most of the first half of the Prologue, Chaucer the narrator is a 

solitary observer. In the opening lines he meditates on the uses of the "olde aproved 

storyes" (G.21)10 for knowledge of truths that lie outside individual experience. Here, 

10References to the Legend of Good Women will be made by line number and will 
refer to the edition of the text in Geoffrey Chaucer, The Riverside Chaucer, ed. Larry D. 
Benson, 3rd ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987). My principle text will be the "G" 
version, following scholarly consensus that it is the later, revised, and definitive version. 
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Chaucer seems to be taking up again themes he explored in the House of Fame: the 

authority of the auctores and the culpability (or responsibility) of the reader/translator who 

himself becomes author. When Chaucer is met by the God of Love and Alceste, the 

solitary meditator becomes the culpable author. When the God of Love finally addresses 

Chaucer, his speech is harsh and censorious: 

Thow art my mortal fo and me werreyest, 
And of myne olde servauntes thow mysseyest, 
And hynderest hem with thy translacyoun, 
And lettest folk to han devocyoun 
To serven me, and holdest it folye 
To truste on me. Thow mayest it nat denye, 
For in pleyn text, it nedeth nat to glose, 
Thow hast translated the Romauns of the Rose, 
That is an heresye ageyns my lawe, 
And makest wise folk fro me withdrawe; 
And thynkest in thy wit, that is ful col, 
That he nys but a verray propre fol 
That loveth paramours to harde and hote. 

(G.248-60) 

While the God of Love calls attention here to Chaucer's source documents and locates 

Chaucer's offense in his "myssey[ing]" of the old authors, he is not truly interested in 

issues of textual transmission. The God of Love is not initiating a theoretical discussion 

on the degrees of authorial responsibility, and he is not interested in defining such terms as 

"translator," "commentator," or "author." He is concerned not with exploring Chaucer's 

relationship to his sources, examining Chaucer's methods of translation, or even 

determining what a faithful translator is, but with the literal and practical effects of these 

works on an audience. In these lines the God of Love holds Chaucer responsible for his 

readers' responses, specifically for the potential attitudes and actions that may result from 
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their reading. The driving force behind the God of Love's rebuke, then, is his concern 

with the exemplarity of Chaucer's work. He is Concerned solely with the effect Chaucer's 

works and the negative "models" they proffer may have, and presumably have had, on his 

readership. 

As the God of Love completes his initial castigation of Chaucer's recent literary 

endeavors, he continues with a general complaint that Chaucer ignored so many stories of 

women faithful in love. Why, the God of Love cannot understand, would Chaucer choose 

to write of Criseyde when he could write of Lucrece? Many books, at least sixty 

according to the God of Love, had been written in support of women's goodness. Still 

consumed by the power and effect of examples, the God of Love now suggests that 

Chaucer himself could have found better authorial models for his own work: 

What seith Valerye, Titus, or Claudyan? 
What seith Jerome agayns Jovynyan? 
How clene maydenes and how trewe wyves, 
How stedefaste widewes durynge alle here lyves, 
Telleth Jerome, and that not of a fewe, 
But, I dar seyn, an hundred on a rewe, 
That it is pite for to rede, and routhe, 
The wo that they endure for here trouthe. 

(G.280-87) 

If the God of Love's opening defamation of Chaucer comes across as extreme and 

reactionary, these lines that follow severely question Eros' competence as reader and 

interpreter. While the works he mentions certainly include praise of women like Lucrece, 

they are largely antifeminist in nature and purpose, the very sort of book that the Wife of 

Bath tears in the climactic moment of her Prologue. The God of Love's naive reading 

creates a striking moment of dramatic irony. That the God of Love begins to appear not 
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only offended but also misguided here helps to create a comic distance from Eros' rebuke, 

and it will also contribute to the ironic distance Chaucer the author creates between 

himself and his assignment as a whole.11 

A preoccupation with the exemplary function of literature not only motivates the 

God of Love's condemnation of Chaucer, but also determines the nature of Chaucer's 

penance. The God of Love's rebuke is broken only by Alceste's insistence that Chaucer 

be given a chance to defend himself: 

God, ryght of youre curteysye, 
Ye moten herkenen if he can replye 
Ageyns these poynts that ye han to hym meved. 
A god ne sholde not thus been agreved, 
But of his deite he shal be stable, 
And therto ryghtful, and ek mercyable. 
He shal nat ryghtfully his yre wreke 
Or he have herd the tother partye speke. 

(G.318b-25) 

Alceste, however, does not yet give Chaucer the opportunity to speak. Instead, she 

spiritedly assumes the role of mediator and intercessor on Chaucer's behalf. Alceste's 

advise to the God of Love, offered in a tone of urgency balanced by proper deference, sets 

"Riser, Chapter Five, examines the God of Love as an archetypal bad reader 
whose literary assumptions are so confused as to prohibit correct interpretation. For the 
God of Love, Kiser argues, "all literature is exemplary in function; he cannot conceive of 
literary meaning other than that which might arise from these prerequisite moral 
categories. Complexity is not expected in literature and hence not found there." Kiser 80. 
The God of Love's judgment of the Troilus, then, is that it is an inadequate work of art 
because it does not offer a "good woman" to serve as a model for readers to trust and 
emulate. I would amend this statement only to say that the God of Love is not much 
interested in literature as "works of art" at all. What matters is only their rhetorical 
function. 
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her in the traditional mold of the queenly intercessor.12 She determines to provide 

Chaucer with a proper defense, urges the God of Love to be merciful, and finally suggests 

an appropriate penance for Chaucer's offense. Alceste offers three defensive positions for 

Chaucer. First, she simply suggests to Eros that Chaucer may have been wrongly accused 

by "a queynte totelere accusour,/ That tabouren in youre eres many a thyng/ For hate, or 

for jealous ymagynyng" (G.329-31). Second, she presents the possibility that Chaucer is 

simply an unwitting translator, that he wrote "Of innocence, and nyste what he seyde" 

(G.345). Finally, she recounts many of Chaucer's earlier works, among them the House of 

Fame, the Book of the Duchess, and the Parliament of Fowles, through which Chaucer 

"hath maked lewed folk to delyte/ To serven yow, in presynyng of youre name" (G.403-

4). This third defense, which again highlights both the God of Love's and Alceste's 

preoccupation with literature's didactic function, seems to carry the greatest force, for the 

God of Love immediately relents upon hearing it: "A1 lyth in yow, doth with hym what 

yow leste;/ And al foryeve, withoute lenger space" (G.439-40) 

Alceste, while she wins for Chaucer the mercy of the God of Love, does not 

simply excuse Chaucer's offense. Her three defensive strategies, in addressing the 

surrounding context of Chaucer's literary activity and the broader scope of his literary 

career, amount to arguments for mercy, not exculpation. Alceste seeks only to pass part 

of the blame, not to deny entirely Chaucer's culpability. For this reason, Alceste offers no 

12See Paul Strohm, Hochan's Arrow: The Social Imagination of Fourteenth-
Century Texts (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992) 95-119. 
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viable corrective to the God of Love's literary tastes and expectations.13 Like him, she 

expects stories of pure models that offer uncomplicated lessons and examples for readers. 

Chaucer's assignment, then, his punishment, is truly a penance, meant to instruct Chaucer 

in proper literary activity, to give him practice in producing pure exemplary works: 

Now wol I seyn what penaunce thow shalt do 
For thy trespas, and understond it here: 
Thow shalt, whil that thow livest, yer by yere, 
The moste partye of thy tyme spende 
In makynge of a gloryous legende 
Of goode women, maydenes and wyves, 
That were trewe in lovynge al here lyves; 
And telle of false men that hem betrayen, 
That al here lyf ne don nat but assayen 
How manye wemen they may don a shame; 
For in youre world that is now holden game. 
And thogh the lesteth not a lovere be, 
Spek wel of love; this penaunce yeve I thee. 

(G.471-81) 

In assigning Chaucer his task, Alceste gives him not only a subject and an issue, 

but a thesis as well. Her assignment is, in fact, much akin to a modern academic exercise 

commonly given in introductory writing courses: "Write a short essay in which you prove 

the following claim about x." For such an assignment the argument comes ready-made. 

13Kiser argues that Alceste is the literary "embodiment of Chaucer's art" and that 
she offers "a powerful vindication of the complex process by which poets convey real 
truths." As such, she stands in sharp contrast to the God of Love's "unmistakable stamp 
of artificiality." Kiser 61, 64. While the metaphor of the daisy may indeed elucidate 
Chaucer's poetic sensibility that art must always reflect something in the material world, as 
a character, Alceste's speech has much in common with the God of Love's. In giving 
Chaucer his assigned penance, she adopts Cupid's literary and rhetorical assumption that 
stories should instruct through exemplary figures and purity of "sentence." 
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The student need only find, or create, appropriate support for the pre-packaged claim.14 

The task is simply to fill in the blanks, and such an exercise rarely meets with genuine 

enthusiasm from students. We should not be surprised, then, if Chaucer the narrator 

occasionally interrupts his own work to complain about his task. His assignment is 

circumscribed by specific narrative strictures—his writing must address solely the goodness 

of women and the evilness of the men who persecute them. He gets no extra points for 

critical thinking. 

Cupid's instructions also restrict the length of the individual legends. In the "F" 

version of the Prologue, the God of Love includes an explicit demand for brevity (line 

577). While this line is removed from the "G" version of the Prologue, the legends 

themselves are marked by the conspicuous and frequent use of abbrevatio, an excision or 

extreme compression of source material. Chaucer's narrator often marks these 

abbreviations by referring the reader directly to his source text, as in the closing lines of 

the "Legend of Medea" when he explains, "Wei can Ovyde hire letter in vers endyte,/ 

Which were as now to long for me to wryte" (1676). This example is typical of the 

14For the present discussion, the problem with such an exercise is that it eliminates 
inventio altogether and severely circumscribes elocutio. It is more difficult to tie this 
assignment to specific methods of medieval rhetorical pedogogy. General opinion is that 
grammar took a position above rhetoric in the medieval arts curricula. See George A. 
Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric and Its Christian and Secular Tradition from Ancient to 
Modern Times (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1980) 183. Books of 
declamatory exercises called progymnasmata, developed during the Second Sophistic, 
continued to be used throughout the Middle Ages in the East. In the West, they seem to 
have survived in the form of letter writing manuals (dictamen), which like the 
progymnasmata offered lists of commonplaces along with model exercises. Kennedy 186. 
I do not, however, want to force the comparison between Chaucer's exercise and 
declamation since with the latter, while much was pre-structured for the writer, the thesis 
itself may not have been predetermined. 
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narrator's use of abbrevatio throughout the legends: the lines announce, rather than 

conceal, the abbreviation, explain that it is made for the sake of brevity, and identify the 

authoritative source. But what relationship do such abbreviations imply between the new 

text and the source texts? 

Defined within the framework of medieval hermeneutical performance, as Rita 

Copeland has explained, abbreviatio (along with its counterpart amplificatio) allowed the 

medieval writer to establish difference from his source text and define a new authorial 

intent.15 In this way abbreviatio, a conventional topos of medieval exegesis, could be 

employed as a rhetorical strategy through which a medieval translator or commentator 

could establish himself as a new auctor. Copeland calls this process "secondary 

translation," and uses the Legend of Good Women as a chief example. Such translations, 

she explains, "define themselves expressly in terms of difference: they call attention to 

their own position in a historical rupture and in so doing advance their own claims to 

displace their sources."16 The Legend*s narrator should thus stand in a position of both 

hermeneutical and rhetorical authority, but it is clear that he does not. Chaucer's narrator, 

while empowered with the tools of rhetorical invention, is never truly in control of his 

material. He is prevented from any true invention by the hermeneutical and rhetorical 

tyranny of the God of Love. The hermeneutical tyranny arises from Cupid's insistence 

that these women be interpreted as pure models of unchallenged virtue, the rhetorical 

15Rita Copeland, Rhetoric, Hermeneutics, and Translation in the Middle Ages 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991) 179-220. 

16Copeland 180. 
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tyranny from his insistence that these models must carry deliberative force for female 

readers. 

Critics have often connected Chaucer's repeated compression and abridgement in 

the tales to his genuine boredom with the project. But abbreviation is an essential 

narrative control placed on the assignment from the start. It is imperative that the narrator 

abbreviate his sources, not simply for the sake of space, but also, in fact primarily, for the 

sake of "sentence." He must excise material if he is to fulfill his assignment and prove the 

predetermined thesis. While Chaucer the narrator busies himself abbreviating and 

otherwise modifying17 his classical narratives to please the God of Love, Chaucer the 

author stands at an ironic distance from the entire exercise. As many critics have pointed 

out, the conspicuous abbreviations that appear so frequently in the legends actually 

foreground the source material rather than conceal it.18 They serve in fact not to ensure 

the virtuous images of the suffering women, as the God of Love would hope, but instead 

to disrupt those images and to mark the artificial constraints that reveal the limits of the 

,7Copeland identifies the use of occupatio, "a way of saying something in the very 
act of promising not to say it," along with abbrevatio in the legends. Copeland 197. The 
two devices work in precisely the same way in the legends as they call narrative material 
into view through the act of suppressing it. Richard A. Lanham classifies occupatio under 
the term occultatio and suggests that the former term be eliminated. Richard A. Lanham, 
A Handlist of Rhetorical Terms (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991) 104. 

I8John M. Fyler, Chaucer and Ovid (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1979) 99; 
Peter L. Allen, "Reading Chaucer's Good Women," ChauR 21 (1987): 426-27; Kiser, 99-
101. Most recently, Simpson advises readers of the Legend that "whenever Chaucer says 
that it is unnecessary to say something, we should pause," and reminds us that as 
"Chaucer draws attention to sources and excisions... he is inviting us to notice what is 
left out." James Simpson, "Ethics and Interpretation: Reading Wills in Chaucer's Legend 
of Good Women," SAC 20 (1998): 94. 
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project even as they attempt to control it. In this way, Chaucer urges us to read not like 

the God of Love, but against him, and with a critical eye towards the narrative and 

rhetorical restraints intrinsic to exemplary literature. 

The Rhetorical Limits of the Legends 

The exemplary function of the legends ensures that the narrative limits placed on 

this assignment create rhetorical limits as well. Although many critics have described 

Chaucer's approach to the legends as reluctant and desultory, he did indeed manage to 

complete nine of the assigned stories.19 I would suggest that what sustained Chaucer's 

interest in the Legend project as a whole was his exploration of the specifically rhetorical 

dilemmas that the individual legends generate. If we keep in mind the rhetorical effect the 

God of Love expects these legends of good women to have on Chaucer's audience, the 

inherent rhetorical problems in the legends come quickly into view. The overarching 

rhetorical crisis that the individual legends represent can be identified through three 

specific rhetorical dilemmas: the problem of credibility, the problem of contradictory 

rhetorical demands, and the problem of identification. 

In describing Chaucer's "carefully constructed" parody in the legends, Kiser 

identifies the principle source of Chaucer's comedy: 

Chaucer means for us to recognize and appreciate his dextrous (and very 
funny) avoidance of narrative material that might contradict the legendary's 
commissioned goal—to tell of'good women' . . . . By certain obvious 
deletions from his auctores' texts, Chaucer is able to show exactly how the 

19T I prefer to say "assigned" rather than "planned" since I suspect Chaucer never 
intended to complete the full assignment of nineteen legends. 
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literary preferences for the God of Love force the poet to abuse classical 
works.20 

In order to fulfill his assignment, Chaucer must eliminate from his sources any material 

that could offer a potential challenge, or complication, to his decreed theme. In keeping 

with his task, Chaucer faithfully makes the necessary abridgements in his versions of the 

stories, but he does so in such a way that the narrative summaries, abbreviations, and 

excisions take center stage. The frequent and highly visible narrative lacunae offer the 

most striking and memorable moments in the legends. 

The Legend of Ariadne begins, as many of the legends do, by focusing on the 

second half of Alceste's assignment—describing the evil male betrayers. The opening 

declaration that the story is told "for to clepe ageyn unto memorye/ Of Theseus the grete 

untrouthe of love" (1889-90) prepares us once again for the story of a woman wronged. 

Theseus, held prisoner by the King of Crete in the labyrinth of "a wiked beste" (the 

Minotaur), owes his life to Ariadne, who, along with her sister Phaedra, helps him escape. 

Even before we meet Ariadne in the legend, the narrator declares with solemnity the heavy 

debt Theseus owes her: 

Me thynketh this, that thow were depe yholde 
To whom that savede thee from cares colde! 
And if now any woman helpe the, 
Wei oughtestow hire servaunt for to be, 
And ben hire trewe lovere yer be yere! 
(1954-58) 

This is a debt that Theseus, as a false lover, does not keep. The final scene of the legend 

leaves Ariadne abandoned and betrayed on "an yle amyd the wilde se" (2163), and the 

20Kiser 97 
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narrator with a heart that "hath now pite" (2184). 

In his attempt to construct a narrative that follows the God of Love's prescriptions, 

the narrator must ignore certain negative implications of Ariadne's behavior that remain 

latent in the text. Nothing is said, for instance, of Ariadne's presumed crimes against her 

kin. Her decision to assist Theseus, the elaborate plan that she, Phaedra, and the "gayler" 

carry out, amounts to a betrayal of her father and a conspiracy to murder her half-brother. 

While the legend as a whole is marked by the narrator's ostensibly naive disregard for the 

complexities of Ariadne's motivation, his description of the final scene offers the most 

striking, and obvious, exclusion from the Ariadne myth. As Ariadne awakes on the isle 

and "gropeth in the bed, and fond ryght nought" (2186), the reader, like Ariadne, is called 

to account for the other characters. Ariadne is on the island, Theseus on a ship headed 

for home. Where is Phaedra? While the narrator glosses over Phaedra's own act of 

betrayal, saying only that while Ariadne slept Theseus "taketh hire in his hond and for goth 

he" (2173), readers who know the story would be reminded of Phaedra's betrayal and the 

dim fate that awaits her in Athens. The narrator is obligated, of course, to ignore 

Phaedra's disloyalty to her sister because it would compromise his claim about women's 

essential goodness. This omission, however, because so obvious to informed readers, 

actually reinforces Phaedra's duplicity. 

We see this sort of omission with the same logical effect throughout the individual 

legends. Medea, for instance, is described as a woman "wis and fayr," who is duped by 

the traitor Jason. Her murder of her children does not, however, find its way into the 

legend. Likewise, Philomela's capture, rape, and imprisonment by Tereus receive full 
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treatment, but nothing is said of the meal she and her sister make of Tereus' son. In order 

to maintain his purity of "sentence," the narrator must excise some of the narrative details 

that his characters are most famous for. Thus, his omissions actually call attention to the 

women's crimes. In this way, Chaucer shows that the attempt to force complex narrative 

material to support a simple preordained thesis can actually result in an argument for its 

antithesis. Because these legends have been defined from the start by their exemplary 

function, this problem of logic is also a problem of persuasion. How can the story of 

Ariadne, Medea, or Philomela convince an audience of women's "goodness," much less 

persuade women readers to model their actions on these examples, if the stories' most 

striking moments reveal "hidden" challenges to that claim of "goodness?" 

The rhetorical success of the individual legends is undermined not only by 

intertextual details that question the narrative's credibility and contradict its "sentence," 

but also by an intrinsic conflict of rhetorical demands. While the entire project is informed 

by a requirement that the legends offer pure, didactic models of female virtue, the actual 

depiction of the women and especially their own articulated self-assessments subvert this 

rhetorical goal. In accordance with the God of Love's command, the heroines of these 

stories must be exemplary: not only pure, but also worth imitating. The devotion and 

loyalty of these noble women that the God of Love stresses in the Prologue, however, 

usually comes across in the legends as naivete and gullibility. Elaine Hansen has described 

at length the paradigm of the "composite good woman" that the narrator follows in the 

legends, and has called attention to the limits such an ideal forces on the characterization 

of his heroines: 
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The narrator consistently inhibits our sympathy for their suffering by 
increasing the sheer stupidity and blindness of his heroines, playing up the 
comic potential in their stories, pointing out the ignobility of their motives, 
and devaluing the love for which they suffer and the men to whose charms 
they so willingly succumb.21 

This air of stupidity in the heroines arises, Hansen explains, out of the inadequacies of an 

antifeminist tradition that offers women severely limited categories of "goodness." The 

most prominent defining characteristic of the good woman is also inherently passive: the 

ability to suffer. The female characters in the legends can fulfill this requirement, and do, 

without any independent action. Hansen notes that the narrator's editorial policy in the 

legends often reduces the women's ability to act within the story, leaving them always 

weak, powerless, and beguiled.22 

If, as Hansen argues, the depiction of female characters in the Legend, which 

allows them only the most passive sort of conduct, reveals a critique of antifeminist views 

of women's virtue, it does so while generating a conspicuous and unresolved rhetorical 

21Elaine Tuttle Hansen, "Irony and the Antifeminist Narrator in Chaucer's Legend 
of Good Women," JEGP 82 (1983): 24. 

22For Hansen, the object of Chaucer's irony in the Legend is the antifeminist 
tradition itself, in which both the God of Love and the narrator are implicated: "Cupid's 
ideals and the narrator's execution of the penance imposed on him so obviously fail to 
describe a truly 'good woman' and are so patently comic, misguided, and unreliable that 
we are ultimately let to see not the limitations of the female nature itself, but the 
limitations of the attitudes toward female virtue and the idealization of women in which 
Cupid and the narrator conspire." Hansen 12. For a more recent discussion of the limits 
forced on the portrayal of women's virtue in the Legend see Judith Laird, "Good Women 
and Bonnes Dames: Virtuous Females in Chaucer and Christine De Pizan," ChauR 30 
(1995): 58-70. Laird contrasts Chaucer's portrayal of a female virtue defined solely in 
terms of women's relationship to men against De Pizan's picture of virtuous women as 
"separate and intact beings." Laird 68. In doing so, she implicates Chaucer equally with 
his narrator. I, however, like Hansen, see Chaucer establishing a critical distance from his 
narrator's severely limited view of female virtue. 
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conflict. If as the God of Love has decreed, the women in these legends should offer 

models for Chaucer's audience, the audience must be able to determine which behaviors 

and attitudes to imitate. The women's exemplary function in the tales is subverted not 

only by their inaction, but by a frequent refrain from the characters themselves that 

suggests their models should not in fact be imitated. The "Legend of Phyllis" is 

exceptional among the legends for the lengthy speech given to the heroine through her 

letter of lament. The narrator allows Phyllis a longer complaint than any of the other 

women, even Dido. In the final passage of her legend, as the narrator allows space for the 

voice of the "good woman," her complaint against Demophon turns into a lament over her 

own virtue: 

For I was of my love to yow to fre. 
And of the goddes that ye han forswore, 
Yif hire vengeaunce falle on yow therfore, 
Ye be nat suffisaunt to bere the peyne. 
To moche trusted I, wel may I pleyne, 
Upon youre lynage and youre fayre tonge, 
And on youre teres falsly out yronge. 

(2521-27) 

Similarly, Dido, in her final complaint against Aeneas, admits that her loyalty to their love 

was "al in veyn" (1359). Here, Dido herself seems to echo the earlier musings of her 

narrator that suggest Dido's devotion to Aeneas was the result of her ignorance, her 

inability to see the betrayal that lay ahead, even her failure to heed "olde ensaumples": 

O sely wemen, fill of innocence, 
Ful of pite, of trouthe and conscience, 
What maketh yow to men to truste so? 
Have ye swych routhe upon hyre feyned wo, 
And han swich olde ensaumples yow beforn? 
Se ye nat alle how they ben forsworn? 
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Where sen ye oon that he ne hath laft his leef, 
Or ben unkynde, or don hire som myscheef, 
Or piled hire, or bosted of his dede? 

(1254-62) 

If Dido herself should have known better, from the "olde ensaumples," than to love and 

trust Aeneas, her "virtue" itself necessarily becomes a negative example within her own 

legend. 

The suggestion that the actions and attitudes of women like Phyllis and Dido are 

regrettable, even lamentable, presents a problem of identification. While the God of Love 

insists in the Prologue that the proper stories of women in love should edify their audience 

by urging them to identify with the virtuous behavior of the heroines, both the plot and 

characters in the actual legends subvert this rhetorical appeal. The women, stripped 

entirely of human agency in order to meet Cupid's demand for purity, are left only with a 

kind of blind acceptance that they finally curse. If a model of virtue is to be followed, the 

reader must be encouraged to identify with the model, but in the case of Dido and Phyllis, 

the women themselves literally instruct their audience, "don't be like me." 

If the preset narrative restraints on the legends finally compromise the heroines' 

exemplary force, it is Chaucer the author and not Chaucer the narrator who fully 

appreciates this problem. The narratorial persona allows Chaucer the author, as it often 

does, the opportunity to write self-consciously. The Legend's irony, I would suggest, is 

most salient in those moments when the announced rhetorical aim of the whole project is 

noticeably thwarted. These moments of rhetorical challenge, then, reveal the object of 

Chaucer's critique. Kiser has identified the object of Chaucerian critique in the Legend as 
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the medieval translator's reductive practice of oversimplifying classical material to square 

with a Christian moral interpretation. Hansen has identified the antifeminist tradition's 

restrictive method of defining female virtue as the object of Chaucer's critique. While 

both studies have helped refocus scholarly attention on the individual legends, they 

underestimate the degree to which the generic form that generates and maintains the 

rhetorical charge for the entire work, the hagiographic exemplum, is implicated in 

Chaucer's irony. 

If the legends themselves are intended to reveal the potentially absurd results of 

writing within the narrative constraints imposed by Alceste and the God of Love, they do 

so within a conspicuously hagiographic framework. The overall structure of the Legend 

imitates the collections of saints' lives, or legendaries, that became popular in late 

thirteenth-century Europe.23 Five of the nine brief tales begin with a formal incipit that 

identifies its heroine(s) as "martyr."24 In addition to their larger frame, the legends 

themselves simulate hagiographic exempla.25 The tales locate the women's virtue in their 

purity, industry, loyalty, and suffering, and present the women as models for admiration 

and imitation. They do this while constructing a cosmic conflict between the forces of 

23The most well-known thirteenth-century legendary was Jacobus' Legenda Aurea, 
which inspired two English collections, the South English Legendary and the North 
English Legendary. 

24Chaucer's Man of Law seems to have been impressed enough by the saintly 
credentials of the women to call the Legend"the Seintes Legende of Cupide" (11.61). 

25Kiser has identified "three general characteristics of the exemplum form that 
Chaucer parodies in his legendary-its explicit morality, its applicability to life, and its 
brevity." Kiser 101. 
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good and evil; while the women are figured as saints through their loyalty and suffering, 

the men who torment them are represented as forces of darkness. Both the epideictic and 

deliberative appeals—the calls for admiration and imitation—depend upon the stability of 

this binary opposition between good and evil, heaven and hell. As the dominant 

exemplary genre of the Middle Ages, hagiography is inevitably implicated in any medieval 

critique of exemplary literature. But Chaucer makes his commentary on hagiography 

more direct by using the framework of the medieval legendary and figuring the individual 

legends as cosmic battles between good and evil. The next section considers how Chaucer 

uses the "Legend of Lucrece," the most overtly hagiographic narrative of all the legends, 

to focus a general critique of exemplary literature on the genre of the saint's life 

specifically. 

"She was holden there a seynt": The Model of Lucrece 

While all nine legends bear hagiographic resonances, none conforms more 

thoroughly to the structure of a saint's life than "The Legend of Lucrece." This is not 

surprising since Lucretia would seem the ideal candidate for Christian canonization among 

women of antiquity. Because Lucretia's virtue and heroism, celebrated by both Ovid and 

Livy, stem from a loyalty and devotion to her husband and a concern for reputation that is 

tied directly to her chastity, her story was readily convertible to an example of Christian 

piety. Jerome presents just such a reception of Lucretia's story when he includes her 

among his examples of chaste women in his Adversus Jovinianum. Furthermore, she 

does not carry the nasty baggage of kin-crime like several other of Chaucer's good 
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women. Her example then would not require the sort of abbreviation and compression so 

pervasive in most of the other legends. If the excised, if not finally suppressed, flaws of 

women like Medea and Procne complicate, and ultimately debilitate, their exemplary 

function, Lucrece, who stands unmarred by the stains of revenge, offers the hope of 

exemplary success. Hers is certainly the most fertile ground for credible and sustained 

hagiographic representation, and Chaucer takes full advantage of the convenient overlaps 

between pagan and Christian ideals that her story offers. 

This story, because it does not require the abbreviatio so prevalent in other 

legends, offers the space for a thorough sanctification of Lucrece's model. The narrator 

tells us in the opening lines of the legend that his purpose will be "to preyse and drawe to 

memorye/ The very wif, the verray trewe Lucresse" (1685-86). From the very start, the 

narrator focuses attention on the model life his tale will celebrate. This simple 

identification of Lucrece and her virtue in the opening lines already distinguishes this 

legend from the others, most of which begin with a lengthy discussion of the male 

protagonist's malevolence. While Tarquinius is named before Lucrece, the narrator 

immediately diverts attention from him to the legend's saintly heroine. The initial 

descriptions of Lucrece highlight her saintly characteristics first by praising her industry: 

This noble wif sat by hire beddes side 
Dischevele, for no malyce she ne thoughte; 
And softe wolle owe bok seyth that she wroughte 
To kepen hire from slouthe and idelnesse. 

(1719-22) 

and then her honesty and chastity: 

And eek hire teres, fill of honeste, 
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Embelished hire wifly chastity; 
Hyre contenaunce is to hire herte dygne, 
For they acorde bothe in dede and sygne. 
(1736-39) 

These attributes are conventional hagiographic topoi that establish the purity of the saint's 

character: Lucrece's hard-working nature guards her against idleness, and her honest tears 

demonstrate that she is without guile. 

Lucrece's purity and innocence are held in sharp contrast to Tarquinius' deception 

and depravity as the legend sustains a metaphysical conflict between the forces of good 

and evil. While the narrator does not make any conspicuous excisions from his source 

text, what changes he does make are intended to reinforce this cosmic dichotomy by 

portraying Tarquinius as more corrupt and Lucrece as more innocent. In both Ovid and 

Livy, Tarquinius arrives at the house as a visitor and is welcomed by Lucrece, but in 

Chaucer's version he arrives by stealth: 

Doun was the sonne and day hath lost his lyght; 
And in he cometh into a prive halke, 
And in the nyght fill thefly gan he stalke, 
Whan no wight hadde of tresoun swich a thought. 
Were it by wyndow or by other gyn, 
With swerd ydrawe shortly he com in 
There as she lay, this noble wif Lucresse. 
(1779-86) 

As this modification offers the picture of a more crooked and scheming Tarquinius, 

Chaucer's amplified rape scene increases Lucrece's innocence through the introduction of 

the fainting spell: 

She lost bothe at ones wit and breth, 
And in a swogh she lay, and wex so ded 
Men myghte smyten of hire arm or hed; 
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She feleth no thyng, neyther foul ne fayr. 

(1815-19) 

The swoon, of course, safeguards Lucrece's chastity by protecting her from any suspicion 

that she took pleasure in the act—she was incapable of feeling anything "fayr." It also 

reinforces the hagiographic nature of Lucrece's model and the legend as a whole by 

imitating the moment of saintly transport. Like many of the martyrs of the late antique 

passiones, Lucrece is miraculously removed from the physical torment—she was unable to 

feel anything "foul." 

The most overt use of hagiographic topoi in the legend comes at the end in the 

description of Lucrece's funeral, the public telling of her tale, and the establishment of a 

holy day on which "the peple" will reverence her: 

Of hir had al the toun of Rome routhe, 
And Brutus by hir chaste blood hath swore 
That Tarquyn shulde ybanyssehed be therefore, 
And al hys kyn; and let the peple calle, 
And openly the tale he tolde hem alle, 
And openly let cary her on a bere 
Thurgh al the toun, that men may see and here 
The horryble dede of hir oppressyoun, 
Ne never was ther kyng in Rome toun 
Syn thilke day; and she was holden there 
A seynt, and ever hir day yhalwed dere 
As in hir lawe; and thus endeth Lucresse, 
The noble wyf, as Tytus bereth witnesse. 
(1861-73) 

In ending his version of the legend the narrator creates for Lucrece her own cultus. 

Through this cultus, both her body and her vita, the story of her virtuous life, are made 

public. They are deemed sacred and are held up for both reverence and instruction. 

In accordance with the command of the God of Love, the legend's narrator works 
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to present the purest portrait of Lucrece's virtue, and he uses a hagiographic framework 

to accomplish this task. While the "Legend of Lucrece" might seem the most promising 

tale for fulfilling Cupid's literary demands, Lucrece's exemplary function is nevertheless 

subverted by the very text that represents her. The persistent problem of how her noble 

act is to be interpreted and whether, in fact, it should be imitated emerges in the early 

reference to Augustine's compassion for Lucrece. Here, the text creates a problem of 

credibility for any reader who is familiar with Augustine's diatribe against Lucrece and her 

suicide in The City of God.26 Augustine analyzes the story of Lucretia at great length and 

with great care, but with little compassion. He not only denounces her crime of suicide, 

but also suggests the possibility that she took pleasure in the act. But whether or not 

Lucretia is guilty of adultery, and he does not claim definitively that she is, Augustine 

condemns her suicide. Lucretia stands for Augustine as a negative, not a positive, 

example. Any exemplary force she exerts in the legend is simultaneously checked by this 

Augustinian notion of anti-exemplarity. Furthermore, Augustine clearly identifies Lucretia 

as a worshiper of false gods, which challenges her position as a saint. Thus, the passage 

from Augustine that the narrator glosses upsets the purity of Lucrece's virtue, the 

"sentence" of her action, and the hagiographic framework that represents her. From the 

beginning Chaucer flags both the determination with which his narrator seeks to sanctify 

Lucrece and the inherent obstacles to that sanctification. 

The desire to create an ideal portrait of virtue, a desire which is prompted by the 

26 Augustine, The City of God, trans. Marcus Dods (New York: Random House, 
1950). 
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God of Love, so motivates the narrator's presentation of Lucrece as to undermine her 

exemplary force. The problem of interpreting her actions as examples for imitation persists 

through the narrative as "hire frendes alle"(1827) insist that she bears no fault for the rape: 

And they answerden alle, upon her fey, 
That they forgave yt hyr, for yt was ryght; 
It was no gilt, it lay not in hir myght. 
(1847-49) 

These remarks from her friends echo the narrator's earlier comments in support of 

Lucrece's innocence: 

What shal she seyn? Hire wit is al ago. 
Ryght as a wolf that fynt a lomb alone, 
To whom shal she compleyne or make mone? 
What, shal she fyghte with an hardy knyght? 
Wei wot men that a woman hath no myght. 
What, shal she crye, or how shal she asterte 
That hath hire by the throte with swerd at herte? 
She axeth grace, and seyth al that she can. 

(1797-1804) 

Both the narratorial comments and the reassurance from family and friends that Lucrece 

bears no blame for the rape, and even that "[h]ir husbonde shulde nat have the foule 

name," while they seek to reinforce Lucrece's purity, also reveal the senselessness of her 

suicide. Lucrece, like Dido and Phyllis, is finally made to appear witless, and her 

presumably high act of honor, needless. The legend does create pathos, but cannot 

successfully cultivate that pathos to produce a reasonably persuasive argument for 

imitation. 

In the "Legend of Lucrece," as in the other legends, Chaucer's irony reveals itself 

in conspicuous rhetorical contradictions. The specific nature of these rhetorical dilemmas 
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is tied directly to the hagiographic framework that supports the project and determines its 

exemplary function. In her book-length study of the Legend, Sheila Delany resists the 

notion that Chaucer was motivated by a critique of hagiography. She admits many 

instances throughout Chaucer's work in which he refers to hagiography with a "slightly 

sanctimonious" air, but concludes that in most cases the irony is directed against 

characters rather than genre: 

Noticeable in all these instances is an element of irony associated with the 
the hagiographical reference. This is so despite, indeed alongside, the 
obvious devotion indicated by the Origen translation (and, of course, by 
numerous places in the Canterbury Tales, most explicitly the Retraction). 
In feet, I would maintain about these references or allusions, as I shall 
argue about the Legend itself as a whole, that the hagiographical matrix 
frames Chaucer's ironic project, that the notion of holiness stands as a foil 
to the events and persons he portrays. It is not disrespect for hagiography 
but, on the contrary, precisely respect that enables the secular poet to use 
the genre as a touchstone, albeit a distant and unobtrusive one.27 

While I agree with Delany that Chaucer is not motivated by a disrespect for hagiography, I 

do think the genre falls within his critical gaze since its structures and rhetorical 

assumptions, far from unobtrusive, inform every page of the Legend. As I will continue to 

argue in later chapters, Chaucer's objective here is not to discount pious behavior, but 

rather to examine the inherent rhetorical limits of a genre that uses the story of a saintly 

life as a model for audience emulation. 

The "authorial" comments of Chaucer's fictional narrator suggest that he would 

never have voluntarily taken on such an assignment. He repeatedly reminds his reader of 

the drudgery of his task, complains that he is "agroted," and finally leaves off entirely 

27Sheila Delany, The Naked Text: Chaucer's Legend of Good Women (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1994) 61-62. 
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before properly concluding the "Legend of Hypermnestra." It has become a mantra in 

Chaucerian scholarship that we must not mistake the narrator for the poet. Yet a long list 

of Chaucerian critics have done just that with the Legend, insisting that after the glorious 

Prologue, Chaucer quickly grew tired of writing flat, formulaic stories and moved on to 

more intriguing and ambitious ground, the Canterbury Tales. Indeed, the narrator 

expresses frustration and even boredom with this "compulsory" literary labor.28 We must 

nonetheless remember that Chaucer the author created this fictional impetus for the 

legends. He gave himself this task, and he surely did so for a reason. While Chaucer the 

narrator certainly implies that he finds such exemplary tales boring and that he has written 

them only under duress, we know that Chaucer the author continues to use the exemplary 

mode in tales for the Canterbury collection. Chaucer, to be sure, demonstrates more than 

a passing interest in the exemplum. While he is certainly critical of the exemplum in the 

Legend, as he continues to be in his later tales, he is assuredly not uninterested by it. 

Chaucer in fact finds in the Canterbury Tales fertile ground in which to further his 

experimentation with exemplary literature and to test the rhetorical power of saintly 

models within various narrative contexts. The narrative experiment of the Canterbury 

Tales allowed Chaucer space to explore the possibilities and limitations of exemplary 

discourse in an even more self-conscious and critical way. The multiple pilgrim narrators 

28The most conspicuous and frequently cited passages suggesting the narrator's 
frustration with his task are lines 2255-2260 in the "Legend of Philomela" and lines 2454-
2458 in the "Legend of Phyllis." Earlier critics such as Skeat and Root, who asserted that 
Chaucer abandoned the project because he grew tired of the legends, cited all instances of 
abbrevatio and occupatio as evidence of his boredom. Walter W. Skeat, ed., Chaucer: 
The Legend of Good Women (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1889). 
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give Chaucer the opportunity to try a variety of approaches to the saint's life, while the 

pilgrim listeners provide a fictional audience that makes rhetorical concerns more 

immediate. Chaucer's appropriation of the saint's life in the Canterbury Tales offers a 

critique of both the formulaic structure of the genre and the problem of audience 

identification with the saint, which mark, for Chaucer, the rhetorical limits of exemplary 

literature. 



CHAPTER III 

GRISELDA'S EXAMPLE RECONSIDERED: HERMENEUTICAL 

CONTINGENCIES AND THE PROBLEM OF IMIT AT 10 

IN THE CLERK'S TALE 

The Clerk's Tale, one of Chaucer's most notorious "problem tales," has proved a 

challenging work for modern critics to contextualize, either within specific thematic 

movements in the Canterbury Tales or, more generally, within medieval categories of 

genre. The tale has been read with great insight as part of the "marriage group,"1 in which 

context it stands as a systematic rejoinder to the Wife of Bath's argument about female 

sovereignty in marriage.2 While this focus on the Clerk's polemical response to Alisoun of 

Bath has revealed the narrator's clerkly wit and opened up the tale to ironic 

interpretations, the nature and extent of the tale's irony remains difficult to gauge. Critics 

disagree about what portions of the tale should be read ironically and whether the tale's 

'George L. Kittredge, Chaucer and His Poetry (Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 1933) 189-201, is the classic discussion of the marriage theme in the Canterbury 
Tales. 

following Kittredge, Donald Reiman argues that "the entire Clerk's Tale is 
formed as a counterpiece to the Wife of Bath's Prologue and Tale and is filled with ironic 
allusions to her arguments." Donald H. Reiman, "The Real Clerk's Tale-, or, Patient 
Griselda Exposed," Texas Studies in Literature and Language 5 (1963): 369. John A. 
Alford, on the other hand, in "The Wife of Bath versus the Clerk of Oxford: What Their 
Rivalry Means," ChauR 21 (1986): 108-32, proposes that the conflict between Wife and 
Clerk is an impersonal, historical conflict between the disciplines of rhetoric and dialectic. 

44 
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irony extends to the descriptions of Griselda's virtue.3 

The significance of Chaucer's ironic stance in the Clerk's Tale does not rest solely 

on the relationship between Clerk and Wife, authority and experience, learned and lewd, 

but also, perhaps primarily, on the tale's hagiographical resonances. The Clerk's story of 

patient Griselda also seems to fit, based on both subject matter (if we consider the subject 

not merely marriage, but also patience through suffering) and narrative framework, within 

the generic context of the rhyme royal tales. This group, which includes the Man of Law's 

Tale, the Prioress's Tale, and the Second Nun's Tale, has been called Chaucer's "saintly 

narratives" since all four tales, in varying degrees, make use of the narrative modes and 

conventions of hagiography. In order to appreciate more fully Chaucer's purpose and 

irony in this tale, we should examine them within this generic context. Critics, however, 

are often hesitant to classify the Clerk's Tale, more than any other rhyme royal tale, as a 

saint's life, primarily because Griselda's particular example of constancy through suffering 

is unsettling and the tale's conclusion resists the exegetical stability expected of saints' 

legends.4 Various critics have pronounced the tale allegorical, realistic, ironic, sincere, and 

3Derek Pearsall, The Canterbury Tales (London: Allen & Unwin, 1985) 246, has 
even warned critics to be wary of over-"ironization" in Chaucer's religious tales. 

4Recently, Valerie Edden has argued that to read the Clerk's Tale as a saint's life is 
a mistake. Though she is right to point out that Griselda's suffering and "rewards" play 
out in the domestic-that is to say, earthly-sphere, and that "what is at stake is not so much 
her salvation, but human happiness," by insisting that the tale is essentially a secular 
romance, she undervalues the Clerk's persistent directions to view Griselda within a 
saintly paradigm. Admittedly, this paradigm becomes increasingly problematic as the 
narrative continues, but the construction of the hagiographical context and its subsequent 
troubling are deliberate narrative strategies. Further, the tale's "pathetic realism" does not 
undermine, as Edden suggests, but rather reinforces, its religious and exemplary nature. 
Valerie Edden, "Sacred and Secular in the Clerk's Tale," ChauR 26 (1992): 369-76. 
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indeterminate. 

The most illuminating studies of the tale, however, do not insist that the narrative 

fall neatly into one of two dichotomous categories: sacred or secular, allegorical or literal, 

ideal or real, exemplary or pathetic. These studies have examined the tension that the tale 

maintains between such opposing categories, a tension usually understood to result from 

Chaucer's humanization of Petrarch's moral exemplum.5 Of the many questions 

surrounding the tale, the issue of the tale's exemplary function has received the most 

attention, the other categories subsumed in what has seemed the more urgent problem of 

the tale's exemplary force. Various explanations have been offered for what Carolyn Van 

Dyke calls a "fundamental weakness in the tale as exemplum, '* the earliest of these studies 

supposing aesthetic failure, or at least a flaw in Chaucer's artistic consciousness.7 

Because the Griselda story manifests such a rich translation history, and because 

Sever's masterful work so carefully laid out Chaucer's use of source material,8 modern 

5Petrarch himself, of course, is generally hailed as the great humanist. His version 
of the Griselda, however, affords the least human representation of the heroine, forcing 
the most abstract interpretation of her action and her example. For a discussion of the 
Petrarchan Academy and its particular brand of humanism as it relates to the Griselda 
story, see David Wallace, '"Whan She Translated Was': A Chaucerian Critique of the 
Petrarchan Academy," Literary Practice and Social Change in Britain, 1380-1530, ed. 
Lee Patterson (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990) 156-215. 

6Carolynn Van Dyke, "The Clerk's and Franklin's Subjected Subjects," SAC 17 
(1995): 56. 

7See Bernard H. Bronson, In Search of Chaucer (Toronto: University of Toronto 
Press, 1960), 106-15; and Elizabeth Salter, Chaucer: The Knight's Tale and the Clerk's 
Tale (London: Edward Arnold, 1962) 37-65. 

8 J. Burke Severs, The Literary Relationships of Chaucer's Clerk's Tale, Yale 
Studies in English, No. 96 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1942). Boccaccio's final 
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critics approach the Clerk's Tale with a keen awareness that Chaucer was not the first to 

confront the tale's hermeneutical challenges. In her examination of Chaucer's sources, 

Anne Middleton explains that the "history of transmission suggests that the power of the 

fable continually challenges those who retell it both to find the source and specify the uses 

of that power—to explain what is good about this good story, and what it is good for."9 

Middleton explores the diachronic layers of reception and various hermeneutical 

approaches to the Griselda story, concluding that "the meaning of the tale is its least stable 

feature."10 Though Middleton does not say so explicitly, the troubled search for meaning 

that the translation histoiy recounts is, in each case, the search for the story's instructio. 

Charlotte Morse, concerned that Middleton had underplayed the importance of Griselda's 

exemplary function, offers her own thorough account of the story's translation and 

reception history in order to demonstrate a consistent tendency among translators to read 

Griselda as a model for behavior.11 As Morse shows, whether the story is translated as a 

literal example for female readers (the French versions) or an allegorical lesson for male 

tale of The Decameron is the earliest written version of the Griselda story. Petrarch 
translated Boccaccio's tale into Latin in 1373. His translation was followed by various 
translations in Italian, French, and, with Chaucer's tale, English, during the rest of the 
fourteenth century. Severs concludes that Chaucer's sources for the Clerk's Tale were 
Petrarch's Epistolae Seniles XVII and an anonymous prose French version, though he 
admits Chaucer may have known other versions as well. Both source texts are printed in 
Severs' volume. Any references to these texts will be from Severs. 

9Anne Middleton, "The Clerk and His Tale: Some Literary Contexts," SAC 2 
(1980) 125. 

,0Middleton 125. 

"Charlotte C. Morse, "The Exemplary Griselda," SAC 7 (1985): 51-86. 
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readers (Petrarch's version), each version, with the exception of Boccaccio's, presents 

Griselda as a model for the audience to emulate. 

Petrarch's Latin version of the Griselda story, as it appears in a letter addressed to 

Boccaccio, includes Petrarch's own commentary on the value and meaning of the tale and 

classifies the narrative itself as fabula. Petrarch's classification does not deny the story 

any historical truth—Middleton has demonstrated that the distinction between historical 

and Active is, for Petrarch, arbitrary—but to emphasize its didactic purpose and to allow 

for an allegorical interpretation of its lesson. The French versions likewise uphold the 

tale's didactic aim, but insist upon a literal, or historical, interpretation of Griselda's 

example—she becomes the paragon of the patient wife. What varies, then, in the story's 

translation history is not Griselda's exemplarity, but the narrative's mode of 

signification-what Griselda represents, and for which audience. The Clerk's Tale, 

however, is considerably more difficult to classify than any earlier version of the Griselda 

as either fabula or historia, and in this very tension (or as some critics have seen it, 

confusion) between the two categories lies either the tale's great appeal or its aesthetic 

failure. The tension that Chaucer's tale maintains between these two modes has both 

hermeneutical and rhetorical significance. By sustaining a tension between literal and 

figurative interpretation, the tale continually poses questions about how Griselda's 

example should be applied, exactly which of her actions and how much of her behavior 

should be imitated, and in which situations her model should become relevant. 

While the conflict between literalism and allegory in the Clerk's Tale has been 

repeatedly described, it has not been satisfactorily explained. Critics have failed to 
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recognize that such a tension between the categories of literal and figurative is inherent in 

the hagiographical genre itself. Saint's legends are typically narrated as history: the 

persecutions, conversions, and miracles that the stories recount were actual events in the 

real world. But at the same time, because the saintly heroes of hagiographical narratives 

transcend the natural world as the actions and events reported take on cosmic significance, 

the stories also call for allegorical readings.12 Such a tension is common to hagiographical 

writings across a broad generic spectrum, whether they tell the story of martyrs or 

hermits, male saints or female saints. Elizabeth Robertson has suggested, however, that a 

pull between conflicting images of immanence and transcendence becomes most apparent 

in the later medieval lives of female saints. She describes a pronounced tension between 

what she calls the "surreal," or the "hyperreal," and the "quotidian," or the "concrete," in 

twelfth-century lives of female saints, particularly the Middle English Life of Saint 

Margaret, where temptation and salvation are inextricably tied to the female body.13 

The Clerk's Tale, more than any preceding translation, presents itself as a spiritual 

exemplum, with Griselda as its saint. Chaucer incorporates more salient and more 

frequent biblical allusions and hagiographical topoi while he adopts, with what degree of 

12In her review of the hagiographic genre, Alexandra Olsen claims that "medieval 
writers did not differentiate between events which we consider historical and those which 
we consider legendary." Alexandra Hennessay Olsen, '"De Historiis Sanctorum': A 
Generic Study of Hagiography," Genre 13 (1980): 417. While this assessment may be 
true of events recorded within histories, medieval writers clearly did distinguish between 
history and allegory as modes of discourse. The two medieval categories of historia and 
fabula indicate such a distinction. 

"Elizabeth Robertson, "The Corporeality of Female Sanctity in The Life of Saint 
MargaretImages of Sainthood in Medieval Europe, ed. Renate Blumfeld-Kosinski and 
Timea Szell (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991) 268-87. 
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seriousness we will examine later, Petrarch's concluding spiritual exegesis. The Clerk's 

Tale is not, however, what most scholars would consider an orthodox hagiography, and 

its "faults" as a saint's life have been repeatedly rehearsed throughout the tale's critical 

history: it focuses on the earthly, or more precisely domestic, sphere; Griselda performs no 

actual miracles; she does not die a martyr's death; she does not remain a virgin; there is no 

concluding reference to a cultus. In spite of these "faults," Chaucer and his Clerk direct 

the audience to read, or hear, this narrative as a saint's life. Moreover, the tale's 

hagiographical conventions do not amount simply to a Christian subtext.14 Rather, they 

operate in the foreground as Chaucer's hermeneutical focus. Through his use of 

hagiographical topoi, the Clerk positions his tale within the literary context of the saint's 

life even as he simultaneously troubles such a reading. He does this not so much by 

bringing foreign generic elements into his hagiographical framework, but by underscoring 

hermeneutical and rhetorical tensions intrinsic to hagiography. 

To argue that the Clerk's Tale is both spiritual and exemplary is not to argue that 

the meaning of Griselda's behavior is unambiguous or that her model is ultimately 

convincing, even for a medieval audience. Arguments that insist on Griselda's exemplary 

status often tend to encourage an entirely "straight" reading, one that elides the tale's own 

hermeneutical contradictions. Morse, for example, in her endeavor to preserve Griselda's 

moral prescription, brushes over the Clerk's problematic conclusion, calling the difficulty 

modern readers have with the ending a problem of "presentism."15 On the contraiy, the 

,4See Morse 80. 

15Morse 52. 
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tale's epilogue and envoy serve to highlight the interpretive problems that this tale 

presented for a contemporary audience; the tale's conclusion foregrounds its 

hermeneutical contingencies. 

If Griselda's model lacks coherence and rhetorical force, Chaucer's tale does not, 

especially if we read it as a critique of the rhetorical efficacy of exemplary literature. The 

tale's conflict between allegory (fabula) and literalism (historia) is not, as Salter has 

argued, "a problem that Chaucer does not seem to recognize."16 Rather, Chaucer (and, to 

some degree, his clerkly narrator) was conscious of, and perhaps preoccupied with, the 

story's translation history and its hermeneutical challenges. He not only recognized the 

conflict between these two modes of representation in the story's translation history, but 

he examined this conflict and its rhetorical consequences by deliberately forcing both 

modes to operate within a single narrative. In a sense, Chaucer sets up the exemplum to 

fail. But precisely what kind of failure does the Clerk's Tale demonstrate: aesthetic, 

hermeneutical, rhetorical? This chapter argues that Chaucer highlights hermeneutical 

contradictions within his own tale and traces the rhetorical consequences of those 

contradictions. As the tale demonstrates, any rhetorical aim toward imitatio or instructio 

stalls without a stable interpretation of who is to be instructed by the tale and precisely 

which aspects of Griselda's character should be imitated. The aesthetic achievement of 

the tale rests on Chaucer's ability to carry out a sophisticated, but practical, rhetorical 

critique in an imaginative context. As this chapter interprets Chaucer's rhetorical critique, 

it addresses several specific questions. First, which contradictory interpretations does the 

16Salter 62. 
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tale offer, and how, exactly, do these contradictions affect the tale's didactic purpose? 

Second, what is Chaucer's attitude toward Petrarch, that "worthy clerk" from whom 

Chaucer's clerkly narrator receives his story? How much of Chaucer's irony in the tale is 

aimed at this "lauriat poete?"17 And finally, which of Chaucer's audiences would perceive 

such hermeneutical and rhetorical breakdowns and, thus, grasp his critique? 

To argue that Chaucer noticed the story's ambiguities and played upon them 

suggests a typically Chaucerian, self-conscious artistry. It will not be surprising, then, that 

I am not the first to suggest a generic critique in the Clerk's Tale. Saul Nathaniel Brody 

has argued that the four rhyme royal tales form an aesthetic unit in which Chaucer 

explores the conventions of the saint's life and "examines them critically."18 He further 

suggests that, through these tales, Chaucer was questioning the "validity of pious 

narratives."19 Most appealing about this reading is its insistence that the tale's interpretive 

difficulties were intentional rather than the result of a failing artistic consciousness. But, 

according to Brody, what Chaucer is critiquing here is not so much genre as contemporary 

society. He sees the Second Nun's Tale as a "norm against which the other tales may be 

"Wallace finds in Chaucer's Clerk's Tale a sophisticated and pointed critique of a 
Petrarchan humanism that proves itself as tyrannical as Walter/Valerius himself. I also 
argue that Chaucer distances himself from Petrarch and his reading of the Griselda, but my 
focus is directed towards Chaucer's self-conscious critique of rhetorical limits within the 
genre rather than Petrarch's humanist ideology. 

18Saul Nathaniel Brody, "Chaucer's Rhyme Royal Tales and the Secularization of 
the Saint," ChauR 20 (1985): 123. 

19Brody 128. 
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measured"20 and the Clerk's Tale as Chaucer's harshest commentary on the increasing 

materialism and secularism that threatened medieval sanctity. The problem with this 

reading of the Clerk's Tale is that it requires us to accept Griselda's "flawed humanity" as 

the narrative focus, to view her tears at the end of the tale as contrived, and to define her 

virtue solely by emergent bourgeois values. The problem with Brody's reading of 

Chaucer's larger project in the rhyme royal tales is that he allows no critique of the Second 

Nun's Tale and insists that the three other tales essentially represent movements away 

from the legitimate values expressed in the tale of Saint Cecilia. As I will argue in the next 

chapter, Chaucer in fact continues his critical commentary on the saint's life in the Second 

Nun's Tale, though from a different direction. 

My understanding of Chaucer's critique in the Clerk's Tale has less in common 

with Brody's reading of the changing saint than with Middleton's earlier study of the 

literary form of Chaucer's exempla. Middleton argues that in the Man of Law's Tale, the 

Physician's Tale, and the Clerk's Tale "the literary limits of the exemplum are themselves 

held up for inspection by the reader."21 From this perspective, genre rather than 

contemporary society is the object of Chaucer's critique. My reading differs from 

20Brody 118. 

21Middleton further explains that these tales demonstrate "a fundamental literary 
problem of exemplary narrative. The narrator must control his 'sentence' almost to the 
point of falsifying the human conflicts in the event which gives his message urgency or 
applicability. The longer and more fully dramatized the situation, the more likely it is that 
the narrator's assertion of principle will become the reader's question, as our opportunities 
multiply for examining the single thesis beyond the narrow confines of the gesture 
presenting it." Anne Middleton, "The Physician's Tale and Love's Martyrs: 'Ensamples 
Mo Than Ten' as a Method in the Canterbury Tales," ChauR 8 (1973): 26-27. 
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Middleton's in two ways. First, I do not argue, as Middleton does, that the tale's 

heightened pathos undermines its "sentence"; Chaucer's detailed descriptions of Griselda's 

suffering make her more saintly, not less so. As we have seen, the earliest forms of 

Christian hagiography depended upon such appeals to pathos in order to secure audience 

identification with the martyr. Rather, it is Walter's actions and the narrator's critique of 

Walter that continually question the significance of Griselda's suffering and ultimately the 

model she offers. Second, the Clerk's Tale offers more than a literary problem, or a 

problem of interpretation ("sentence"). In this tale, Chaucer demonstrates " an 

intrinsically interesting kind of inadequacy"22 in the exemplum: the failure of such a 

narrative to be rhetorically successful, to persuade anyone that Griselda's example is 

worth following, to move anyone to pious suffering, union with God, or even simple 

moral behavior. The problem with the Griselda tradition—a problem that Chaucer 

recognizes, exploits, and intensifies—is that it offers no stable model for future action. 

The Clerk As Narrator and Scholarly Performer 

The Clerk, who blends completely into the background until the Host calls on him 

to "Telle som myrie tale"(IV.9),23 is certainly not as eager a storyteller as the boisterous 

Wife of Bath. He must be invited, even persuaded, to offer a story for the ride, and the 

Host, concerned that the scholar may speak in elaborate tropes the pilgrim audience will 

22Pearsall suggests that previous examinations of generic critique in the Clerk's 
Tale have failed in this measure. Pearsall275. 

23References to the Clerk's Tale will be made by line number, and will refer to the 
edition of the text in Geoffrey Chaucer, The Riverside Chaucer, ed. Larry D. Benson, 3rd 

ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987). 
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not understand, or worse, that he may preach a sermon intended to provoke contrition, 

gives him more specific instructions than the other pilgrim narrators. Whether or not the 

Clerk obeys these instructions has been a matter for debate. That he politely promises to 

follow the Host's guidelines, however, is clear. He claims that he is under the "yerde" and 

"governance" of the Host as he prepares to tell his tale. While the Host begs the Clerk to 

abjure rhetorical speech, the instructions he gives him amount to the most fundamental of 

rhetorical concerns, as he asks the Clerk to consider his audience and purpose before he 

begins. Harry advises him to make the tale accessible to the pilgrim audience and to keep 

his purpose appropriate to the sportive context-that is, to keep audience amusement as his 

sole objective. 

We can hardly expect this Oxford Clerk to be satisfied with, or engaged by, such 

an assignment. And, indeed, centuries of readers have had great trouble accepting the 

Clerk's Tale as either a simple or cheerful story. However, as Middleton has suggested, 

the Clerk may follow the Host's instructions by way of his own redefinition of terms. 

From this view, the Clerk engages in scholarly "pley," a sportive activity to be sure, but 

one restricted to the most literate circles, providing pleasure only for fellow clerkly readers 

and leaving most of the pilgrim audience rather on the margins, if not out of the picture 

entirely.24 But, we also know from the General Prologue that this particular Clerk is 

eager to teach. Indeed, the tale's instructio is the story's most salient, if most troubling, 

24Middleton, "The Clerk and His Tale." Recently, Rodney Delasanta, "Nominalism 
and the Clerk's Tale Revisited," ChauR 31 (1997): 212, has identified the Clerk's Tale as 
an essentially dialectical exercise of sophismata, an equally scholarly activity, but one 
focusing on theological rather than literary questions. 
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component. The Clerk's story, in keeping with the Host's instructions, does not call the 

audience to repentance, but it does offer Griselda's character as a model for future action, 

though the meaning and value of that model remain ambiguous. 

The Clerk's story may be the "most 'literary' offering on the pilgrimage," but his 

performance is finally not confined to "a rarefied act of literary-critical wit."25 Within the 

Canterbury context, the story is presented to a lay audience who hears and receives it 

immediately. Though it is true that the tale lacks any interruptions from the pilgrim 

listeners, the Clerk's prologue and his conclusion set this story in the established context 

of oral performance. While the Clerk certainly approaches this tale as a scholarly, or 

textual, critic, he experiments with the narrative possibilities of the Griselda story not 

merely for scholarly "pley," but to examine and demonstrate the rhetorical limitations of 

exemplary narrative. For this reason, the reception of the lay audience remains an 

essential concern. What sets the Clerk's Tale apart from the previous versions of the 

Griselda story is that the rhetorical problem of Griselda's example becomes the tale's 

primary subject. 

While Chaucer often distances his authorial voice from the voices of his fictional 

storytellers, few pilgrim narrators have been more closely identified with Chaucer's own 

authorial voice in criticism of the Tales than the Oxford Clerk.26 Bronson goes so far as to 

25Middleton, "The Clerk and His Tale" 148. 

26The Nun's Priest is another contender for authorial voice. 
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say that "there is no need to differentiate the Clerk and Chaucer in this narrative."27 The 

Clerk's portrait in the General Prologue contains only the gentlest irony, and Chaucer 

does not appear to establish an ironic distance between himself and his clerkly narrator, as 

he does with the Man of Law, another teller of an exemplary tale. The Clerk, with his 

keen wit and scholarly spirit, serves as Chaucer's tool for his rhetorical experiment. The 

Clerk is himself a critical and self-conscious "reteller" of his tale. This fictional narrator 

and his fictional listening audience allow Chaucer room to examine, at an even more 

critical distance than the Clerk, the relationship between teller, tale and audience. Only 

within such a narrative framework could an examination of rhetorical concerns be carried 

out so dramatically. 

Much has been made recently of the acts of reading and interpretation in the 

Clerk's Tale: Walter's reading of Griselda, the commons' reading of Walter and 

Griselda,28 Griselda's reading of herself.29 But by far the most powerful reader in the tale 

is the Clerk himself, who conspicuously guides and controls his audience's reading of the 

story as a whole. The narrator continually reports, interprets, and evaluates the thoughts, 

words, and actions of both Griselda and Walter. This desire to guide his audience should 

27Bronson, 105. Some critics do see an important distinction between Chaucer and 
his Clerk. William Kamowski, for instance, calls the Clerk's reading of his own tale 
"simple" and claims that "any exploration of ambivalence would have to be Chaucer's." 
William Kamowski, "Varieties of Response to Melibee and the Clerk's Tale" Chaucer in 
the Eighties, ed. Julian N. Wasserman and Robert J. Blanch (Syracuse: Syracuse 
University Press, 1986) 207/7. 

28Wallace 200-202. 

29Carolyn Dinshaw, Chaucer's Sexual Poetics (Madison: University of Wisconsin 
Press, 1989) 145-48. 
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not surprise us since we are told in the General Prologue "gladly wolde he lerne and 

gladly teche (1.308)." He is not performing a tale by rote; he is interpreting it and 

explaining it. Throughout the narration, the Clerk remains a commentator and intructor. 

Chaucer can reveal the tale's rhetorical limits only if he sets his Clerk, from the beginning, 

in a position to instruct his audience. 

The Clerk's prologue prepares the audience for his self-conscious and critical 

approach to the narrative and his distancing of himself from his auctor when he announces 

his first authorial decision: to leave out Petrarch's proem, which he declares "a thyng 

impertinent" (IV.54). He informs his audience that he will make decisions about what 

parts of the narrative are most important and will even occasionally reveal these acts of 

abbrevatio. The Clerk's even more frequent acts of amplificatio are usually revealed 

through authorial interruptions. In this way, the Clerk incorporates his commentary into 

the main text so that his listening audience can benefit from it. His role as commentator is 

still an essentially scholarly one, but the Clerk adapts the style and placement of the 

commentary in order to make it accessible for this particular audience as he continues to 

lead them through the narrative. 

Griselda and the Hallmarks of Female Sanctity 

The Clerk's Tale does not read as an orthodox hagiography. In fact, apart from 

Walter's brief comment on God's "bountee," the first section of the tale sets up no 

obvious religious themes and offers no suggestion that the story should be read as an 

exemplum. From the moment Griselda enters the story, however, the Clerk directs his 
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audience to read her as a saint. If Griselda is the saintly figure within this unorthodox 

hagiography, we should expect her saintly characteristics to be likewise unorthodox. 

Several critics have argued so, seeing the Clerk's Griselda as an utter secularization, or 

domestication, of the figure of the female saint.30 But what makes the Clerk's reading of 

Griselda most provocative is not so much a revision of the saintly model, but rather a 

comprehensive blending of various traditional archetypes of female sanctity. Within this 

one narrative, Griselda finds representation within many different, and potentially 

conflicting, models of the female saint: virgin, martyr, mediator, wife, and mother. 

Brigitte Cazelles has called attention to "the complexity of the medieval 

representation of holiness as it evolved throughout the Middle Ages," placing special 

emphasis on the diversity of profiles for the female saint.31 What unites these various 

profiles, Cazelles explains in a separate study focusing specifically on female sanctity in 

Old French hagiography, is a consistent emphasis on the heroine's visibility, desirability, 

and exposure, along with "a uniform portrayal of female sanctity as anatomized through 

male perception."32 Griselda, no less than any medieval female saint, is viewed, desired, 

and exposed, and always by a male gaze. She is the object of two male readers, the Clerk 

and Walter. The Clerk, whose perception, as narrator and commentator, is privileged in 

30Most notably Brody. Edden sees such domestication as evidence that the tale 
itself is purely secular. 

3'Brigitte Cazellez, Introduction. Images of Sainthood in Medieval Europe 3. 

32Brigitte Cazelles, The Lady as Saint: A Collection of French Hagiographic 
Romances of the Thirteenth Century (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press 
1991) 53. 
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the tale, stands removed from the narrative itself. Thus, the Clerk can interpret Walter's 

own perception of Griselda--he reads Walter reading Griselda—as he establishes a critical 

distance from Walter's reading. 

As Part II begins we see Griselda first through the lens of our clerkly narrator. 

The several references to the "oxes stalle" in this section of the tale have become a 

favorite example for critics who set out to prove the story's religious value, or, more 

specifically, that Griselda represents Christ.33 But what is more striking about this 

description of Griselda, at least in terms of her saintly representation, are the lines that 

highlight her purity, courage, and labors: 

But thogh this mayde tendre were of age, 
Yet in the brest of hire virginitee 
Ther was enclosed rype and sad corage; 
And in greet reverence and charitee 
Her old povre fader fostred shee. 
A fewe sheep, spynnynge, on feeld she kepte; 
She wolde noght been ydel til she slepte. 

(IV.218-24) 

This description invokes a particularly feminine sainthood. Her purity is secured by her 

virginity, which she is in no danger of losing since, we are told a few lines above, she has 

no "likerous lust." This virginity, as the Clerk describes it, is not valuable or significant 

only in and of itself; rather it "encloses," protects, and in a sense produces, Griselda's 

"rype and sad corage," an essential quality for any saint who would endure suffering as 

Griselda will later. What is described here is not merely a virginity that makes Griselda a 

33Edward I. Condren, "The Clerk's Tale of Man Tempting God," Criticism 26 
(1984): 99-114. The imitatio Christi is a prominent hagiographical topoi, but generally 
involves images of Christ's suffering and crucifixion rather than his birth. 
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proper and viable candidate for marriage, but a pairing of the traits of "corage" and 

"reverence" that can make her a symbol of constancy through suffering. It is this 

combination of qualities that seems to interest the narrator most and that will allow 

Griselda to endure Walter's tests. These lines provide a quite literal rendering of both 

Petrarch and Chaucer's French source. But while the focus on Griselda's courage was 

certainly suggested to Chaucer by his sources, within the Clerk's Tale this characteristic 

receives greater stress. After the sergeant removes the child in Part III and again in Part 

IV, Chaucer includes original passages (IV.564-65 and 811-12) that direct the audience to 

consider specifically Griselda's suffering and endurance. So while Griselda's chastity and 

industry in the Clerk's opening depiction set her firmly within an archetype of female 

sanctity,34 the focus on her courage also places her, specifically, in the position of martyr 

and prepares the audience for her subsequent suffering. 

Walter, like the Clerk, recognizes and admires Griselda's virtue and her lack of 

folly. This very recognition, we are told, gives Walter an advantage of perception over 

"the peple," who have "no greet insight" (IV.242). Reading this passage with knowledge 

of Walter's later treatment of Griselda, we can see more than a hint of irony here. While 

Walter certainly considers himself a worthy judge of God's "bountee," his intuition fails 

him in the later parts of the tale, as he finds himself compelled to test the virtue he had so 

clearly perceived earlier. Walter, of course, not only perceives her virtue in Part II, but 

also desires it, as he "sette his ye"on her. Walter's evaluation of Griselda does not match 

34For a discussion of female sanctity and the ideal of chastity, see Thomas K. 
Heffernan, Sacred Biography: Saints and Their Biographers in the Middle Ages (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1988) 231-299. 
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that of the Clerk, who regards the courage in "the brest of hire virginitee." For Walter, 

Griselda must be stripped, exposed, and redressed in order for her virtue to be fully 

revealed. His reading of Griselda highlights one of the most universal topoi of female 

saints' lives: the disrobing scene. According to Cazelles, "martyrs, virgins, married 

heroines, innocent as well as repentant hermits all undergo the ordeal of disrobing."35 She 

further identifies "two privileged arenas for the staging of female visibility"36: the stake and 

the pedestal. With respect to these two arenas, we again find Griselda occupying more 

than one representational space. Walter appears to be disrobing Griselda for the pedestal: 

This markys hath hire spoused with a ryng 
Broght for the same cause, and thanne hire sette 
Upon an hors, snow-whit and wel amblyng, 
And to his paleys, er he lenger lette, 
With joyful peple that hire ladde and mette, 
Conveyed hire; and thus the day they spende 
In revel, til the sonne gan descende. 

(IV.386-92) 

But Griselda's pedestal soon becomes her stake. The Clerk is careful to make Walter the 

agent of Griselda's "translation." Walter is the one who strips her of her old smock, and 

Walter becomes her persecutor. In Part II, the narrator subtly creates a distance between 

himself and Walter even before he is overtly critical of his later cruelty. 

By the end of the tale's second section, a section which makes Griselda its focus, 

the humble maiden has advanced from "oxe-stalle" to "emperoures halle," from her "olde 

geere" to "swich richesse," and from a private life of "rudenesse" to a public life of 

35Cazelles, The Lady as Saint 53. 

36Cazelles 53. 
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"fame." If the Clerk's description of the maiden Griselda offers a portrait of saintly purity 

and courage, setting her as a candidate for martyrdom, his description of her as queen 

places Griselda in yet another saintly pose, that of mediator, or intercessor: 

Though that hire housbounde absent were anon, 
If gentil men or othere of hire contree 
Were wrothe, she wolde brygen hem aton; 
So wise and rype wordes hadde she, 
And juggementz of so greet equitee, 
That she from hevene sent was, as men wende, 
Peple to save and every wrong t'amende. 

(IV.435-41) 

What makes Griselda a successfiil mediator here is her wisdom and justice. She is able to 

mediate disputes and pronounce equitable judgments even in her husband's absence, and 

she carries on this role as reconciler with such complete success that the folk believe "she 

from hevene sent was." In this passage Griselda again represents an historically feminine 

social role-that of queenly intercessor. Paul Strohm has identified two literary models for 

intercessory queens: the supplicatory and the actively persuasive.37 While there certainly 

appear to be suggestive links between this representation of Griselda and literary traditions 

of Marian advocacy, as Strohm has pointed out, Griselda relies less here on "Marian 

condolence" than on "her words and insights."38 She is more a rational advocate than a 

suppliant. But finally, her saintly representation in this passage depends less upon the 

proportions of rational and emotional appeals (both of which having their place in 

hagiographical tradition) than upon the juxtaposition of earthly and heavenly presence. 

37Paul Strohm, Hochon's Arrow: The Social Imagination of Fourteenth-Century 
Texts (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), 95-119. 

38Strohm 113. 
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Here, Griselda, like all saints, stands on the boundary of the heavenly and the mundane, 

since she not only resolves specific legal cases but has the power "Peple to save and every 

wrong t'amende."39 This last line suggests that her intercessory role is as much spiritual as 

temporal. Part II, the section which brings into relief Griselda's saintly characteristics, 

concludes with this description of Griselda's mediative power. What we find in the 

Clerk's depiction of Griselda is not a degeneration of female sainthood, but a 

consummation of various archetypes of female sanctity. 

The various models, or archetypes, of female sanctity offered in Part II would no 

doubt resonate with this pilgrim audience, who could immediately recognize and adopt a 

literary context for such descriptive and narrative patterns. The Canterbury pilgrims, in 

fact, form a singularly appropriate audience, an ideal rhetorical context, for the telling of a 

saint's life. Hagiographical narratives, particularly those of the late medieval period, may 

be defined by their vernacularly, orality, and accessibility to a heterogeneous audience.40 

This group of pilgrims, then, is certainly capable of recognizing hagiographical resonances 

and of reading their instructional intent. The Clerk depends upon this recognition. 

39Peter Brown argues that this ability to maintain both a spiritual and earthly 
presence is the touchstone of sainthood in The Cult of the Saints: Its Rise and Function in 
Latin Christianity (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1981), 3. 

40Cazelles explains that "given the instructive function of hagiography, we can 
assume that these texts addressed the Christian community at large. The lessons conveyed 
. . . are, indeed, of a general nature and serve to remind all believers, irrespective of their 
social status, of the necessity to lead a devout life The audiences instructed by the 
reciting of verse Saints' Lives included men and women, nobles and non-nobles, lay 
people and religious clerics." Cazelles, The Lady as Saint, 14-15. 
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Tester and Tested 

While these portraits in Part II imply that Griselda's significance in the narrative 

should be interpreted through a saintly paradigm, the tests that Griselda must endure 

through the rest of the story fix her in the mold of a saint. The very notion of the test 

propels the action of the second half of the tale. Walter's obsession becomes the tale's 

obsession as Griselda is evaluated and "rewarded" on the basis of her reaction to these 

tests. The test of the saint was a central element in hagiographical literature and was 

typically figured as a cosmic battle between good and evil. The martyr who stood strong 

against the Roman official and refused to offer sacrifice to the Roman gods, for instance, 

actually resisted the temptations of the Devil. Many of the Acta martyrum state explicitly 

that Roman authorities were inspired by the Devil; some contain scenes in which the Devil 

literally confers with a Roman official.41 The saint, as an imitatio Christi, was able to 

resist the Devil through the power of God. The Life of Guthlac, an example of a later 

legend and one in the tradition of the eremetic lives, depicts the saint fending off demons 

directly.42 The way the test was figured in these narratives made it an event sanctioned by 

God, something that God actually participated in, something that had cosmic meaning; in 

effect, it gave historical action a spiritual significance and established that action as a 

model for audience emulation. Such a reception of a saintly narrative would require some 

41Herbert Musurillo, The Acts of the Christian Martyrs (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1972). 

42For an English translation of the prose Life of Guthlac, see Michael Swanton, 
trans, and ed., Anglo-Saxon Prose (London: Everyman, 1993) 88-113. For English 
translations of the Old English poems Guthlac A and Guthlac B, see S. A. J. Bradley, 
trans, and ed., Anglo-Saxon Poetry (London: Everyman, 1995) 248-283. 
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figurative, or associative, interpretation on the part of the audience if they were to 

understand the saint's behavior as paradigmatic and exemplary-that is, as a model for their 

own future actions. 

If the test is the narrative focus of hagiography, the hinge on which a saintly model 

turns, in the Clerk's Tale this most resonant topos is also the source of the tale's 

hermeneutical instability. As the tests themselves place Griselda firmly in the position of 

saint, displaying constancy through suffering, they are simultaneously the most troubling 

obstacle to reading Griselda as a saint. During her particular tests, Griselda certainly 

displays constancy and patience, remaining faithful through much suffering and shame. 

But what kind of faith does she demonstrate, and to whom? This is not a test of cosmic 

significance; rather, this is a test initiated, irrationally, by a tyrannical husband, and the 

Clerk ensures that we see it as such. 

Walter, of course, does not enter the story as a persecutor, or tempter, or any sort 

of diabolical force. Rather, the Clerk brings Walter's tyrannical disposition gradually into 

focus as the tale progresses. While the opening depiction of the marquis in Part I 

concentrates on his nobility and the willing loyalty of his subjects, it also includes some 

mild criticism: 

I blame him thus: that he considered noght 
In tyme comynge what myghte hym bityde, 
But on his lust present was all his thoght, 
As for to hauke and hunte on every side. 
Wei ny alle othere cures leet he slyde, 
And eek he nolde—and that was worst of alle— 
Wedde no wyf, for noght that may bifalle. 
(IV.78-84) 
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These lines present a general critique of an unwise leader, one who does not think of the 

future welfare of his people, who has not seen fit to choose a wife, produce an heir, and 

continue his line. This political shortcoming Walter soon corrects: on the advice of his 

subjects, he chooses a wife and fathers a child. But the more consequential fault revealed 

in this passage, Walter's "lust," is not corrected, and will, in fact, remain his dominant 

characteristic throughout the tale. The Clerk becomes progressively more critical of 

Walter's "lust," or "desire," as the tale continues. 

This opening section, while it subtly prepares us for his later tyrannical behavior, 

offers a seemingly positive portrait of the marquis Walter. Not only does he respond 

favorably to the request of his subjects as he promises to marry, he also demonstrates pity 

and the ability to discern true virtue—two qualities Walter suspiciously lacks later in the 

story.43 The Clerk explains in Part I that the prayers of the people "made the markys herte 

han pittee"(IV. 142). But it is finally not so much Walter's pity for the people as his ability 

to see their "trewe entente" that leads him to agree to their request. After the marquis 

declares his willingness to marry, he makes one stipulation: that he alone be allowed to 

choose his wife. He explains this stipulation with a short homily on genuine goodness-

that which comes from God, not from noble birth. This authentic virtue is what Walter 

most desires, and he claims the ability to discern the virtue he seeks. But Walter's show 

of pity and his claim for keen perception, or intuition, proves incongruent with his later 

43The Clerk does attribute to Walter some pity for Griselda's suffering (lines 579-
80 and 893), but this pity does not move him to end her suffering as his pity in Part I 
moves him to placate his subjects. That Walter pities Griselda, but does not act to end her 
suffering, makes him appear all the more cruel in these later lines. 
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treatment of Griselda and makes the Clerk's criticism of him, and the audience's as well, 

all the sharper as the tale continues.44 

From the beginning of Part III, the Clerk persuades his audience to view Walter's 

test as absurd, his own reading of Walter continually questioning the legitimacy of such a 

test. The Clerk's treatment of Walter becomes more critical as Walter begins challenging 

Griselda's promise of obedience. Even before the Clerk describes the first test, he 

censures Walter's plan: 

But as for me, I seye that yvele it sit 
To assaye a wyf whan that it is no nede, 
And putten hire in angwish and in drede. 

(IV.460-2) 

The narrator, clearly, disapproves of Walter's test; more importantly, though, he wants to 

assure that his audience also disapproves. Through his overt criticisms of Walter, the 

narrator overtly challenges the legitimacy of the tests. Yet even without these authorial 

asides, the validity of the tests would remain suspect. First, in order for Griselda's 

suffering to hold cosmic significance, her tester, Walter, would have to represent a force 

of divine or demonic will. But the Clerk does not allow Walter any stable representation 

as God, or Satan, or an instrument of either. While Walter's motives and actions may 

44Kathryn L. Lynch's insightful analysis calls attention to the tale's focus on 
Walter's perception. She argues convincingly that Walter is a dynamic character rather 
than a cardboard bully and that the Clerk is interested, as Petrarch was, in Walter's 
epistemology. I do not agree with Lynch, however, that the tale's meaning rests primarily 
in its treatment of epistemology, or that Walter becomes the tale's exemplary focus. 
Rather, I argue that the tale is most concerned with how these changes in Walter's 
perception of Griselda affect our reading of Griselda, who retains her exemplary position, 
and render the meaning and significance of her behavior ambiguous. Kathryn L. Lynch, 
"Despoiling Griselda: Chaucer's Walter and the Problem of Knowledge in The Clerk's 
Tale," SAC 10 (1988): 41-70. 
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appear diabolical, he is never presented as an enemy of God or an abstracted evil force. 

As Alfred Kellogg has pointed out, "not everything about him suggests the diabolic. He 

urges Griselda to keep her oath, which both equate with 'pacience.' He is glad not when 

she yields to his temptation, but when she rejects it. He also feels a measure of pity over 

the pain he has inflicted."45 This pity for Griselda may actually accentuate Walter's cruelty 

since, in spite of his pity, he refuses to end her suffering; but his cruelty is, in all, purely 

human, rather than demonic. Second, the audience knows that the tests are contrived, that 

neither of Griselda's children have been harmed. The narrator explains that both children 

are alive and living in luxury. In this way, the audience is always aware that the cause of 

Griselda's suffering is not real. 

This, of course, does not mean that Griselda's suffering is not real. However, as 

the narrator's presentation of Walter's unjustifiable cruelty questions the legitimacy of the 

test, it also undermines the value of Griselda's constancy and troubles the reading of 

Griselda as a saint. Throughout the tale proper, the narrator offers no suggestion that 

Griselda's test is sanctioned by God, while he repeatedly emphasizes the senselessness of 

the test. 

But should such needlessness alone automatically devalue a patient and steadfast 

response to a test of faithfulness? As the Clerk repeatedly complains about Walter's 

unnecessary tests, his tale suggests comparisons between Griselda's situation and that of 

Abraham and Job-Biblical figures who themselves endure seemingly unnecessary tests. 

45 , 
Alfred L. Kellogg, Chaucer, Langland, Arthur: Essays in Middle English 

Literature (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1972) 300. 
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Chaucer's own "Christianization" of the Griselda story through repeated biblical allusions 

has been well documented.46 These allusions are deliberate and suggestive, but, in all, they 

serve not so much to reinforce Griselda's example as to participate in its dissolution. 

Griselda finally cannot be comfortably likened to Abraham or Job. She, in her disturbing 

acceptance, is not the questioning Job, who refuses to sit silently through his suffering, but 

rather argues with his "friends" that his pain is not deserved under God's law.47 Griselda 

is not quite silent herself, but she does not overtly question the justice of her treatment. If 

she does question Walter's justice, she does so only in the subtlest way, calling attention 

to her plight of suffering and indirectly pointing to Walter as the cause of that suffering.48 

Griselda is ostensibly more like Abraham, who is called to sacrifice his son, though this 

46For a discussion of the religious and biblical allusions in the Clerk's Tale see John 
Speirs, Chaucer the Maker (London: Faber and Faber, 1951) 154; Charles Muscatine, 
Chaucer and the French Tradition (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1957) 190-
97; Bronson 107-11; Salter 48-50; Kellogg 288, 301, 305-7. 

47This point is also made by Reiman. Reiman 366. The two most conspicuous 
references to the Job story appear in lines 871-72 and 901-3. 

48After the sergeant takes her second child from her, Griselda remarks: 
"I have noght had no part of children tweyne 
But first siknesse, and after, wo and peyne." 
(IV.648-49) 

Later, as Griselda is preparing for the arrival of Walter's "new wife," she makes Walter 
one request: 

"O thyng biseke I yow, and warne also, 
That ye ne prikke with no tormentynge 
This tendre mayden, as ye han doon mo; 
For she is fostred in hire norissynge 
Moore tendrely, and, to my supposynge, 
She koude nat adversitee endure 
As koude a povre fostred creature." 
(IV. 1037-43) 
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comparison remains only implicit in the tale. But that resemblance, as well, begins to 

dissolve upon close comparison. Griselda is not herself asked to commit the murders of 

her children. Neither is she as silent as Abraham, but expresses her pain through pathetic 

laments. Most importantly, Griselda's tester is not God and is not beyond the scrutiny of 

the narrator. The Clerk questions Walter's motives in a way the Old Testament narrator 

never questions God's. 

What most clearly separates Griselda from these two biblical characters is not 

simply a matter of narrative situation or "authorial" intrusion, but of genre and rhetorical 

intent. The Abraham and Job stories were not composed as exempla-that is to say, they 

do not extend a "go and do likewise" conclusion. When they are read as such, they 

produce perplexing interpretive difficulties similar to those explored in the Clerk's Tale. 

The comparisons the tale invites, then, between Griselda and these Old Testament figures 

serve to underscore the ambivalence of Griselda's model rather than its clarity and 

stability. The tale continually poses questions about the application of Griselda's example, 

exactly which of her actions and how much of her behavior should be imitated, and in 

which situations her model should become relevant. 

Griselda's acquiescence to the sergeant, who takes away her children for execution 

in the third and fourth sections of the tale, is usually considered the most troubling 

illustration of Griselda's constancy; for some, it is even evidence of her flawed morality.49 

If these scenes present an impasse, is it a logical or emotional one? Griselda's 

lamentations, which follow both scenes with the sergeant, reveal Griselda's suffering in 

49 See Brody 126-27. 
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pathetic detail as she requests that her children at least be given proper burials. With these 

two passages, the Clerk places Griselda in a delicate position. She runs the risk of 

becoming, with one action, either too idealized and incapable of sympathy, or too human 

(sympathetic) and less than an ideal example. The Clerk actually leaves Griselda 

suspended somewhere between these two alternatives—she remains constant, but not stoic. 

In her statement to Walter, "I have noght had no part of children tweyne/ But first 

siknesse, and after, wo and peyne," (IV.650-51) Griselda calls attention to the pain he has 

caused and she has endured. This all too human reaction disrupts an allegorical reading of 

Griselda's exemplary behavior. At the same time, for those who would be critical of 

Griselda's conduct in these passages, those who read her as a literal example, her 

mourning does not quite make up for her apparent denial of maternal instincts and duty. 

It is not the seeming renunciation of maternal obligations itself, but its realization 

within the context of this tale that provides both a logical and emotional impasse. Denial 

of familial obligations, including obligations to children, is a hallmark of female sanctity.50 

Such a renunciation of family was understood as a saintly ideal and a necessary precursor 

to the imitatio Christi and martyrdom itself. Within the Clerk's Tale, however, Griselda's 

act of renuntiatio, which comes as she hands her children over to the sergeant, does not 

produce "a radical asocial renunciation of virtually all the values of family life."51 Her 

50Consider, for instance, Blandia in The Letter to the Churches of Lyons and 
Vienne and Perpetua and Felicitas in The Martyrdom ofPerpetua and Felicitas. 
Musurillo 62-85, 106-31. 

51Heffernan213. Heffernan explains the saint's renunciation of familial ties as a 
behavioral archetype signifying a turning away from the things of the world and toward 
the things of heaven. 
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complete obedience and renunciation remain problematic because the values, claims, and 

obligations of family life are entangled with her stark self-denial and "martyrdom." Within 

the context of Walter's contrived tests, Griselda's would-be heroism is compromised 

because the faith she maintains is toward another member of her family: Walter is God and 

husband at the same time. Griselda's sacrifice can hardly effect a translation from res 

mundi to res caeli, if the object of her faith, Walter, is both God and husband. This very 

dilemma points to an inescapable hermeneutical instability within Griselda's model. 

Through his version of the Griselda story, Chaucer brings into relief latent tensions 

common to contemporary female saints' lives. Robertson, for instance, has identified, in 

The Life of Saint Margaret, a tension, or anxiety, issuing from the relational foundation of 

female sanctity. Drawing from Simone de Beauvoir's The Second Sex, Robertson argues 

that "the female saint is defined first and foremost through her relationships to others 

rather than through her commitment to abstract ideals."52 Her renunciation of familial 

obligations, then, places her outside relational definition and creates an anxiety of 

isolation. This anxiety is "resolved through her relationship to Christ, who acts for her as 

father, mother, friend, and lover."53 For Griselda, such resolution is impossible since the 

one who tests her faith, the one to whom she must remain obedient, is a fully human and 

sufficiently flawed, Walter. 

The Clerk's critical voice invites the audience to be skeptical, to question Walter's 

use of authority and even his good sense. That the test comes to appear not only 

52Robertson 284. 

53Robertson 285. 
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overbearing, but also ridiculous undermines the value of Griselda's patient response. This 

does not mean that a medieval audience, or a modern audience for that matter, would not 

be amazed by Griselda's constancy, by her model of patient resolve. But would they be 

convinced to follow her example? Her actions are exemplary in that they are extreme and 

extraordinary. But the context of her test subverts the significance of her ideal responses. 

What fails here, finally, is not the ideal of Griselda's patience, but the rhetorical force of 

her example. 

Exegetical Conclusions), Audience Reception, and Failed Instructio 

The Clerk, as a commentator and teacher, does not allow the narrative to speak for 

itself. Rather, he concludes his tale with an explicit moral interpretation. His epilogue, 

which begins on line 1142, implies again that the tale is offered as an exemplum and 

assumes that the audience has understood it as such, since his ostensible goal here is not to 

suggest that Griselda should be viewed as a model, but to assure that her example not be 

taken literally. He explains, following Petrarch's text, that the tale's lesson lies in an 

allegorical interpretation of Griselda and Walter-that is, the story is fabula, not historia. 

The Clerk ostensibly adheres to Petrarch's moral and allegorical interpretation of the tale, 

one that elides Griselda's "real" suffering as well as Walter's deceptive, tyrannical, and 

"needless" torment of his wife. 

This storie is seyed nat for that wyves shoulde 
Folwen Griselda as in humylitee, 
For it were inportable, though they wolde, 
But for that every wight, in his degree, 
Sholde be constant in adversitee 
As was Grisilde; therefore Petrak writeth 
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This storie, which with heigh stile he enditeth. 

(IV. 1142-48) 

Some critics have viewed this acceptance of Petrarch's moral as evidence of The Clerk's 

own naive exegesis, his inability to apply spiritual truths to the real world. From this view, 

the tale as a whole becomes a critique of clerkly reading and interpretation.54 But as we 

have seen, the Clerk's reading of Petrarch is itself critical and revisionary.55 When the 

Clerk offers his figurative explanation for the meaning of the story, he distances himself 

from Petrarch by attributing this reading directly to him. The Clerk makes this kind of 

direct attribution only twice in this tale. When he does so, he places himself in the position 

of commentator rather than author, a position from which he can interpret and evaluate. 

The Clerk announces that this moral interpretation, which sets Griselda as a model for 

"every wight," both male and female, and renders her an abstraction, is Petrarch's 

contribution to the narrative's textual history. This "translation" of Griselda to an abstract 

example of Christian constancy allowed Petrarch to demonstrate his own humanist model 

of reading and interpretation, but within the context of the Clerk's retelling this particular 

moral exegesis becomes ironic. 

For sith a woman was so pacient 
Unto a mortal man, wel moore us oghte 
Receyven al in gree that God us sent; 
For greet skile is he preeve that he wroghte. 

54See Kamowski, 206. 

55Even in this quite literal rendering of Petrarch's text, Chaucer alters Petrarch's 
meaning when he translates "vix imitabilis" (that which scarcely can be imitated) as 
"importable" (intolerable). 
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But he ne tempteth no man that he boghte, 
As seith Seint Jame, if ye his pistel rede; 
He preeveth folk al day, it is no drede, 

And suffreth us, as for oure excercise, 
With sharpe scourges of adversitee 
Full ofte to be bete in sondry wise; 
Nat for to knowe oure wyl, for certes he, 
Er we were born, knew al oure freletee; 
And for oure beste is al his governaunce. 
Let us thanne lyve in vertuous suffraunce. 

(IV. 1149-62) 

Chaucer surely could not have intended his implied audience to take this 

hermeneutical act seriously.56 We should also ask whether the Clerk intends his own 

pilgrim audience to take this interpretation seriously since he has worked throughout the 

narrative to ensure that this reading appears ridiculous. First, on the most obvious level, a 

straight reading of this moral gloss would require the audience to read Walter, the initiator 

of the tests, as God, who "suffreth us, as for oure excercise." Such a reading of Walter is, 

of course, difficult to accept after the narrator's own harsh criticisms of him. We have 

seen that the Clerk does not allow Walter any stable representation as either a diabolical or 

divine instrument. Second, and only slightly less obvious, the explanation of God's testing 

taken from James serves primarily to highlight Walter's opposing behavior and motives. 

God may "ne tempteth no man," but in each of Walter's three tests the Clerk describes 

Walter's wish to "to tempte his wyf." While the narrator explains that God allows such 

tests "Not for to knowe our wyl," the audience knows that Walter has been, in fact, 

56I am following here Strohm's definition of Chaucer's "implied" or "ideal" 
audience. Paul Strohm, "Chaucer's Audience(s): Fictional, Implied, Intended, Actual 
ChauR 18 (1983): 140-41. 
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testing Griselda's will while fulfilling his own "merveillous desir his wyf t'assaye" 

(IV.454). 

The Clerk's epilogue does not end with this first interpretation, and the lines that 

follow, lines original to Chaucer, have been a site for much critical debate. Beginning with 

line 1163, "But o word, lordynges, herkneth er I go," the narrator shifts his signification to 

read Griselda as an example specifically for women, although not a realistic or even 

desirable one. Chaucer's Envoy, which follows, proceeds in yet another direction, 

embracing antifeminist stereotypes and establishing women as the testers of their 

husbands, marking the tale's most forceful irony. Much attention has been paid to these 

three apparently contradictory interpretations of the preceding narrative with some general 

agreement that Chaucer is making a claim for hermeneutical instability by opening the 

narrative to various readings. While Chaucer, through his Clerk, certainly opens, rather 

than closes, meaning at the end of the tale, it is not the case that interpretation suddenly 

and unexpectedly begins slipping with "But o word." The reading of Griselda and the 

significance of her action have been under scrutiny throughout the poem, and the narrator 

has, in fact, been leading us to this hermeneutical breakdown.57 What makes the ending 

ironic is that the narrator has been working within the conventions of a genre that seeks 

hermeneutical closure. 

Chaucer's Clerk sets out his version of the Griselda story as a spiritual exemplum. 

57r For a reading that finds serious and unproblematic resolution in the epilogue, see 
Barbara Nolan, "Chaucer's Tales of Transcendence: Rhyme Royal and Christian Prayer in 
the Canterbury Tales," Chaucer's Religious Tales, ed. C. David Benson and Elizabeth 
Robertson (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1990) 21-38. 
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This is an approach Boccaccio, another author severely critical of Walter, does not take. 

When, in the closing lines of The Decameron, Boccaccio's fictional audience reveals some 

discomfort and confusion over the story's significance, the result is not the same troubling 

hermeneutical impasse because the story is not presented as a didactic model.58 It does 

not produce the same kind of rhetorical dilemma as in the Clerk's Tale, which seemingly 

adheres to Petrarch's allegorical and exemplary reading of Griselda, but actually traces 

that reading from a critical distance. The Clerk's reading of Walter, which has more in 

common with Boccaccio than Petrarch,59 and which subverts the meaning and value of 

Griselda's exemplary behavior, brings into relief the story's rhetorical problems. At least 

three factors contribute to the tale's rhetorical failure. First, the story offers Griselda no 

stable exemplary signification on either a literal or allegorical level. Second, the tale 

provides no definitive direction as to who should be instructed by Griselda, wives or 

"every wight." And third, Griselda's patience and constancy through the tests do not earn 

her anything. The tale offers no clear hope of reward, no real hope of a better life in 

heaven or on earth, that might appeal to the story's audience.60 These rhetorical flaws, or 

58Robins, referring to a paper given by Karlheinz Stierle, notes that Boccaccio 
"divorced his fictions from exemplary didacticism by acknowledging the contingency of 
the world." William Robins, "Romance, Exemplum, and the Subject of the Confessio 
Amantis," SAC 19 (1997):160. 

59Lynch, who believes Chaucer is paying homage to Petrarch in this tale, is the only 
critic I have found who questions whether Chaucer is more critical of Walter than 
Petrarch. Lynch, 67. 

60I agree with Van Dyke that Griselda's "vindication does not follow necessarily 
from her virtue" and that Walter's "decision to end [her tests] appears arbitrary." Van 
Dyke, 56-57. 
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limits, provide the focus for Chaucer's self-conscious critique of exemplary readings of 

Griselda. The Clerk's conclusion lays these rhetorical problems out for consideration. 

The epilogue and "Envoy" do not, therefore, serve simply "to draw us out of the 

experience of the tale and return us to the surrounding fiction of the Canterbury Tales, as 

Pearsall has argued.61 The Clerk's final lines, even if Chaucer composed them well after 

the tale itself,62 are directly tied to the telling of this tale, to its interpretive reception 

among the pilgrims, and, ultimately, to Chaucer's own rhetorical critique. The Clerk does 

in the end manage to satisfy and delight the Host, though Harry himself does not finally 

receive the story simply as a "myrie tale," but as a story meant to indict and instruct 

headstrong wives like his own. The Host's remarks in this link seem not only to indicate 

that he has forgotten his initial instructions to the Clerk, but also that he has proved 

himself a poor interpreter, his narrow and inept commentary providing a comic moment 

rather than a serious guide to the story's real meaning for a reading audience. Neither the 

Host, in this link, nor the Merchant, in the prologue to his subsequent tale, seems to 

recognize the Clerk's contradictory exegetical conclusions. We are left only to imagine 

how the Wife of Bath responds. Hers is the most conspicuous silence, of course, since she 

is clearly the object of the Envoy's irony. Generally in the Canterbury Tales, when the 

pilgrim audience proves themselves inept interpreters, Chaucer implies a clear corrective 

61Pearsall, 276. 

62Carleton Brown, "The Evolution of the Canterbury 'Marriage Group," PMLA 48 
(1933), 1041-44; John Matthews Manly and Edith M. Richert, The Text of the Canterbury 
Tales, Studied on the Basis of All Known Manuscripts, 8 vols. (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1940), 244; Germaine Dempster, "A Period in the Development of the 
Canterbury Tales Marriage Group and of Blocks B and C," PMLA 68 (1953): 1143-57. 
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interpretation, but that is not the case with the Clerk's Tale.63 We must assume, then, not 

that Chaucer intended his implied audience to grasp the tale's clear message, a message 

which the Host misunderstood, but rather that he expected them to recognize the tale's 

hermeneutical ambiguity. 

While the difficulties of the tale's interpretation and application are evident in the 

story's translation history, Chaucer foregrounds these problems and "pley[s]" with 

hermeneutical contingencies. Finally, however, his intent is not simply to open meaning 

for literary play, but to examine how these exegetical complexities forestall rhetorical 

effect. If the Clerk is one who would "gladly teche," we should expect him, within this 

literary offering, to take a position, make an argument, present a lesson. At various 

moments during the Clerk's performance, the tale reads as a domestic lesson for wives, a 

spiritual lesson for all Christians, and as a direct, personal rejoinder to the Wife of Bath's 

radical depiction of female sovereignty in marriage. These are potential lessons for the 

Clerk's fictional audience. Chaucer's real audience, who not only "hears" the tale and 

observes the explicit reactions of the Host and Merchant, but can also reread and even 

imagine responses from the other pilgrims, is in a position to perceive a larger, more self-

conscious argument, not only about Griselda, the duty of wives, or the virtues of patience 

and constancy, but about the uses and effects of didactic, exemplary literature. The 

63It is not Chaucer's practice to provide an explicit "corrective" to poor 
interpretation; he rather leaves it to the implied reader to correct his fictional reader. 
Examples of such implied misreadings include Chauntecleer's bad Latin translations and 
the Wife of Bath's over-literal and radical interpretations of biblical and patristic 
authorities. The Host's comments following the Summoner's Tale and the Physician's 
Tale, his need to reduce the stories to simple moral formulae, provide an interesting 
parallel to his reductive interpretation of the Clerk's Tale. 
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conflicting interpretations that the conclusion highlights illustrate the tale's failed 

instructio. 

Throughout the tale, the Clerk refuses to present Griselda and Walter as pure 

abstractions. Walter's motives are repeatedly questioned, and the significance of 

Griselda's suffering is ambiguous. The tale as a whole resists a simple, moral 

interpretation because it is temporal, historical, and contingent. When, in the end, the 

Clerk dehistoricizes Griselda and makes her a symbol, he is questioning the literary 

framework that requires such an abstraction. He makes this critique of exemplary 

literature from within a hagiographical framework. He knows that his audience expects an 

exemplum, but he deliberately makes the example of Griselda difficult to interpret and, 

certainly, difficult to apply to life. While, as David Wallace has argued, the Clerk's 

rehistoricized narrative provides a critique of the Petrarchan Academy, it also provides a 

very self-conscious critique of the literary form that demands dehistoricized readings. 

When the Clerk rehistoricizes Griselda, he demonstrates the rhetorical limits of exemplary 

literature. 



CHAPTER IV 

"SHE ENSAMPLE WAS": THE PERSUASIVE LIMITS OF 

CECILE'S IDEAL SANCTITY 

Extended comparisons of The Clerk's Tale and The Second Nun's Tale appear 

infrequently in Chaucer criticism.1 And this is for good reason, no doubt. The first is 

interpretively problematic, its meaning slippery, its conclusion lacking interpretive closure. 

The second is much more straightforward, not at all interested in upsetting readers' 

expectations. This "dutiful hagiography," as Lee Patterson has recently called it,2 has 

nothing of the Clerk's troublesome interpretive ending. Cecilia's story is firmly 

entrenched in Christian history, her place securely established in the most well-known 

medieval martyrologies. Unlike Griselda, the appropriateness and significance of her 

actions remain beyond the bounds of questioning or criticism. There is nothing ambiguous 

xThe Second Nun's Tale is often paired with The Prioress's Tale since both tales 
are overtly religious and are told by two nuns ostensibly from the same convent. Benson 
argues, for instance, that the two tales show Chaucer's ever-present interest in literary 
diversity and stylistic contrast even among his most sacred tales. C. David Benson, 
Chaucer's Drama of Style: Poetic Variety and Contrast in the Canterbury Tales (Chapel 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1986) 131-46. In a recent collection of essays on 
the religious tales, these two tales are considered together in the section that deals with 
critical reception. Carolyn Collette, "Critical Approaches to the Prioress's Tale and the 
Second Nun's TaleChaucer's Religious Tales, ed. C. David Benson and Elizabeth 
Robertson (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1990) 95-110. 

2Lee Patterson, "Perpetual Motion: Alchemy and the Technology of the Self," SAC 
15 (1993): 30. 

82 
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about the importance of her trials: as with all Christian martyrs, her death, presented as an 

imitatio Christi and a proper example of faith and devotion, encourages fellow Christians 

in the story who face imminent martyrdom themselves. Unlike the Clerk, the Second Nun 

never establishes a critical distance from her tale. She speaks only to affirm the 

authenticity of the story and her own position as a mere reciter—she claims to emend 

nothing, to create nothing. As the most literal of translators, the Second Nun is not a 

glossator, not a commentator, certainly not an author. 

The Second Nun's Tale is generally considered the most direct, univocal, and 

undisrupted of Chaucer's works. Placed within the context of the Canterbury Tales, 

however, this "dutiful hagiography" seems detached, isolated, and even anonymous. What 

surrounds the tale, or rather, what does not surround the tale—that is, any response from 

the other pilgrims—seems to question the audience's ability to identify with Cecile and to 

engage the text at all. This chapter focuses on the rhetorical consequences of this 

detachment. Consideration of the fictional context for this narration, the contest that 

prompts the account and the pilgrim audience who doubtless expects to hear a moral tale 

from a nun, forces specific questions about the tale's rhetorical goals and its ultimate 

effect.3 To what extent is Cecile a functional and convincing model for the tale's fictional 

audience? For the tale's real audience? To what extent, if at all, is the audience called to 

identify with Cecile? To what extent do Cecile's trials provoke sympathy in the audience? 

Are such identifications and sympathies appropriate rhetorical elements for such a tale? 

3It is, of course, easy to lose sight of this context since the narrator offers no 
authorial interruptions and directly addresses the pilgrim audience only once in her 
prologue. 
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Does the tale concern itself with audience edification? If so, do the lessons the tale offers 

work morally as well as theologically? Is Cecile to be imitated, or only reverenced? 

To claim that the Second Nun's Tale is serious and direct is not necessarily to 

claim that it lacks literary complexity. Early criticism on the tale often began with an 

apology, not so much for any artistic failure on Chaucer's part as for the plain style and 

general dullness common to hagiographic writings, a dullness which Chaucer appropriately 

adopted for this tale. The last thirty to forty years, however, has seen an increase of 

scholarly interest in the tale and a consistent effort to prove the tale's literary, rather than 

solely its historical and theological, interest. Though the body of criticism on the Second 

Nun's Tale comes nowhere near rivaling that produced on The Clerk's Tale, recent 

scholarship has shown that while critics still insist that The Second Nun's Tale is among 

the most direct of Chaucer's works, they have produced significantly varied, and even 

contradictory, interpretations of the tale. 

Chaucerians first discovered genuine literary interest in the tale through identifying 

its contrasting relationship to the Canon's Yeoman's Tale, which shares Fragment VIII 

with the Second Nun's Tale. Bruce A. Rosenberg, for instance, sought to challenge 

critical opinion that "Chaucer's life of St. Cecile has never offered any aesthetic 

challenge," that "its simplicity and directness work against it."4 He argued instead that 

Chaucer's story of Cecile contained "subtlety and even intricateness," but that in order to 

4Bruce A. Rosenberg, "The Contrary Tales of the Second Nun and the Canon's 
Yeoman," ChauR 2 (1968): 278. 
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see it, "we must go beyond the lines of the Second Nun's Tale to its fragment-mate."5 

Rosenberg sees Fragment VIII as a dichotomous unit, the imagery and themes of each tale 

coming into greater relief when read against the other. The picture of Cecile's sainthood 

becomes more rich and complex while the Canon's criminal behavior becomes more 

demonic. More precisely, the fragment is unified through a series of opposites: sight and 

blindness, spirituality and physicality, charity and cupidity, revelation and human reason. 

Paul M. Clogan's study of the tale's figural style, on the other hand, insists that the 

work carries intrinsic literary sophistication and aesthetic value that do not depend upon a 

pairing with the Canon's Yeoman's Tale.6 The Second Nun's Tale, Clogan argues, is 

artistically rich, thematically consistent, and stylistically balanced.7 He blames previous 

underestimations of the tale on a failure to understand and appreciate the purpose and 

style of hagiographical writings in general, and the gloria passionis, or the accounts of 

early Christian martyrs, in particular. His emphasis on understanding the style and 

meaning of the gloria passionis leads to careful consideration and delineation of the 

5Rosenberg 278. Grennen also sees a link between the two tales, though his focus 
is primarily on alchemical language and imagery. Joseph E. Grennen, "St. Cecilia's 
Chemical Wedding: The Unity of the Canterbury Tales, Fragment VIII," JEGP 65 (1966): 
466-81. 

6Paul M. Clogan, "The Figural Style and Meaning of The Second Nun's Prologue 
and Tale," Medievalia et Humanistica 3 (1972): 213-40. Peck also calls the Second 
Nun's Tale "a work of art in its own right." Russell Peck, "The Ideas of 'Entente' and 
Translation in Chaucer's Second Nun's Tale," Annuale Mediaevale 8 (1967): 17-31. 

7Clogan describes the overall narrative pattern of the prologue and tale as an 
"antithetical figural style" that supports a "basic ontological dualism." Clogan 218. The 
two contraries of "ydelnesse" and "bisynesse," for instance, are synthesized in the person 
of Cecilia, who represents the perfect blending of passivity (suffering) and activity 
(triumph). 
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generic requirements of hagiography: 

A saint's legend is not a myth, romance, or even a tale; by its very nature it 
has historical and topographical connection. It presupposes the historical 
fact that becomes the subject or occasion of the narrative. The narrator's 
primary concern, however, is not to be historically precise or to seek new 
information on the biography of the saint, but to edify and interest others in 
the passion of the martyr The style of narrative, therefore, is the low, 
plain, unadorned style of the Bible recommended by St. Augustine in De 
doctrina Christiana (IV, 12) for the purpose of instruction.8 

Clogan's description of hagiographical writings finally rests on its didactic motive. The 

plain narrative style of the saint's legend is not only appropriate but essential to its 

fundamental purpose of edification. 

Such would seem an uncomplicated and indisputable claim, yet it is precisely here 

-the issue of the tale's instructive motive and power-where several more recent studies 

diverge. Sherry Reames' study, which traces carefully the textual evolution of the Cecilia 

legend, finds in the Second Nun's Tale a pessimistic theology that disregards human will 

and understanding in the process of conversion.9 For Reames, the tale is non-persuasive; 

it demonstrates the force of God's grace, but offers no intelligible argument for 

conversion. In striking contrast, C. David Benson argues that the Second Nun's Tale 

8Clogan 231. 

Reames identifies, in the translation history of the Cecilia legend, a waning 
Augustinian perspective on conversion. She explains that "in the Confessions and in his 
more theoretical writings, Augustine makes it clear that he sees understanding as the 
indispensable precondition and accompaniment of faith." According to Reames, as the 
legend passes through the pens of Jacobus and finally Chaucer, the accounts of conversion 
become so condensed and simplified as to suggest that the convert's understanding, and 
even consent, is "superfluous." For this reason, Reames claims, Cecile's speeches and the 
tale as a whole lack persuasive intent. Sherry L. Reames, "The Cecilia Legend as Chaucer 
Inherited It and Retold It: The Disappearance of an Augustinian Ideal," Speculum 55 
(1980): 44, 50. 
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"persuades us intellectually."10 "The emphasis throughout the [tale]," Benson explains, "is 

on knowledge that leads to devout action, as the characters come to see things in a new 

way."11 For Benson, and many others, the tale is clearly designed for spiritual 

instruction.12 Yet, even those who claim unequivocally the tale's instructive method have 

commented that Cecilia's model is extremely other-worldly and perhaps even unattainable. 

According to Benson, the tale "advocates an almost unreachable ideal of asceticism."13 

Similarly, V. A. Kolve explains that "Saint Cecilia enacts the counsel to perfection with 

such purity of will that ordinary human life seems untouched by her example."14 Many 

critics have remarked on Cecile's perfected example of piety in order to demonstrate what 

separates the Second Nun's Tale from most of Chaucer's work and, in turn, to explain 

10Benson 141. 

"Benson 141. Benson further argues that Reames "misreads the tale because she 
fails to distinguish between the dramatic presentation of an intellectual faith, which 
Chaucer has done successfully, and the literal presentation of these arguments at length, 
which would be inappropriate in a narrative poem." Benson, 177. 

12Paul Beichner, for instance reads the Second Nun's Tale as didactic, but notes 
that the changes Chaucer makes to his sources creates "more interesting reading... at the 
expense of edification." Paul E. Beichner, "Confrontation, Contempt of Court, and 
Chaucer's Cecilia," ChauR 8 (1974): 204. Carolyn Collette interprets the tale as a specific 
lesson on Platonic vision; Cecile's spiritual sight triumphs over Almachius' fleshly sight. 
Carolyn P. Collette, "A Closer Look at Seinte Cecile's Special Vision," ChauR 10 (1976): 
337-49. 

13Benson 141. This uncompromised asceticism is part of the intellectual process of 
the Second Nun's Tale, which Benson contrasts with the emotional process of the 
Prioress's Tale. 

14V. A. Kolve, "Chaucer's Second Nun's Tale and the Iconography of Saint 
Cecilia," New Perspectives in Chaucer Criticism, ed. Donald M. Rose (Norman, OK: 
Pilgrim Books, Inc., 1981) 151. 
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why it was for so long passed over by scholars and virtually ignored in the classroom. If, 

however, we focus on the rhetorical implications of Cecile's spiritual perfection within the 

context of the Canterbury Tales, we find that Chaucer is not only experimenting with the 

dramatic possibilities of the genre, as Benson suggests, but also exploring the genre's 

rhetorical limits. In the Second Nun's Tale Chaucer reveals the rhetorical limits of saintly 

exemplarity by pushing the hagiographic genre to the bounds of orthodoxy and ideality. 

I agree with Reames that the tale presents an unresolved problem of persuasion. I 

do not, however, think it is necessary to see the problem of persuasion in the tale as 

evidence of a pessimistic, or anti-Augustinian, Chaucerian theology. If we examine the 

work in the context of the Canterbury Tales, a context of heightened rhetorical 

expectations and implications, and not, as Reames does, exclusively within the context of 

the legend's textual history, we can begin to understand Chaucer's own study and critique 

of the genre he employs.15 If we see Chaucer primarily as a literary critic in the Second 

Nun's Tale, he is not pessimistic about human agency in the process of conversion so 

much as critical of the rhetorical power of literary conventions to effect that and other 

spiritual processes. The tale's problem of persuasion is, more precisely, a problem of 

exemplarity. This problem rests on a rhetorical conflict fundamental to hagiography, one 

15In a recent essay, David Raybin argues that when Chaucer included his life of 
Saint Cecile in the Canterbury Tales, he "refigur[ed] the parameters that govern the 
reception of a saint's life." This new context complicates and questions the spiritual values 
of the sacred tale. David Raybin, "Chaucer's Creation and Recreation of the LyfofSeynt 
Cecile," ChauR 32 (1997): 198. I agree with Raybin that placing the tale among the 
multiple voices of the Canterbury collection complicates its spiritual authority. I am 
suggesting, however, that in complicating the spiritual values of the tale Chaucer is 
primarily critiquing its rhetorical efficacy. 
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that Chaucer examines in this tale: the potentially conflicting demands of epideictic and 

deliberative discourse. The demands of epideictic discourse require that the hagiographer 

create a portrait of exemplary faith that transcends the natural world; the narrative 

formulae serve to insure the purity of this portrait. If, on the other hand, the tale is to 

influence readers' future actions, as deliberative discourse aims to do, the author must 

create an identifiable, sympathetic, and accessible model for the audience to emulate. 

While Chaucer's portrait of Cecile is certainly ideal and transcendent, nothing about her 

character invites sympathy or identification.16 The deliberative effect of her model is 

further restricted by the impracticality of her example.17 Her actions and speech are so 

securely fixed on the life beyond that their relevance to earthly life remains ambiguous at 

best.18 Thus, while her faith is perfect, it is not imitable. 

What we as critics often find lacking in the Second Nun's Tale, even when we are 

helped to appreciate the complexity of the tale's stylistic patterns and the beauty of its 

iconography, is the critical and often ironical Chaucer who appears to have reached his 

16A similar point is made by Kolve that Cecile's execution "evokes awe and 
wonder, the emotions proper to miracle and saints' legends. But it does not much invite 
pity, and it excludes any ordinary sort of human identification." Kolve 150. Since his 
focus is on the tale's iconography, he does not explore the rhetorical implications of this 
lacking identification. 

17See Hirsh's comparison of the Second Nun's Tale and the Manciple's Tale. He 
suggests that the Manciple's example of moral behavior offers a more practical model than 
Cecile's because it accounts for and negotiates the human contingencies of the temporal 
and political world. John C. Hirsh, "The Politics of Spirituality: The Second Nun and the 
Manciple," ChauR 12 (1977): 129-46. 

18Raybin has commented that "the living Cecile is in a very basic respect dead to 
the world, as are those she saves from the world." Raybin 203. 
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peak in The Canterbury Tales.19 Some have seen in the ending fragments of the 

Canterbury collection a subtle and steady move toward theological seriousness that 

culminates in the "Retraction."20 But to see in the Second Nun's Tale serious theological 

themes and sincere devotion does not require that we do away with the Chaucer who, in 

the rest of the tales, is overtly aware of the uncertain dependability, stability, and rhetorical 

force of literary forms. Accepting the serious religious character of this tale and its 

hagiographical conventionality does not require us to bid farewell to Chaucer, the literary 

critic. When Rosenberg claims that "only when the Second Nun's Tale is read in 

connection with the Canon's Yeoman's Tale will we see in it anything more than a direct, 

guileless saint's life,"21 he implies a fundamental need to see beyond the tale's orthodoxy, 

its perfect incarnation of a literary type. I suggest, however, that Chaucer did not intend 

his readers to see beyond the tale's conventionality. In fact, Chaucer's critique depends 

upon the tale's serious religious themes and its careful adherence to prescribed 

hagiographical formulae.22 Only by sustaining the most extreme representation of the 

19Howard designates the Second Nun's Tale as the purist of the "ideal narratives" 
and insists that "there is nothing to make us take it less than seriously." Donald Howard, 
The Idea of the Canterbury Tales (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1976), 290. 

20See Kolve 157, and Eileen S. Jankowski, "Reception of Chaucer's Second Nun's 
Tale: Osbern Bokenham's Lyf of S. Cycyle," ChauR 30 (1996): 313. 

21Rosenberg 290. 

22Most critics agree that Chaucer's tale of St. Cecile is an early work because it 
appears in Chaucer's own list of his works in the Prologue to the Legend of Good 
Women, but they disagree about whether Chaucer revised the tale when he incorporated it 
into the Canterbury collection. Whether or not Chaucer substantially revised the text 
when it became part of the Canterbury Tales, placing the tale within this larger narrative 
context and giving it a fictional narrator allowed Chaucer to distance himself critically 
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saintly life can the rhetorical limits of ideality be tested.23 

The Second Nun's Anti-rhetoric 

In striking contrast to many of the Canterbury pilgrims, the Second Nun never 

makes herself her subject in the prologue to her tale. Her purpose in this prologue is to 

prepare the audience for the story she will offer and not to describe or display herself. 

This narrator, conveniently named the "Second Nonne" by later scribes, remains in fact 

virtually anonymous throughout her prologue and tale. The General Prologue as well 

includes no descriptive or biographical details about the Second Nun, leaving her the voice 

to tell a tale, but no identifiable personality or subjectivity.24 Yet even this voice she 

virtually disclaims. The Second Nun is not compelled to offer any argument for her own 

authority as a narrator; such authority, she indicates, comes directly from the text itself, 

from the authenticity of the narrative and the holiness of its saintly protagonist. Through 

from the tale. This distance enables an examination of the rhetorical limits intrinsic to a 
tale of ideal, unchallenged sanctity. Read in this way, the tale can be "direct and guileless" 
while still the product of Chaucer's critical lens. 

23 Johnson identifies an historical object of Chaucerian critique in the Second Nun's 
Tale, the contemporary ecclesiastical system. For Johnson, Cecile represents the 
simplicity and purity of the early church before its corruption by secular power. Cecile's 
message makes her "as threatening a figure as WyclifF' for the contemporary church. 
Lynn Staley Johnson, "Chaucer's Tale of the Second Nun and the Strategies of Dissent," 
Studies in Philology 89 (1992): 333. Hirsh makes a similar claim that "Cecilia's authority 
is thus based upon a manifestation of divine power, not upon an Augustinian or scholastic 
tradition which placed authority in the hands of those trained in Latin and in law." John C. 
Hirsh, "The Second Nun's Tale," Chaucer's Religious Tales, 164. For this discussion, I 
am more concerned with examining Chaucer's rhetorical critique of the genre in which he 
is working than with defining a direct ideological or cultural critique within the tale. 

24That the Second Nun "lacks a clearly-defined 'personality,'" Collette suggests, 
may account for the relatively small body of criticism on the tale. Collette 100. 
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her Invocacio ad Mariam and the short, qualifying speech to her audience which follows, 

the Second Nun establishes herself as a mere instrument, or medium, through which her 

story, both words and sentence, will pass undisturbed. This move withdraws the tale from 

the realm of human intervention and error. The Second Nun then does not need to make 

a case for her own reliability or authority; she does not have to create an ethos for her tale 

because she can rely on the unquestionable ethos of this account in particular and the 

hagiographical form in general. In this way, she aims to set her tale beyond reproach. Her 

injunction to the audience, which when taken out of context appears to open her tale to 

audience interpretation, is in fact a modesty topos: 

Yet preye I yow that reden that I write, 
Foryeve me that I do no diligence 
This ilke storie subtilly to endite, 
For bothe have I wordes and sentence 
Of hym that at the seintes reverence 
The storie wroot, and folwen hire legende, 
And preye yow that ye wole my werk amende. 

(VIII.77-84) 

Who among the pilgrims would actually challenge such a tale, and what would they find to 

amend? The explanatory note for this stanza in the Riverside Chaucer reads, "Chaucer 

frequently employs the 'modesty topos,' though it may be especially appropriate to a 

hagiographer, whose purpose is not to excel in narration, but to instruct."25 A question 

that must follow from this explanation is to what extent successful instruction is tied to 

effective narration. Can we conceive of instruction outside the art of rhetoric? More 

importantly, could Chaucer? The Second Nun understands the authority that the genre 

25 Larry Benson, The Riverside Chaucer, 944. 
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she employs holds for her audience. The saint's legend is not a form that invites varying 

critical responses; rather, it seeks hermeneutical closure. But if we accept, as the Second 

Nun does, that the tale carries a certain inherent ethos that protects it from being "quited," 

or in any other way challenged by the pilgrim audience, must we also conclude that the 

text stands beyond the critical gaze of Chaucer himself? 

However strongly the Second Nun protests that her act of telling does not depend 

upon the art of rhetoric, Chaucer understands that all hortatory discourse is conspicuously 

rhetorical. While the Second Nun seeks to distance herself from the rhetoricians who have 

the ability "subtilly to endite," her prologue is driven by salient rhetorical goals. The 

Second Nun's Prologue may offer little information about its teller, but it provides a 

coherent thematic introduction to the tale of Cecile and sets up an instructive purpose for 

her entire presentation. The prologue begins with a sermonette on the vice of "ydelnesse" 

and its corrective, "bisynesse." The idleness/busyness antithesis establishes a prominent 

theme of the tale itself, for who could be more busy than St. Cecile? But clearly the 

narrator intends to achieve more than a suitable introduction for her saintly heroine's chief 

virtue. She reveals an immediate intent to move her audience itself from idleness to 

busyness "[l]est that the feend thurgh ydelnesse us hente" (VIII.7). The purpose of the 

tale as a whole, she explains, is "to putte us fro swich ydelnesse,/ That cause is of so greet 

confusioun" (VIII.22-3). From the opening lines of the prologue, then, we can see that 

the Nun's goal is audience edification. 

Not only will the narration keep her audience occupied and thus protect them from 

sloth, its main character, the Nun explains, will herself provide an illustration of virtuous 
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behavior. Busyness is only one of Cecile's many virtues. Her other saintly traits the 

narrator delineates in the "Interpretacio nominis Cecilie," which section completes the 

prologue. These final stanzas offer intricate and often perplexing etymological 

interpretations of Cecile's name.26 Each of the interpretations points to a specific saintly 

virtue, from her "pure chaastnesse of virginitee" (VIII.88) to her "good techynge" 

(VIII.93). It is through this extended explication of Cecile's name and character that the 

Second Nun explicitly establishes Cecile's exemplary function. Her virtue, the Nun 

implies, establishes an instructive paradigm, "[f]or she ensample was by good techynge" 

(VIII.93). And, a few lines later, Cecile is "[e]nsample of goode and wise werkes alle" 

(VIII. 105). This perfect model of saintly virtue establishes an immediate example for 

those who see and hear Cecile in the tale. By the end of the story, Cecile has converted 

and led to martyrdom not only her husband and brother-in-law, but also the Roman official 

who had been charged with rounding up the saints for trial. The Second Nun would 

insist, no doubt, that Cecile is still an example to her contemporary pilgrim audience. 

Chaucer, however, may leave some room to question the rhetorical efficacy of her model 

in the current context. 

For 'leos' 'peple' in Englissh is to seye, 
And right as men may in the hevene see 
The sonne and moone and sterres every weye, 
Right so men goostly in this mayden free 
Seyen of feith the magnanymytee, 
And eek the cleernesse hool of sapience, 

26As Clogan has observed, these are not literal, or "modern linguistic," etymologies 
of the name Cecile. Rather, they are "symbolic and figurative of the Passion of St. Cecilia, 
almost like reading her horoscope." Clogan 232. The point is that this section, as typical 
of medieval etymologies, is a symbolic interpretation of Cecile's various exemplary traits. 
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And sondry werkes, brighte of excellence. 

(VIII. 106-12) 

Cecile's own witness to her faith, her labors and her wisdom, are seen and recognized by 

others. Her virtues shine as brightly, and thus are as visible as "sonne and moone and 

sterres every weye." Because this stanza moves into the present tense, we sense a 

broadening view of Cecile's spiritual model—she not only was an immediate example of 

pious behavior and steadfast faith for the early church, but her spiritual ideal still shines 

brightly for others to see through her legend. According to these lines, those who see 

Cecile's example reverence her, marvel at her, and, we would assume, are instructed by 

her. But this resulting instruction remains assumed, or implied, in these lines. Within the 

narrator's own explanation of Cecile's model, we see that the emphasis is primarily on 

awe and reverence rather than imitation. 

Cecile's Brand of Sanctity 

As the Second Nun seeks to set her story beyond question or critique, she offers a 

portrait of Cecile that is, likewise, beyond reproach. Cecile herself is a force for order and 

stability within the tale. She converts, she encourages, she plans, she even wrangles with 

the Roman sergeant in a sophisicated rhetorical debate at her trial. When compared with 

female characters from other exemplary tales, namely Griselda and Custance, Cecile stands 

out as strong, active, and outspoken. Cecile's is a voice of clarity and conviction. She 

speaks the truth: she answers questions, she does not raise them. And she does all of this 

in a sea of male characters. She guides these men through her powerful speech, her 

wisdom and "wise loore" (VIII.414). The only character who challenges Cecile, the 
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Roman sergeant Almachius, meets with more conviction and clever tongue than he can 

handle, sending her off to be executed in private. 

The first words that Cecile speaks in the tale are, appropriately for a saint, a 

prayer. In preparing for her wedding night, the narrator tells us, Cecile sings to God: 

O Lord, my soule and eek my body gye 
Unwemmed, lest that I confounded be. 
(VIII. 136-7) 

This request for perpetual virginity Cecile never doubts God will answer. When, on her 

wedding night, Cecile first tells her new husband, Valerian, about the angel who protects 

her "maydenhede," she offers little room for debate. Instead, she simply informs Valerian 

that if he defiles her body, her angel "right anon wol sle yow with the dede" (VIII. 157). 

When Valerian asks to see the angel, Cecile responds with a command, "Gooth forth to 

Via Apia," giving him specific instructions for addressing Pope Urban. Throughout the 

rest of the narrative, Cecile repeatedly speaks in order to provide explanations in moments 

of spiritual uncertainty. When Valerian's brother, Tiburce, voices his fear that they may 

face death for their belief, Cecile responds with a speech on the comfort offered by the 

assurance of eternal life: 

Men myghten dreden wel and skilfully 
This lyf to lese, myn owene deere brother, 
If this were lyvynge oonly and noon other. 

But ther is bettre lif in oother place, 
That nevere shal be lost, ne drede thee noght, 
Which Goddes Sone hath alle thyng ywroght, 
And al that wroght is with a skilful thoght; 
The Goost, that fro the Fader gan procede, 
Hath sowled hem, withouten any drede. 
(VTII.320-9) 
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When Tiburce next questions Cecile about the nature of the trinity, she responds with a 

more philosophical lesson: 

Right as a man hath sapiences three— 
Memorie, engyn, and intellect also— 
So in o beynge of divinitee, 
Three persones may ther right wel bee. 

(VIII.338-41) 

Always bringing clarity and closure to moments of spiritual, or doctrinal, uncertainty, 

whether as an example of spiritual constancy or a tutor of right belief, Cecile holds the 

narrative in hermeneutical balance. She is never shaken, not by the spiritual questions of 

her converts nor by the imminent threat of her own persecution and martyrdom. Hers is 

an unchallenged and ideal model of sanctity. 

Cecile's saintly ideal may not, however, fully embody the most conventional 

aspects of female sanctity. Elizabeth Robertson notes that the legend of Cecilia may 

"serve to complicate the picture of female sanctity," particularly of virgin martyrs, that she 

outlines in her discussion of The Life of Saint Margaret.21 The legends of virgin martyrs, 

Cecile's being one, generally focus on the physicality of female sanctity and include several 

distinct characteristics, Robertson explains. First among these characteristics is a central 

temptation to lose her virginity, usually directed by the devil against the saint, and the 

saint's solemn prayer to Christ that he protect her maidenhead. The Second Nun's Tale 

begins with a threat to Cecile's virginity, though not so insidious as is common in other 

tales of virgin martyrs. The threat comes from her new husband Valerian, who seems to 

bare no ill-will against Cecile much less to be working in conjunction with the devil. The 

27Robertson, "The Corpreality of Female Sanctity," 285. 
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risk is, however, serious enough to provoke Cecile's prayer for Christ's protection. But 

the tale's central temptation, or confrontation, scene does not involve Valerian at all. It 

occurs later in the story after Valerian's own death as Cecile is brought before Almachius 

and the Roman court. Here, it is not Cecile's virginity that is in danger, but her doctrinal 

and spiritual integrity. This is not a sexualized encounter, but an essentially intellectual 

debate between Cecile and Almachius, and thus between the forces of good and evil. 

A second characteristic, the sponsa christi motif, which figures Christ as the 

saint's lover, appears to be entirely absent from the Second Nun's Tale in spite of the 

tale's recurring themes of spiritual marriage and fecundity. When Tiburce makes his 

profession of faith, Cecile responds by proclaiming a spiritual kinship with him: 

'Lo, right so as the love of Crist," quod she, 
'Made me thy brotheres wyf, right in that wise 
Anon for myn allye heer take I thee, 
Syn that thou wolt thyne ydoles despise. 
(VIII.295-98) 

Cecile continually demonstrates her power to generate new converts and inspire them to 

actions of ultimate faith and loyalty. But unlike many female saints, her example is not 

limited to, or even primarily directed to, a female audience; perhaps for this reason the 

picture of salvation she illustrates is not principally a sexual union with Christ that 

supercedes and supplants the female's sexual desire on earth. 

A third common trait of female sanctity noted by Robertson involves the 

fundamental weakness of the saint and an emphasis on her physical suffering. Cecile is 

many things, but weak she is not. As we have already seen, her initiative and courage 

drive the action of the narrative. She is the guide, the beacon, for other, weaker 
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characters in the story. Her fortitude is great enough, in fact, to obscure any sense of her 

suffering, physical or otherwise. Cecile's death scene offers the general impression of a 

most miraculous martyrdom. She cannot be killed or even tormented by the "bath of 

flambes rede," (VIII.515) which Almachius had ordered for her. Instead, we are told, 

"She sat al coold and feelede no wo/ It made hire nat a drope for to sweete" (VIII.521-

22). And the "thre strokes" from Almachius' own hand have likewise no immediate effect 

on her. The "thre dayes" that she lives on "half deed" after her neck is cut suggest an 

allusion to Christ's own three days of death, burial, and resurrection. But if we press the 

imitatio christi topos a bit, we may find a striking difference between the representation of 

Cecile's death and the gospel accounts of Christ's death. That difference is the portrayal 

of suffering. While we are told that Cecile lived those three days in "torment," such agony 

is not illustrated for us in the tale. There is no tormented cry to heaven, no "why hast thou 

forsaken me?," no prayer for the forgiveness of her executioners, no "forgive them, father, 

they know not what they do." Cecile is never presented as a victim in the tale. Clearly, 

her imperviousness to all manner of temptation and torture comes directly from heaven: 

Cecile speaks for God and represents divine power on earth. Yet she does all of this in a 

narrative which denies any appeal to pathos. This is a move not even the gospel writers 

saw fit to make.28 

A final characteristic of female sanctity outlined by Robertson, or we might say the 

28In the next section of this chapter we will examine at greater length the historical 
trend among hagiographers of de-emphasizing pathos and its rhetorical implications. 
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overarching characteristic, is an "emphasis on the concrete and quotidian."29 Each of the 

previous characteristics is directly related to this inextricable bond between female 

spirituality and physicality: 

In contrast to male models of sanctity, where the male saint follows a 
progressive ascent away from the flesh toward spiritual union with God, in 
this model, a female saint is inevitably rooted in the body. The desires of 
the body are both a danger to her and the way in which her relationship to 
God is defined. A women's essential sensuality requires that she come to 
understand God through the physical world, an understanding conveyed... 
through its concrete details, details that reinforce the association of her 
female spirituality with sensuality. The wondrous spiritual world must be 
realized for her through the physical world, through the objects of her daily 
life that surround her.30 

Cecile, however, does not fit comfortably within either the female or male model that 

Robertson describes. She is certainly not "rooted in the body," but neither do we see in 

Cecile a "progressive ascent away from the flesh." The text in fact leads us to wonder if 

Cecile was ever of this world in the first place. The Second Nun's Tale offers a portrait of 

uncompromised piety; in so doing it elides any tension between imminence and 

transcendence, the material world and the world beyond. As we have already said, 

Cecile's faith never wavers; but we may even be tempted to say it is never challenged. 

During her debate with AJmachius in the trial scene, Cecile meets her judge rhetorical 

punch for rhetorical punch, and in the end there is no doubt who has the last "laughe." 

During her extended execution as well, Cecile never flinches. While the tale mentions the 

torment of those three days in which Cecile continues to teach with her throat "ycorven," 

29Robertson 286. 

30Robertson 287. 
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it does not show the torment and it never invites the audience to feel it. Perhaps while 

these final scenes set Cecile's pious behavior beyond reproach, they also set Cecile herself 

beyond the reach of the audience's sympathy. If Cecile stands entirely beyond the 

concerns of the world and the flesh, she cannot appeal to the audience's sense of pathos. 

The question that follows is how necessary, from a rhetorical perspective, is pathetic 

appeal to an exemplary tale? 

Pathos, Identification, and Imitation 

While Chaucer's Cecile may not fit comfortably within Robertson's paradigm of 

the twelfth-century virgin-martyr, her detachment from the earthly realm and from the 

physical punishment she faces may be characteristic of fourteenth-century legends as 

Karen Winstead has recently described them.31 In the century following the Fourth 

Lateran council translators began adapting Latin passiones for brevaries, or legendaries, 

that would make the lives of the saints more accessible to local priests and their 

parishioners. The most celebrated and widely circulated of these legendaries was Jacobus' 

late thirteenth-century Legenda Aurea. His work became a model for the two well-known 

English brevaries, The South English Legendary and the North English Legendary. As 

Winstead has explained, while these collections made stories of the saints more accessible 

to lesser clergy and lay parishioners, they offered a strikingly different version of the saint 

than the Latin passions had: 

We might expect that the widespread production of abbreviationes and 

3'Karen A. Winstead, Virgin Martyrs: Legends of Sainthood in Late Medieval 
England (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997). 
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vernacular adaptations simply made traditional models of sainthood more 
readily accessible to the general public. Yet when we compare these texts 
with the traditional passiones from which they derived, we find that this 
was not the case. In condensing elaborate Latin passiones, hagiographers 
formulated a different paradigm of sainthood. Whereas earlier writers 
emphasized the virgin's devotion, later adapters in the thirteenth and 
fourteenth centuries celebrated the exploits of a charismatic heroine who 
defies society and humiliates her adversary. Writers of the unabridged 
passiones represented the virgin as a humble supplicant, as one of the 
faithful, but later writers accentuated the differences between the saint and 
ordinary people, presenting her as a powerful intermediary with God, to be 
admired rather than imitated.32 

The hagiographic translators of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, while creating 

abbreviated versions of the older passions, produced narratives that emphasized wonder 

over identification and reverence over imitation. The legend of Cecilia then had already 

experienced this sort of transformation in Chaucer's sources.33 Chaucer did not create the 

profile of this invulnerable and unflagging female saint, though he certainly accentuated 

those aspects of her character.34 Indeed, Chaucer's Cecile is even more removed from the 

realm of ordinary human experience than her previous depictions, and nothing about her 

behavior elicits audience sympathy. 

32Winstead 65. Reames makes a similar point that Jacobus "did not urge them [the 
laity] to try emulating the saints' virtues," but "encouraged them instead to respect and 
obey the authorities who had been placed above them." Sherry Reames, Legenda Aurea: 
A Reexamination of Its Paradoxical History (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 
1985), 113. 

33For a thorough investigation of Chaucer's sources see Reames, "The Cecilia 
Legend as Chaucer Inherited It," and Reames, "A Recent Discovery concerning the 
Sources of Chaucer's "Second Nun's Tale,"' Modern Philology 87 (1990): 337-61. 

34Beichner, for instance, argues that Chaucer improved upon his source by making 
changes, specifically in the trial scene, that served to "heighten the dramatic effect of what 
he found in Latin." Beichner 199. These changes, Beichner suggests, also resulted in the 
portrayal of a stronger and more confident (even more "contentious") Cecile. 
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Chaucer may have chosen his legend of Cecile for the Canterbury collection 

because her activity and autonomy offer such a striking contrast to Griselda's and 

Custance's more passive endurance and committed loyalty to societal ties of kinship. 

Most critics are of the opinion that Chaucer enjoyed such contrasts. But he may also have 

chosen this tale for its particular approach to hagiography in general and the exemplary 

mode broadly defined. Chaucer recognized a tendency in his source documents to idealize 

the saint and set her beyond the concerns of the earthly sphere. His interest in this 

tendency is revealed by his desire to further idealize her~to make her even more confident 

and even less subject to suffering. Such an experiment—one that threatens to remove 

Cecile from humanity entirely—suggests a self-conscious critique of the inclination in 

contemporary hagiography to create mi other-worldly hero beyond the grasp of audience 

identification. The tale's lack of tension, its unchallenged focus on the spiritual and 

transcendent, set it in stark contrast to Chaucer's other exemplary tales, most notably the 

Clerk's Tale. As we have seen in Chapter II, the rhetorical dilemma apparent in the 

Clerk's more secular exemplum results from the tale's unresolved hermeneutical 

contradictions. The Second Nun's Tale allows no room for such interpretive 

contingencies. It is a "direct and guileless" account of ideal sainthood typical of 

fourteenth-century legends. Such a stress on Cecile's holiness, however, as some critics 

have commented, may compromise her humanness,35 presenting an entirely different 

35See notes 13 and 14 above. At least two critics have sought to rescue Cecile 
from the claim that she is unreal or unhuman. Glasser argues that "[t]he description of 
Cecilia and Valerian in bed on their marriage night humanizes and feminizes her." He 
depends upon such a description of Cecile in the bedchamber in order to trace a 
development in her character from "hesitant maiden to self-confident and militant saint" 
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rhetorical dilemma. 

While we can certainly distinguish Cecile's character from those of Griselda and 

Custance, we can also distinguish the way in which the Second Nun's Tale depicts 

Cecile's tests of faith from the manner in which the respective tests are treated in the 

Clerk's Tale and the Man of Law's Tale. The differences between the tests can be 

accounted for in various ways. For one, the descriptions of Cecile's trials are nowhere 

near as expansive as those in the Clerk's Tale and certainly the Man of Law's Tale. 

Secondly, Cecile's is a literal martyrdom that leads to heavenly glory while Griselda and 

Custance live on at the end of their tales with at least the ostensible promise of a happy 

future on earth. We could go on with the differences at some length, but what brings the 

three tales together is that each centers on the trials and triumphs of a saintly model. What 

again distinguishes the Second Nun's Tale from the other two is its lack of pathos, which 

reveals a decreased concern for audience identification with the saint. 

In general, studies of Chaucerian pathos either ignore the Second Nun's Tale 

entirely or mention in passing that the tale does not make use of pathos.36 But as we have 

and "the diminishing significance marriage has for her." I read Cecile's character as much 
less timid in this opening scene than Glasser does; she begins, I think, with a strength and 
confidence that increases as the tale continues. While Glasser stresses Cecile's humaness 
in the tale's beginning, he suggests that it diminishes as the tale continues; his reading thus 
implies that her humanity may be in some way incompatible with her confidence and 
courage. Marc D. Glasser, "Marriage and the Second Nun's Tale," Tennessee Studies in 
Literature 23 (1978): 3, 8. Frank insists, however, that Cecile's strength and activity do 
not undermine her humanity. Robert Worth Frank, "Pathos in Chaucer's Religious Tales," 
Chaucer's Religious Tales, 43. 

36Gerould, in his discussion of Chaucer's use of pity mentions all of the rhyme-
royal tales except the Second Nun's Tale. He also considers Chaucer's use of pity in the 
Knight's Tale, the Physician's Tale, and Troilus and Criseyde. Gordon Hall Gerould, 
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already seen in Chapter I, pathos was a central rhetorical element in hagiographical 

literature from its inception. We might, therefore, expect its absence in this hagiographical 

text to provoke considerable discussion. Robert Frank, however, in a recent essay on 

pathos in Chaucer's religious tales, notes only briefly that the Second Nun's Tale is 

"essentially untouched by pathos," and claims simply that "pathos would falsify the spirit 

of St. Cecilia's legend."37 Frank has in mind here a very specific and restricted definition 

of pathos associated with common forms of affective piety. This is the kind of pathos that 

abounds in the Prioress's 7b/e--emotional appeals that soften the hard heart with "the 

grace of tears," and which in turn open the heart to "persuasion, to self-examination, and 

to repentence."38 This sort of pathetic appeal would indeed be inappropriate for the 

austere narrative of St. Cecile. I want, however, to return for a moment to the view of 

pathos I described in the introduction, that broader conception that focuses on the 

audience's identification both with speaker and with saintly character. These two notions 

of the purpose of pathos in hagiographical literature are neither exhaustive nor mutually 

Chaucerian Essays (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1952) 82-93. In a recent 
article, Harding treats Chaucer's use of pity in the Knight's Tale, the Clerk's Tale, and the 
Parson's Tale with no mention of the Second Nun's Tale. Wendy Harding, "The 
Function of Pity in Three Canterbury Tales," ChauR 32 (1997): 162-74. 

"Frank 43. He does not elaborate on this claim in his article, but in an earlier 
book-length study of the Legend of Good Women Frank compares Cecile to Lucrece in 
this way: "Cecilia, in the Second Nun's Tale, is chaste and pure, and she is also exposed to 
and apparently defenseless against the evil which threatens her. But she is too vigorous 
and positive; she resists stubbornly, bravely, and even successfully. There is no passivity 
and there are very few tears, and so her tale cannot qualify [as pathos]. The effect is close 
to the heroic, never to the pathetic." Robert Worth Frank, Chaucer and the Legend of 
Good Women (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1972) 97. 

38Frank 40. 
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exclusive, but it is important that we distinguish them here. The tale of St. Cecile can do 

without audience tears, but no hortatory discourse can do without audience identification. 

In order even for the audience to perceive Cecile as heroine and victor, it must be called to 

identify with her. The tale's use of antithesis, especially in the scene with Almachius, 

establishes one sort of identification. There is no ambiguity about who the audience is 

supposed to identify with: Cecile is right, Almachius wrong; the audience will place 

themselves among the winning team. Any further kind of sympathetic attachment, or 

identification, with Cecile, however, is unrealized, even disallowed. Because Cecile 

remains completely detached from earthly concerns and indifferent to her own suffering, 

the audience is never called to identify with her on any empathetic human level. 

Why should empathetic identification be required of an exemplary tale? We can 

look again to Frank for a potential answer to this question. While he sees no rhetorical 

problem with the Second Nun's Tale's lack of pathos, he eloquently describes the effect of 

pathos in the other rhyme-royal tales, which he calls "tales of wonder": 

Wonder of the proper kind can evoke awe, even religious awe, but 
unassisted none of these narratives can be very effectively used for that 
end, not even the miracle. And tales of wonder always remain other. They 
happen to other people and have nothing to do with us. Exciting and 
entertaining they may be, but we view them from across a gulf. 'How 
strange!' we say and then move on, essentially untouched. Pathos changes 
all this. Wonder gives way to sympathy. Pathos depends on the 
establishment and recognition of a common bond and achieves a shared 
emotion. The gulf is bridged or, rather, disappears.39 

Without this bond, or bridge, the audience of the Second Nun's Tale is left with little 

opportunity to engage Cecile's experience and imaginatively to adapt productive lessons 

39Frank 49. 
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for future application. But perhaps Frank is correct after all when he claims that pathos, 

particularly the sort of pathos he means, is inappropriate for this tale. Cecile is not, we 

must admit, Griselda or Custance; she is an unshaken figure who stands beyond and above 

ordinary human experience. As such, she is a character to be respected and reverenced if 

not actually imitated. The overall rhetorical mode of the Second Nun's Tale is, therefore, 

more epideictic than deliberative, despite what the Second Nun claims about Cecile's 

edifying powers. Pathos, in this case, is really beside the point. We can count Cecile as an 

ideal but perhaps not as an example, not if by example we mean someone who moves an 

audience to an emotional response or future action. 

Most scholars agree that the Second Nun's Tale predates the Canterbury Tales 

since it appears in the list of Chaucer's works in the Prologue to the Legend of Good 

Women. Chaucer may not have had a critique of hagiography in mind when he first wrote 

his life of St. Cecilia, but when we read the tale in the context of the other tales and their 

fictional audience, the conspicuous silence that surrounds the tale suggests that he may 

have recognized, and even played upon, the rhetorical consequences of the tale's extreme 

ideality. When Chaucer placed the legend within the Canterbury context, he created 

within the story an immediate concern for audience reception. By making it a part of the 

Canterbury Tales, Chaucer set his legend of Cecile into action and gave himself and his 

audience the opportunity to see such a legend do its moral work. Why then do we see no 

response from the pilgrim audience? While the unusual silence that surrounds the tale 

might be conveniently explained by the unfinished status of the Canterbury Tales, we 

should consider the more interesting possibility that the silence is suggestive and perhaps 
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even intentional. When we consider the rhetorical implications of Cecile's idealized 

model, the silence that follows the Second Nun's Tale speaks as forcefully as any of the 

more dramatic Canterbury links. The Clerk's Tale ends with an lively combination of 

mutually conflicting responses to the example offered by Griselda that throw the 

significance of her behavior into question. The silence surrounding the tale of Cecile, 

however, may raise the question of appropriate response even more forcefully than the 

Epilogue and Envoy to the Clerk's Tale. While the Clerk's Tale demonstrates the 

problem of varied and conflicting responses to Griselda's exemplary behavior, the Second 

Nun's Tale appears to stifle audience response entirely. The question rings loudly through 

the silence: How should one react to such a tale? At the beginning of this chapter I 

argued that the pilgrims' lack of response to the tale suggests their inability to engage such 

a story. But I could also argue that the silence questions Chaucer's ability, or willingness, 

to imagine an appropriate response. Instead, Chaucer allows the silence itself to make his 

point-that when a saint's character is idealized to the point that she actually loses touch 

with the human sphere, her model loses its deliberative force. 

Within critical discussions of Chaucer's religious works, the Second Nun's Tale is 

often held as the premiere example. As Chaucer's only true saint's life, this tale is never 

absent from the varying lists of Chaucer's religious tales. Benson and Pearsall, among 

others, have investigated a tendency among modern critics to marginalize Chaucer's 

religious tales.40 They explain that such marginalization results from a modern distaste for 

40See Benson, Introduction, Chaucer's Religious Tales 1-7; Derek Pearsall, 
"Chaucer's Religious Tales: A Question of Genre," Chaucer's Religious Tales 11-19; 
Pearsall, The Canterbury Tales (London: Allen & Unwin, 1985), 246. 
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extreme forms of spiritual devotion and that twentieth-century critics have typically been 

much more comfortable with the humanist than the religious Chaucer. To be sure, most of 

Chaucer's religious works have, at one time or another in modern criticism, been 

accounted for as immature or unrepresentative. Other critics, still uncomfortable with the 

notion of a pious Chaucer, have sought to redeem the religious tales by parodic readings. 

Here I want to distinguish my reading of Chaucerian critique in the Second Nun's Tale 

from other conceptions of Chaucer's critique in this tale. 

David Aers, for instance, has argued for an ironic, even comic, reading of the tale. 

While I agree with Aers that Chaucer approached the hagiographic genre "to test it out, to 

explore it" and that his work "provides contexts for problematising the model good life 

such saints' legends projected," I do not agree that Chaucer's tone is wholly "satiric," that 

it reveals an "infantile fantasy," or that it exposes the absurdity of a medieval "religious 

mentality."41 In his attempt to discredit the naive notion that the Second Nun's Tale is 

simply an example of Chaucer's "unironic participation in the commonplaces of late 

medieval piety,"42 Aers sets Chaucer above and against his own cultural context. Such a 

reading reinforces an either/or fallacy about Chaucer's religious tales—that they must be 

either purely serious, orthodox, and uncritical, or completely ironic. From my view, what 

sustains critical interest in Chaucer's religious tales, especially the Second Nun's Tale, is 

the tension they maintain between reverence and criticism, between faith and critical 

analysis. My notion of critique does not suggest that Chaucer discounted Cecile's piety, 

41David Aers, Chaucer (Brighton: The Harvester Press, 1986) 52-4. 

42 Aers 52. 
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that he found such forms of religious devotion foolish, or that he never expected his 

audience to be interested by displays of faith.43 On the contrary, only through a serious 

approach to saintly narratives and their exemplary function could Chaucer pursue a 

critique of their rhetorical capacity. Chaucer is not ultimately discounting Cecile's piety, 

but revealing the rhetorical limits of her persuasive power within a genre that champions 

the transcendent over the human. 

An argument made largely from textual silence must always be a tentative one. In 

the case of the Canterbury Tales we must be especially wary when using audience 

response, and silence is a type of response, to guide our own interpretations. Chaucer 

certainly uses his fictional audience to demonstrate misreadings as much as authoritative 

readings. Lisa Kiser has said of the Canterbury pilgrims and their use as interpreters: 

"With Chaucer's conscious omission of a reliable 'reader,' either in the person of the 

narrator or by means of thorough and authoritative glossing by the tellers, the burden of 

sound interpretation falls on us, 'us' meaning the real audience."44 If Kiser is right, then 

we are obligated to look to the responses of Chaucer's real audiences, preserved for us in 

centuries of scholarly criticism. What we find in the case of the Second Nun's Tale, of 

course, is a relatively limited account of real audience response. Perhaps the parallel 

silence of centuries of Chaucer critics sounds just as loudly as the deafening silence of the 

43See, for instance, E. Talbot Donaldson, ed., Chaucer's Poetry (New York: 
Ronald Press, 1958), 944; Joerg O. Fichte, Chaucer's "ArtPoetical": A Study in 
Chaucerian Poetics (Tubingen, Gunter Narr Verlag, 1980), 99. 

44Lisa J. Kiser, Telling Classical Tales: Chaucer and the Legend of Good Women 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1983) 72. 
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Canterbury pilgrims. 

The examination of two very different approaches to exemplary literature in the 

last two chapters has allowed us to observe the range of Chaucer's rhetorical critique. In 

the Clerk's Tale, Chaucer demonstrates the problems of identification and interpretation 

that occur when a formulaic moral interpretation is forced on a narrative that resists such 

abstraction. His critique in the Second Nun's Tale comes from roughly the opposite 

direction. While this tale presents a pure, unambiguous saint within a tidy hermeneutical 

framework, it simultaneously forecloses audience identification with the saint, rendering 

Cecile, while pure, rhetorically ineffective as a model. 



CHAPTER V 

CHAUCER'S STAGED READINGS OF 

EXEMPLARY LITERATURE 

The literary "pley"ground of the Canterbury Tales, which Chaucer sets up in the 

final section of the General Prologue, provides the poet an inherent excuse for any 

perceived irreverence-he is simply repeating the words of others~and a structure to 

sustain considerable generic variety. Both conditions facilitate Chaucer's comprehensive 

testing of the literary flexibility and rhetorical power of the exemplary mode. The 

collection of pilgrim narrators offers the opportunity for contrasting approaches to the 

hagiographic genre within a defined rhetorical context. As I have argued in the last two 

chapters, nowhere is the contrast so striking as between the Clerk's Tale and the Second 

Nun's Tale. The two tales stand on opposite ends of several established medieval 

dichotomies: male and female, secular and sacred, fabula and historia. Yet Chaucer uses 

both stories to highlight the issue of audience responses to an exemplary tale: the epilogue 

to the Clerk's Tale provides mutually conflicting reactions from the pilgrim audience while 

the Second Nun's Tale offers no reaction at all. The concluding frames to these tales 

indicate that Chaucer's fictional audience, as much as his fictional story-tellers, informs his 

generic experimentation and rhetorical probing. 

With both the Clerk's Tale and the Second Nun's Tale, Chaucer pursues his 

rhetorical critique from within the hagiographic genre. He creates an entire work in the 
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exemplary mode and then imagines and constructs the audience response. The two—text 

and audience—are always inextricably connected in a rhetorical examination, and in the 

works I have considered to this point, Chaucer is the author of both. But Chaucer's 

critique of exemplary literature is not confined to the exemplary pieces he creates himself. 

In many other instances Chaucer imagines the responses of his fictional readers either to 

established exemplary texts by other authors or to the generic categories of exemplum and 

saint's life. These moments of readerly reception form the focus for this final chapter. 

They are many and varied, and they occur in a variety of narrative and generic contexts, 

but each is marked by some degree of rhetorical failure. Each passage reveals a salient 

and troubling rhetorical anxiety that can be tied directly to the interpretation and use of 

exemplary literature. From Criseyde's playful disregard for saints' lives to Dorigen's 

desperate search for virtuous models to guide her in an urgent moral crisis, these passages 

question the power of the exemplary mode both to engage an audience and to offer that 

audience valuable moral direction. 

Criseyde 

Perhaps the most well-known example of a staged reading in all of Chaucer's work 

comes in Book II of Troilus and Criseyde when Pandarus, bursting with the news of 

Troilus' love, enters Criseyde's parlor. Finding his niece with several other women 

reading from "the geste/ Of the siege of Thebes" (11.83-84),1 Pandarus apologizes 

'References to Chaucer's text will be made by line number, and will refer to the 
edition of the text in Geoffrey Chaucer, The Riverside Chaucer, ed. Larry D. Benson, 3rd 

ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987). 
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immediately for interrupting an activity which obviously has the women's rapt attention. 

Yet, he is interested to know the matter they are reading and asks, " For Goddes love, 

what seith it? Telle it us!/ Is it of love? O, som good ye me leere!" (II.96-7). When 

Criseyde tells him they read of Thebes and the death of King Laius, he quickly loses 

interest: "Do wey youre book, rys up, and lat us daunce,/ And lat us don to May som 

observance" (II. 111-12). Pandarus is interested only in the subject of romance and intends 

to persuade Criseyde as well to turn her attention to matters of love.2 But Criseyde's 

response to Pandarus, while surely delivered with some coyness, insists that romance is 

not her proper concern: 

"I! God forbede!" quod she. "Be ye mad? 
Is that a widewes lif, so God yow save? 
By God, ye maken me ryght soore adrad! 
Ye ben so wylde, it semeth as ye rave. 
It satte me wel bet ay in a cave 
To bidde and rede on holy seyntes lyves; 
Lat maydens gon to daunce, and yonge wyves." 
(11.113-19) 

Better for her, Criseyde claims, to sit in seclusion and read the lives of the saints than to 

dance and act the part of a lover. 

2While Criseyde calls her book a "romance," the passage she is reading concerns 
primarily political and military events. Scholarship on this passage has recently been 
marked by a debate over whether Criseyde reads a vernacular romance (the Roman de 
Thebes) or a Latin epic (Statius' Thebaid). Catherine Sanok argues for the Thebaid and 
attributes others critics' quickness to identify Criseyde's book as a vernacular poem to 
"unfortunate assumptions about female reading." Catherine Sanok, "Criseyde, Cassandre, 
and the Thebaid: Women and the Theban Subtext of Chaucer's Troilus and Criseyde 
SAC 20 (1998): 45-46. Sanok cites Paul Strohm, "Storie, Spelle, Geste, Romaunce, 
Tragedie: Generic Distinctions in the Middle English Troy Narratives," Speculum 46 
(1971): 448-59, to support her claim that the term "romance" does not necessarily refer to 
a vernacular poem. 
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Criseyde's immediate resistance to Pandarus' suggestion may be more folly 

understood in the context of medieval discourses on female reading practices, which 

typically prescribed hagiography while proscribing romance. Angela Jane Weisl recently 

writes, "Saints' narratives abound in medieval literature, and not only were religious 

women, like the Prioress and Second Nun, asked to meditate on these exempla, but 

secular women, too, were urged by conduct manuals to avoid romances and read saints' 

lives."3 She mentions specifically Christine de Pizan's The Book of the City of Ladies and 

Juan Luis Vives' De Institutione Foeminae Christianae, "which urges women at the 

beginning of the extensive work not to read romances but to study the Acts of the 

Apostles, religious philosophy, and saints' lives."4 

While Criseyde's objection to romance may stand on certain assumptions about 

what reading was appropriate for medieval women, and widows in particular, the playful 

mood of the scene makes it difficult to take her response seriously. What follows—her 

cooperation with Pandarus and her willingness to take her role in the developing romance 

of the story-suggests even more strongly that her claims about what she should be 

reading are made in jest. But exactly what degree of humor does Chaucer intend in this 

passage and precisely what does he hold up to ridicule? Sheila Delany has advised that "if 

Criseyde's hyperbole here sounds slightly sanctimonious, the irony redounds less against 

3Angela Jane Weisl, "'Quiting' Eve: Violence against Women in the Canterbury 
Tales," Violence against Women in Medieval Texts, ed. Anna Roberts (Gainsville: 
University Press of Florida, 1998) 129. 

4Weisl 134. 
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hagiography than against herself."5 Such a reading suggests that Criseyde would do well 

to take her own claims here about proper reading activities more seriously and resists 

strongly the notion that Chaucer was ridiculing hagiographic narrative. 

Delany's gloss on these lines may offer a necessary warning to critics who would 

see too quickly in this passage an attack on medieval piety. Indeed, to read the passage 

merely as another example of Chaucer's purely satiric stance toward all things 

ecclesiastical would be reductive. But perhaps Criseyde is not as sanctimonious here as 

Delany assumes. Her own irony may be in fact more self-critical than Delany allows. 

Criseyde is a character who continually worries about the consequences of her choices. 

She understands, certainly by the end of the story if not fully at the beginning, that she can 

make bad choices even innocently and that her own guileless actions may have dire 

consequences. If we consider Criseyde in this light, it seems likely that, in her own playful 

objection to romance, she admits a degree of moral failure, a weakness to desire the right 

sort of reading material. She, of course, offers this admission to an audience (Pandarus 

and the other women) that she assumes will identify with her own reading preferences and 

forgive her a venial sin of preferring other stories, whether epic or romance, to 

hagiography. At the same time Chaucer must expect a comparable reaction on the part of 

his own implied audience, who perhaps will relate directly to Criseyde's own reading 

preferences. 

This is to say that we do not have to declare an outright attack on hagiography to 

5Sheila Delany, The Naked Text: Chaucer's Legend of Good Women (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 1994) 61. 
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see in this passage Chaucer's subtle critique of hagiography's narrative and rhetorical 

limits. Finally, whether Criseyde really thinks she should be reading saints' lives or not, 

the fact remains that she is not reading them. Whether her statements are meant as a 

playful confession of her own preference for epic or romance, as I suggest, or as an 

outright attack of hagiography, the passage's humor depends upon some general 

assumption that saint's lives were not every audience's preferred reading material and that 

the reading of hagiography was often thought of as an isolating, even somber, experience. 

This passage should certainly not be given more weight than it deserves in assessing 

Chaucer's attitude toward exemplary literature since it is a very brief reference to the 

reading of hagiography and, indeed, a light moment in the Troilus narrative. Taken along 

with Chaucer's other conspicuous and memorable depictions of the readerly reception of 

exempla, however, it provides a provocative expression of the genre's rhetorical limits. 

Chauntecleer 

Often examined for its comic rhetorical excesses, the Nun's Priest's Tale offers 

two loquacious main characters, the cock Chauntecleer and his lady Pertelote. The two 

characters find themselves on opposite sides of a rhetorical debate over the significance of 

dreams. That two birds should spend the early morning hours in a formal disputation over 

the interpretation of philosophical and political treatises is perhaps less ridiculous than the 

illustrative extremes to which Chauntecleer goes to prove his point "That dremes been 

significaciouns/ As wel of joye as of tribulaciouns/ That folk enduren in this lif present" 

(VII.2979-81). Despite his claim that "Ther nedeth make of this noon argument;/ The 
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verray preeve sheweth it in dede" (VII.2982-83), Chauntecleer begins an exhausting list of 

textual illustrations to bolster his position on the importance of dreams. He includes 

among his exempla classical authorities (Homer and Valerius Maximus), scripture 

(Genesis and Daniel), and a saint's life. This "lyf of Seint Kenelm," included in both 

Voragine's Legenda Aurea and the South English Legendary, relates a vision the saint has 

before his death. Here Chauntecleer "rede[s]" the legend as he does each of the other 

texts, expressly for its discourse on dreams. It is a piece of evidence that will help him win 

his intellectual debate with Pertelote. 

But, for Chauntecleer, the argument is more than an intellectual exercise. 

Prompted by the immediate experience of his own troubling dream, the dispute concerns 

how Chauntecleer should respond to the dream. Should he take a laxative and go back to 

sleep, as Pertelote suggests, or should he take some precautionary action against what 

tribulation may befall him? If this is the purpose of the discussion—to determine how 

Chauntecleer should respond-then even if Chauntecleer wins the rhetorical battle, he finds 

no applicable advice in any of the examples he recites. No information that he draws from 

those examples influences in any way his subsequent action in the tale. He concludes his 

speech rather with an abrupt and dramatic change of attitude: "I am so fill of joye and of 

solas,/ That I diffye bothe sweven and dreem" (VII.3170-71). He casts away the burden 

of his dream to begin a new day of play and pleasure. Now it is the narrator who speaks 

of the importance of the dream and the sorrow to come as he tells of the fox's stealthy 

approach. 

The tale as a whole carries throughout a certain didactic tone, and as the narrator 
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nears the end of his tale, he seems determined to articulate a moral that will provide 

interpretive closure for the tale. As many critics have noted, however, the intensity with 

which he approaches the tale's moral "sentence" suggests the narrator's, and Chaucer's, 

critique of clerkly didacticism. The Priest's narrative follows the Monk's long-winded 

presentation of de casibus tales, recalling the tragic fall of pagan and Christian heroes, a 

presentation that is finally cut short by the protests of the Host and the Knight, who beg 

"namoore of this" (2766). They have grasped the theme of the tales—the changing face of 

fortune and the danger of pride—and will not, they insist, require any more examples. 

When the Monk refuses to change the direction of his tale, declaring, "I have no lust to 

pleye" (2806), The Host then turns to the Nun's Priest for a tale to make "our hertes 

glade" (2811). This Canterbury "Link" encourages both the fictional and real audiences to 

read the Nun's Priest's Tale as a response to the Monk's Tale. While the Monk refuses to 

respond to the Host's appeal for lighter matter, The Priest complies thoroughly with the 

Host's request, for even the moral tone of his tale is offered in "pley." 

The end of the Nun's Priest's Tale presents not one but multiple, and often 

mutually conflicting, morals. Each moral is offered, as Emily Jensen argues, so that it may 

be "studiously undercut."6 According to Jensen, the moral of the Nun's Priest's Tale "is 

that there is no moral, at least not a single, all-encompassing one that, because it agrees 

6Emily Jensen, '"Winkers' and 'Janglers': Teller/Listener/Reader Response in the 
Monk's Tale and the Nun's Priest's Tale," ChauR 32 (1997): 189. Jensen counts nine 
morals in the tale, while Lesley Kordecki, "Let me 'telle yow what I mente': The Glossa 
Ordinaria and the Nun's Priest's Tale," Exemplaria 4 (1992): 365-85, counts ten. 
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with our own preconceived moral stance, seems most likely."7 The tale as a whole, then, 

mocks a writer's, as well as a reader's, desire to locate a single moral message in a 

complex literary text. When the narrator finally arrives at his most explicit and formal 

moral statement, his ironic anti-moral is fully revealed: 

But ye that holden this tale a folye, 
As of a fox, or of a cok and hen, 
Taketh the moralite, good men. 
For Seint Paul seith that al that writen is, 
To oure doctrine it is ywrite, ywis; 
Taketh the fruyt, and lat the chaf be stille. 
Now, goode God, if that it be thy wille, 
As seith my lord, so make us alle goode men, 
And brynge us to his heighe blisse! Amen. 

(VII.3438-46) 

These lines literally invoke a single moral message and an interpretive closure that the tale 

itself does not allow. None of these final lines rings with louder irony than the 

exaggerated paraphrase of Romans 15:4, "that al that writen is,/ To oure doctrine it is 

ywrite." The narrator's voice here sounds much like the God of Love, whose similar 

reading practice—his preoccupation with a tale's didactic function and concern for 

hermeneutical closure—is held up to ridicule in the Legend of Good Women. 

The Priest's true intention in this tale is not to offer a moral message for his 

readers, but to reveal the absurd results of forcing a clear moral from such a tale.8 After 

all, it is not Chauntecleer's extensive reading, or his adherence to any prescribed moral 

7 Jensen 192. 

8Jensen has suggested that the Priest may offer a sincere moral in the words 
spoken between the cock and the fox in lines 3429-35. Here the cock condemns those 
who would follow one principle "while being blind to all else," and the fox criticizes those 
who would assert a position "without considering [it] carefully." Jensen 191. 
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found in that reading, that ultimately saves him from the fox. John P. McCall has 

explained that only the "comic world of happy chaos"9 enables Chauntecleer's salvation: 

This is mock epic at its best and most absurd because, like the exempla in 
Chauntecleer's discourse, the Nun's Priest's invocations and comparisons 
ultimately come to nothing. They are incongruous, of course, as when 
great things are compared to small; but more than that, they are absolutely 
meaningless. Indeed, all that matters at the story's end is the stupid luck of 
Chauntecleer.10 

The texts that would offer advice to Chauntecleer after his dream, because positioned in a 

context of chance, offer no purposeful instruction. Of these examples, none appears more 

pointless than the Life of St. Kenelm, partly because it receives the briefest reference and 

partly because a saint's life would seem the most promising text for "valuable" guidance. 

Instead of offering guidance, it proves to be utterly inconsequential for the tale's main 

character. 

The Wife of Bath 

Perhaps no section of the Canterbury Tales offers a more memorable account of 

medieval reading practices than the Wife of Bath's Prologue, in which the subjects, 

attitudes, and stereotypes of antifeminist literature, a most popular genre among clerkly 

readers, are enumerated, illustrated, implicitly ridiculed, and ultimately consumed. The 

Wife's lengthy description of herself offers not a direct challenge to misogynist 

stereotypes, but rather a comprehensive fulfilment of them. After opening her Prologue 

9John P. McCall, Chaucer Among the Gods: The Poetics of Classical Myth 
(University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1979) 142. 

1 "McCall 142. 
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with a protracted defense of female sexual appetite, the Wife turns to the details of her 

own marital experience. She consistently uses these anecdotes to expound upon the 

nature of women, particularly women's vanity, deception, and loquaciousness. Some of 

her commentary she presents as a lesson to female listeners: 

Now herkneth hou I baar me proprely, 
Ye wise wyves, than kan undersonde. 
Thus shulde ye speke and bere hem wrong on honde, 
For half so boldely kan ther no man 
Swere and lyen, as a womman kan. 
I sey nat this by wyves than been wyse, 
But if it be whan they hem mysavyse. 
A wys wyf j if that she kan hir good, 
Shal beren hym on honde the cow is wood, 
And take witnesse of hir owene mayde 
Of hir assent.... (111.224-34) 

Through duplicity, which Alisoun suggests comes easily to women, a wife may govern her 

husband. Every single maneuver tightens a woman's control over him. The Wife further 

embodies the antifeminist model through her insatiable appetite for gossip, another trait 

she claims all women share. In her Prologue, she explains how she told her female family 

and friends every detail of her husband's life, even those things "that sholde han cost his 

lyf' (III.535). When the Wife finally begins her tale, she delays its progress with a 

digression on the Ovidian story of Midas, whose ending she reconstructs dramatically in 

order to prove her theme: that "we wommen konne no thyng hele" (III.950).11 

Such traits lead D. W. Robertson and others to deem the Wife "a literary 

"Patterson argues that the Wife's reconstruction of the Midas myth plays a joke 
on her clerkly readers, offering a superficial example of feminine unreliability that is in fact 
an example of masculine unreliability. Lee Patterson, Chaucer and the Subject of History 
(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1991) 287-89. 
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personification of rampant 'femininity' or 'carnality,'" with the final two words working 

almost as synonyms.12 Recent scholarship, however, has found in Alisoun a will and 

purpose for her self-presentation. Through the rhetorical "performance" of her prologue, 

Lee Patterson explains, the Wife manipulates misogynist language to construct her own 

subjectivity.13 The descriptions of her character, both the specific details of her life and 

the manner in which she relates them, imply then an informed reception of misogynist 

literature and critique of its assumptions. This implied critique builds to the most overt 

representation of textual reception in all of the Canterbury Tales: Alisoun's tearing the 

pages from Jankyn's "Book of Wiked Wives." This imagined compilation of antifeminist 

texts is often referred to as Jankyn's exempla, but they may be called exempla only in the 

sense that they serve to illustrate a point for their male readership: that women are corrupt 

and that marriage should be avoided at all costs. They do not conform to our established 

definition of exemplary literature since they do not offer moral exemplars for women or 

Christian readers in general. They could in fact be classified as antiexemplary. Yet, 

Jankyn uses this book as a means of instructing his wife, reading to her from it "nyght and 

day" (III.669). As Mary Carruthers argues, Jankyn's practice of reading the book "as a 

deportment book" reveals that he "is all 'auctoritee' and no 'experience,' and [that] such a 

combination is dangerous."14 Not yet able to understand the complexities and intricacies 

12T D. W. Robertson, A Preface to Chaucer (Princeton: Princeton University Press 
1962)321. 

13 Patterson 280-321. 

14Mary Carruthers, "The Wife of Bath and the Painting of Lions," PMLA 94 
(1979): 215-16. 
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of a real marriage, Jankyn relies on an "arbitrary schema" of clerical authority that he 

thinks (mistakenly) is unshakable.15 

Alisoun's attack against antiexemplary literature could hardly be more blatant, but 

what does it suggest about her reception of exemplary literature, those stories which 

celebrate the moral purity of saintly women? Just before she recounts her tearing of 

Jankyn's book, Alisoun lectures on the literary practices of clerks. In doing so, she makes 

a passing reference to hagiography: 

For trusteth wel, it is an impossible 
That any clerk wol speke good of wyves, 
But if it be of hooly seintes lyves, 
Ne of noon oother womman never the mo. 
Who peyntede the leon, tel me who? 
By God, if wommen hadde writen stories, 
As clerkes han withinne hire oratories, 
They wolde han writen of men moore wikkednesse 
Than al the mark of Adam may redresse. 

(111.688-96) 

Her central claim rests on the contigency of textual meaning, a contingency that clerks 

cannot admit if they want to pass off their reading of the female as essential truth. Tales 

of wicked women are so common, the Wife of Bath explains, because all authors are men. 

She seeks to deconstruct the antifeminist paradigm by invoking difference: what if women 

had written the stories? In this way, she debunks the clerical tradition by declaring it 

rhetorically constructed, biased, and suspect.16 

In exposing the contingency of the antifemist paradigm, she not only discredits 

15Carruthers 215. 

16In Carruther's words, the Wife of Bath "insist[s]... that authority make itself 
accountable to the realities of experience." Carruthers 209. 
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antiexemplary literature, but exemplary literature as well. Men can speak well of women, 

the Wife admits, but only in saints' lives, where women are quiet, chaste, and honest.17 

She mentions hagiography only this one time and with a rather dismissive tone. Surely, no 

reader of the Wife of Bath's Prologue and Tale would find it easy to imagine Alisoun 

reading saints' lives. But in this passage Alisoun not only dismisses hagiography, but also 

suggests the reason for her dismissal: hagiography, like all misogynist literature, is 

constructed and controlled by clerks. The precise reason for the Wife's dismissal of 

saints' lives is uncertain. Whether she finds their lessons impractical or their protagonists 

unsympathetic, we likewise cannot say for sure, though both possibilities seem likely. Nor 

can we conclude whether the Wife of Bath has a similar distaste for the lives of male 

saints, since there is no evidence that she has ever considered them. What we can say is 

that when the Wife does mention exemplary literature she reveals that it neither holds 

literary interest nor bears any practical purpose for her. 

If we view the Wife merely as an iconographic manifestation of the "female" at its 

worst, as Robertson and his followers did, then her rejection of exemplary literature only 

proves that she is a poor reader and underscores her worldliness and irreverence. If, 

however, we see her as a self-conscious subject who offers a sophisticated critique of the 

clerical tradition, we are obligated to take this dismissal more seriously. But perhaps it is 

too easy to look to the Wife of Bath for evidence of Chaucer's critique of exemplary 

literature. Even if we do see her as a narrative subject with rhetorical skill, it may still not 

l7We have already seen, of course, in the Second Nun's Tale that a female saint 
could indeed be outspoken and willful. I am evoking here the general impression of 
female sanctity that I believe the Wife has in mind. 
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be wise to rest on her perspective. More telling perhaps would be the response of a reader 

who goes to exemplary literature willingly and sincerely, and with the hope of receiving 

valuable guidance. 

Dorigen 

The Franklin's Tale offers what may be Chaucer's most ambivalent treatment of 

readerly reception. The Franklin's lai, which tells the story of Arveragus' marriage to 

Dorigen, their mutual pledges of "obeysaunce," Arveragus' departure, and Dorigen's 

"rash promise" to love Aurelius if he makes the black rocks vanish that threaten her 

husband's return, poses a multitude of questions beyond the one proffered by the narrator 

at the end: "Which was the mooste fre?" (V. 1624). To what degree is Dorigen bound by 

a promise she makes "in pley"? Which definition of "trouthe," loyalty to one's husband, 

or loyalty to one's word, do the various characters, the narrator, and finally Chaucer 

privilege? Does Dorigen make poor choices in the tale that lead to her predicament, or is 

her dilemma the result of forces beyond her control? Does the story's "happy ending" 

result from any correct, or noble, choices that Dorigen makes, or does the comic ending 

issue only from the generosity of the male characters? These and other questions have 

fueled critical studies of the Franklin's Tale throughout the twentieth century, and while 

many of these questions are beyond the scope of this chapter, the seriousness of Dorigen's 

dilemma and the degree of autonomy that the tale allows her are crucial to understanding 

how Dorigen views her predicament and where she looks for guidance. They are of 

particular relevance to an examination of Dorigen's "Complaint," the 100-line monologue 
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that catalogues Dorigen's reading of numerous exempla and records her commentary on 

them. This staged reading comes near the end of the tale, at the crux of Dorigen's moral 

crisis, and as such is a unique look at exemplary texts in attempted application. 

The Franklin's Tale has often been considered alongside the Wife of Bath's Tale, 

the Clerk's Tale and the Merchant's Tale in discussions of Chaucer's marriage theme. 

The dominant reading of the Franklin's Tale during the first half of the twentieth century, 

most famously expressed by Kittredge, saw the tale as a happy resolution to the marriage 

debate in the Canterbury Tales.™ Later studies, as they began to assert a distinction 

between the moral judgment of Chaucer and his narrator, started focusing on the 

problematic tensions between competing moral claims in the tale.19 What the Franklin 

offered as uncomplicated moral resolution and unchallenged moral ending, Chaucer knew 

to be only an illusion. Effie Jean Mathewson, for instance, has argued that "the moral 

import of the tale is not what the Franklin thinks he is demonstrating,"20 and that Chaucer 

reveals the "limitations of [the Franklin's] view" of gentillesse and fredom.21 

]8George Lyman Kittredge, "Chaucer's Discussion of Marriage," Modern 
Philology 9(1911-12): 457. 

19Often this distance between narrator and author has been connected to the 
Franklin's marginal social status and his role as a social climber. See Gordon Hall 
Gerould, "The Social Status of Chaucer's Franklin," PMLA 41 (1926): 262-79; Henrik 
Specht, Chaucer's Franklin in the Canterbury Tales: The Social and Literary Background 
of a Chaucerian Character (Copenhagen, 1981); Nigel Saul, "The Social Status of 
Chaucer's Franklin: A Reconsideration," Medium JEvum 52 (1983): 10-26. 

20Effie Jean Mathewson, "The Illusion of Morality in the Franklin's Tale," 
Medium Aevum 52 (1983): 27. 

21Mathewson 37. 
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Mathewson's position that the Franklin's ideal of a happy, equitable marriage is illusory 

rests on her view that Dorigen lacks intelligence and exerts no autonomy in the tale. 

"Dorigen is incapable of standing on her own feet," Mathewson claims, "no matter how 

much credit or freedom she is given." Averagus fares no better in her argument, which 

sees his character as marred by an excessive concern for his reputation and general 

insensitivity for Dorigen: "Averagus's love appears to consist of little more than indulgent 

patience towards a wife who is neither very bright nor very strong."22 While Mathewson 

finds all four characters lacking the generosity and virtue that the tale pretends to 

celebrate, other critics have been particularly harsh on Dorigen, insisting that her 

peculiarly feminine flaw of irrationality creates the tale's central problem.23 

Still other critics have staunchly opposed readings, like Mathewson's, that 

question Dorigen's sympathetic characterization and deny her moral integrity. Anne 

Thompson Lee's assessment of Dorigen could hardly be more contrary to Mathewson's: 

"Dorigen is at the heart of Franklin's Tale. She is the most important, sympathetic, and 

convincing character in the tale, and she provides the focus for all of the serious issues 

which it raises. She is that rare thing in Chaucer's poetry, a genuinely good, loving, and 

22Mathewson 33, 34. 

23See Edwin B. Benjamin, "The Concept of Order in the Franklin's Tale 
Philological Quarterly 38 (1959): 119-24; Gerhard Joseph, "The Franklin's Tale: 
Chaucer's Theodicy," ChauR 1 (1966): 20-32; Robert B. Burlin, "The Art of Chaucer's 
Franklin," Neophilologus 51 (1967): 55-73; A. M. Kearny, "Truth and Illusion in the 
Franklin's Tale," Essays in Criticism 19 (1969): 249-50. 
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lovable woman."24 Similarly, Gerald Morgan, in an even more explicit objection to 

Mathewson's claims, argues, first, that Dorigen's predicament must be taken seriously—it 

is not irrationally fabricated; second, that "Dorigen shows a true courage in continuing to . 

struggle against the evils of her dilemma"; and third, that "the blame for her predicament is 

firmly placed where it belongs, that is, on the disordered love of Aurelius and his 

preparedness to pursue it by fraudulent and superstitious means."25 While Lee and 

Morgan disagree with Mathewson's critique of Dorigen's intelligence and morality, they 

share with her the impression that Dorigen lacks autonomy in the tale. Lee admits, "I find 

no evidence [that women desire liberty] in the character of Dorigen herself'; and Morgan 

asserts that "Arveragus's action [not Dorigen's] is the only action that will preserve the 

flawless virtue of his wife.' '26 

The question of Dorigen's autonomy has dominated recent criticism of the 

Franklin's Tale and is crucial to our consideration of her moral dilemma and her approach 

to exemplary literature. Susan Crane has argued that Dorigen exerts no independent 

action in the tale and ties her passivity to the romance conventions that define her. 

According to Crane, "Dorigen is conventionally 'feminine' in her conviction of 

dependence on and difference from men."27 While she "seeks to understand her situation 

24Anne Thompson Lee, '"A Woman True and Fair': Chaucer's Portrayal of 
Dorigen in the Franklin's Tale," ChauR 19 (1984): 167-78. 

25Gerald Morgan, "Boccaccio's Filocolo and the Moral Argument of the 
Franklin's Tale," ChauR 20 (1986): 285-306. 

26Lee 170; Morgan 294. 

27Susan Crane, "The Franklin as Dorigen," ChauR 24 (1990): 238. 
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and to determine her own actions," it is finally her "acquiescence" to "romance 

hierarchies" that allows for the tale's resolution.28 Barrie Ruth Strauss points not to the 

romance genre, but to "binary oppositions in phallocentric discourse" to explain 

"Dorigen's lack of freedom, as an object of exchange between two men."29 And Mary R. 

Bowman argues that "Dorigen's agency and moral subjectivity are subordinated to the 

ideals valued by the male characters and male narrator."30 Interestingly, both Bowman 

and Crane view Dorigen's "Complaint," her reading of exempla, as a moment in which 

Dorigen resists the hierarchies and conventions that define and circumscribe her character. 

Bowman asserts that the exempla give Dorigen a small opportunity "to shape self-

expression" by allowing her to imagine herself as a tragic figure.31 According to Crane, 

Dorigen's lengthy reading session constitutes a passive resistance to the instruction that 

they offer her. Dorigen seeks to preserve herself, Crane asserts, but only so that she can 

"submit to Arveragus' command."32 

The last two comments point to the persistent problem of interpreting Dorigen's 

"Complaint." Often criticized, and frequently dismissed, in early scholarship for its 

verbosity, disorganization, and translation errors, this "Complaint" is now viewed as a 

28Crane 244, 250. 

29Barrie Ruth Straus, "'Truth' and 'Woman' in Chaucer's Franklin's Tale," 
Exemplaria 4 (1992): 138, 164. 

30Mary R. Bowman, "'Half As She Were Mad': Dorigen in the Male World of the 
Franklin's Tale," ChauR 27 (1993): 243. 

31Bowman 248. 

32Crane 249. 
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critical passage for discussions of Dorigen's moral agency. Because this long passage 

foregrounds Dorigen and focuses on her own private evaluation of her moral crisis, it 

offers hope that Dorigen will discover a viable solution to her problem. What it finally 

delivers, however, is utter desperation. Scholars have identified various sources of blame 

for the tale's central conflict: Dorigen's irrationality, the tyranny of the male characters, 

the Franklin's misguided notions of honor and nobility, and the courtly love conventions 

that inform the tale. I would like to review Dorigen's "Complaint" with a more critical 

eye toward the exempla themselves and how they fail to offer Dorigen the guidance she 

seeks. If Dorigen is prevented from exerting independent moral action in the tale, the 

conventions of the exempla may be as much to blame as the conventions of romance. 

When Aurelius approaches Dorigen with the news that the black rocks have 

disappeared, he focuses immediately on her "trouthe" as he reminds her of the promise she 

made him. He explains to Dorigen that he comes to "avyseth yow er that ye breke youre 

trouthe" (V.1320). His speech, while carrying the proper humility of the courtly lover, 

stresses Dorigen's obligation to him: 

For, madame, wel ye woot what ye han hight-
Nat that I chalange any thyng of right 
Of yow, my sovereyn lady, but youre grace-
But in a gardyn yond, at swich a place, 
Ye woot right wel what ye bihighten me; 
And in myn hand youre trouthe plighten ye 
To love me best-God woot, ye seyde so, 
A1 be that I unworthy am therto. 
(V. 1323-30) 

There is much in the tale that might prompt an audience to question Dorigen's obligation 

to this "pledge." Not only do we know that the promise was made in "pley," but we also 
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know that Aurelius has managed, with the help of a magician, only the "illusioun" that the 

rocks have disappeared. Whatever doubts the audience may have, Dorigen takes her 

obligation to Aurelius with complete seriousness. When Aurelius leaves her in line 1339, 

we see a sudden change in Dorigen. She is no longer simply a melancholy wife awaiting 

her husband's return; she is now in the midst of an urgent moral crisis. Keeping her word 

to Aurelius would mean breaking her wedding vow to Arveragus. Neither option is even 

fathomable for Dorigen: 

'Alias' quod she, 'on thee, Fortune, I pleyne, 
That unwar wrapped hast me in thy cheyne, 
Fro which t'escape woot I no soccour, 
Save oonly deeth or elles dishonour; 
Oon of thise two bihoveth me to chese. 
But nathelees, yet have I levere to lese 
My life than of my body to have a shame, 
Or knowe myselven fals, or lese my name; 
And with my deth I may be quyt, ywis. 
Hath ther nat many a noble wyf er this, 
And many a mayde, yslayn hirself, alias, 
Rather than with hir body doon trespas? 

(V. 1355-66) 

It is at this moral crux that Dorigen, at home and privately, turns to familiar exempla of 

virtuous women who also faced some form of disgrace. The women she considers are 

well-known classical heroines, several of which appear in Chaucer's Legend of Good 

Women. Here, as in the Legend, these classical female exemplars are reborn within a 

Christian context. Dorigen's catalogue of noble women follows six chapters of Jerome's 

Adversus Joviniam. Thus, the exempla, as they appear in Chaucer's text, have already 

been incorporated into a Christian moral framework. Dorigen reads through a legendary 

of sorts in these lines, and she approaches the stories as readers are supposed to approach 
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exempla—in search of moral direction. 

The length of the "Complaint" and the number of exemplars she cites suggests 

Dorigen's desperation. Midway through her complaint, she summarizes the matter of the 

exempla and states her conclusion: 

What sholde I mo ensamples heerof sayn, 
Sith that so manye han hemselven slayen 
Wei rather than they wolde defouled be? 
I wol conclude that it is bet for me 
To sleen myself than been defouled thus. 

(V. 1419-23) 

The stories do indeed advise an escape from disgrace: suicide. At this point, Dorigen has 

apparently read enough to articulate her conclusion that suicide is the proper response, but 

she is not moved to put that advice into action. In line 1426, she starts with the exempla 

again. She is still going strong two days later when, in line 1460, Arveragus returns home 

from his adventure. This return marks an abrupt stop to Dorigen's "Complaint," for 

nothing in the preceding lines suggests that her pace with the stories is slowing, that she 

might ever run out of examples, or that she is any closer to modeling the heroines' 

behaviors. The "Complaint" ends with the impression that Dorigen could very well have 

gone on in such a state indefinitely. If the rhetorical goal of exemplary literature is to 

move an audience to an identifiable moral response, these particular exempla seem only to 

intensify Dorigen's moral paralysis. 

While many critics have dismissed Dorigen's "Complaint" as incoherent, others 

have sought to explain its structure and development. Both Gerald Morgan and Leonard 

KofF have identified a three-part design in the passage that celebrates the feminine traits of 
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chastity, fidelity, and reputation.33 More recently, David Raybin has reexamined the 

structure of the "Complaint" for what it reveals about Dorigen's moral agency.34 The very 

fact that Dorigen engages in a private evaluation of her circumstance and seeks out 

instruction indicates, in Raybin's words, that "she is both generally aware of a woman's 

right to make choices affecting her body and conscious that she herself must make such a 

choice." What is most satisfying about Raybin's reading is that he finds in the tale not 

only a central and sympathetic Dorigen, but one with the freedom and responsibility to 

make real choices.35 Several critics have noted that Dorigen resists the models of virtuous 

behavior that she finds in her exempla by pointing to the length of the passage and the 

simple fact that she does not follow their examples of suicide. Raybin, however, finds in 

the very development of her "Complaint" a active will to find an alternative to death. 

While the first and second sections of the "Complaint" (1367-1444) rehearse the stories of 

women who chose suicide over dishonor, the final section (1443-56) includes also several 

stories of women like Penelope who chose both life and chasity. "As her speech 

develops," Raybin explains, "Dorigen has tried to convince herself that there exists an 

option other than dishonor or suicide.... that she may follow on her own terms the path 

33Gerald Morgan, "A Defense of Dorigen's Complaint," Medium JEvum 46 (1977): 
77-97; Leonard Michael Koff, Chaucer and the Art of Storytelling (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1988) 189. 

34David Raybin, '"Wommen, of Kynde, Desiren Libertee': Rereading Dorigen, 
Rereading Marriage," ChauR 27 (1992): 65-86. 

35Raybin argues that Dorigen exerts "power" even if she is allowed no social 
"authority," by forcing the tale's culmination into the public sphere where "both men are 
restrained from converting their nominal authority into real power." Raybin 78. 
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of life."36 The length of Dorigen's "Complaint" then demonstrates, not Dorigen's 

ignorance or lunacy, but rather her active reading and moral subjectivity. 

But while this passage may redeem Dorigen's intelligence and moral agency, it 

does little to promote the exemplary mode. In fact, the absurdity and failure that many 

critics have associated with this passage may be better tied to the exempla themselves than 

to Chaucer, his narrator, or his female protagonist. If Raybin is correct that Dorigen takes 

control of her situation and chooses independent action, the exempla she cites provide 

absolutely no usable guidance for her; they serve only to be ignored or overcome. In 

explaining Dorigen's role as a reader and story-teller, Judith Ferster has argued that: 

Her long suicide speech is an attempt to use stories to kill herself (1342-
456): in imitation of the honourable ladies, she will die rather than 
dishonour her marriage. However, she really uses the stories to keep 
herself occupied until Arveragus returns, scraping the bottom of the barrel 
for very dubious examples of wronged virtuous women. Since imitation is 
a matter of choice, she can choose not to imitate. Her stories do not 
mediate action; they defend against it.37 

While Ferster asserts that Dorigen uses the exempla as a strategy to defer action, Crane 

interprets this deferral specifically as an expression of "Dorigen's resistance to the clerical 

version of what she is."38 In Crane's argument Dorigen begins to appear as a kinder and 

gentler version of the Wife of Bath. She, like Alisoun, exerts an ideological resistance to 

the exempla she reads. 

36Raybin 74. 

"Judith Ferster, "Interpretation and Imitation in Chaucer's Franklin's Tale," 
Medieval Literature: Criticism, Ideology, and History, ed. David Aers (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1986) 160. 

38Crane 249. 
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While Ferster and Crane illuminate Dorigen's ultimate rejection of the models her 

stories offer, they underestimate the sincerity with which Dorigen approaches those 

stories. Dorigen turns to the exempla as the result of a personal moral dilemma and 

expects them to offer her guidance. In this sense, she is nothing like the Wife of Bath, 

who gives such stories absolutely no credit as moral guides for real women. Joseph D. 

Parry has recently compared Alisoun's and Dorigen's attitudes toward exemplary 

literature. The Wife, Parry argues, reads such texts to ridicule them: "The Wife desires to 

negate the text in its received form as a text that would teach women proper behavior.... 

she rejects it both by re-reading it to ridicule it one moment, then wishing to annihilate it 

altogether at another moment." Dorigen, on the other hand, "reads this text [Jerome] in 

earnestness. Dorigen seems intent on discovering in this text the right actions to perform 

for a woman who would be moral."39 An exemplary text, like those from Jerome or any 

legendary, would stand no chance of convincing the Wife of Bath, who is predisposed 

against them. Dorigen, however, approaches the exempla in good faith as a reader who 

needs and desires moral instruction. Even for such a reader, the texts prove 

inconsequential. 

They fail not because Dorigen lacks volition or behaves irrationally, but because 

she is an intelligent reader looking for practical moral guidance. She reads so long 

because she is looking for advice she can accept, but her exemplary texts offer her none. 

As Dorigen takes up these exempla, she brings them into the most contingent of worlds. 

39Joseph D. Parry, "Dorigen, Narration, and Coming Home in the Franklin's 
Tale," ChauR 30 (1996): 262-93. 
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Such stories of idealized virtue, where conflicts are objectified in a clash between good 

and evil, offer no help in a world colored by various shades of gray, a world where a 

person may be forced to choose between two equally distasteful and morally suspect 

options. 

Historical Readers 

If the imagined experiences of characters like Dorigen, Criseyde, Alisoun of Bath, 

and Chauntecleer reveal moments of rhetorical failure associated with hagiographic 

literature, as the various characters find exemplary texts uninteresting, unhelpful, 

unpalatable, or unnecessary, how do these reactions square with what we know of the 

contemporary popularity of saints' lives? The thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, we have 

seen in previous chapters, saw a proliferation of saints' lives and the emergence of 

collections of hagiographic exempla. In England in particular two well-known legendaries 

were completed and disseminated during this period, the North and South English 

Legendaries. Chaucer writes several generations after the publication of these famous 

hagiographic collections and, as I suggested in the previous chapter, can thus be seen as a 

commentator on, and even critic of, their extreme brevity and ideality. 

Seen in this way, Chaucer stands at the conclusion of a hagiographic age and 

comments on its passing; he marks an end point for a particular representation of medieval 

sanctity. This sort of a position is not unfamiliar to that mythic figure created by centuries 

of Chaucerian scholarship. He goes by a variety of names: the proto-Protestant, the pre-

modern, even the pre-postmodern Chaucer. Any one such title places Chaucer as a man at 
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the end of an age (best known as the medieval period), or perhaps more appropriately as a 

man at the cusp of a new age. That new age includes all that comes after the medieval 

period-renaissance, enlightenment, modernism, postmodernism. These "isms" can be 

juxtaposed against one another in a variety of ways, but all can be juxtaposed to the 

Middle Ages, at least to a certain resilient notion of the Middle Ages most famously 

articulated by Jacob Burckhardt and surprisingly still prevalent among Renaissance 

scholars: that is, as the period before the emergence of individual self-consciousness. 

Chaucer is often hailed by medievalists as the preeminent challenge to the Burckhardtian 

notion of an homogenous and unindividuated medieval subjectivity. To a certain extent, I 

am also placing Chaucer in this familiar position. I did so in the first chapter when I 

introduced Chaucer's appropriation of hagiography as a pre-Renaissance crisis of 

exemplarity. I want to temper this attitude toward Chaucer, if only by recognizing the 

tendency to use him as an icon of the medieval critical mind and by acknowledging that his 

was only one approach to hagiography in the late medieval period. 

So to see Chaucer as the critical voice that marks the decline of hagiographic 

literature in England would be too easy, not to mention inaccurate. The influence of 

hagiographic literature and the rhetorical authority of its conventions do not disintegrate 

with Chaucer any more than did the genre's intrinsic rhetorical tensions emerge with him. 

Christine de Pizan, for instance, a contemporary of Chaucer, explicitly encouraged women 

to read saints' lives in the process of composing her own version of a legendary. Margery 

Kempe's autobiographical work shows how a late medieval writer could configure herself 

and her life experiences in the form of a saint's life, expressing the most literal sort of 
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saintly imitatio. The Book of Margery Kempe was itself circulated in the fifteenth-century 

among clerics and lay persons alike as an exemplary devotional text. Osbern Bokenham 

completed a legendary of thirteen female saints some fifty years after Chaucer's death.40 

These works demonstrate, not that there were writers during Chaucer's lifetime and after 

who had greater respect for hagiography (and were thus more naive and more medieval 

than Chaucer), but that there were those more optimistic than he about the power of the 

saint's life to provide usable models for a contemporary audience. Or, perhaps we might 

say that such authors were simply less interested than Chaucer in exploring the genre's 

intrinsic rhetorical tensions. 

40In her important recent study of Osbern Bokenham, Delany argues that 
Bokenham misreads Chaucer's parody of hagiography in the Legend of Good Women and 
thus seeks to rehabilitate hagiography by writing an orthodox legendary. Sheila Delany, 
Impolitic Bodies: Poetry, Saints, and Society in Fifteenth-Century England: The Work of 
Osbern Bokenham (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998) 33. 



CONCLUSION 

Chaucer's sustained interest in exemplary literature may be best understood, not as 

a parodic attack of the medieval church nor as a confirmation of his serious devotion to 

the church and its saints, but as a systematic exploration of the genre's rhetorical strategies 

and their effects. Chaucer was an author aware of, we might say preoccupied with, the 

complicated relationship among intention, literary production, reception, and meaning. A 

salient anxiety about audience reception affects many of the Canterbury narrators as they 

end their tales with epilogues meant to "clarify" the message, or meaning, of the tales. 

This same anxiety affects Chaucer's own authorial persona, who often seeks to elucidate 

"myn entente" in his later works. Chaucer was also an author who clearly enjoyed 

experimenting with literary forms. Both his desire to stretch the conventional boundaries 

of genre and his keen awareness of the potentially troubled relationship between authorial 

intent and audience reception inform his use of exemplary literature. 

The exemplary texts that Chaucer creates offer models that ultimately frustrate 

audience response. He produces different types of models within various literary styles-

the Second Nun's Tale could hardly be less like the Clerk's Tale-yet he reveals the 

rhetorical limits of each model. As he does so, he is not so much satirizing Christian piety, 

or claiming saintly attributes outdated, as he is testing the rhetorical effect that such stories 

have (or fail to have) on their contemporary audiences. It is, then, possible to perceive a 

Chaucerian critique of exemplaiy literature without concluding that Chaucer had no 

140 
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respect for saints or hagiographers. This notion of Chaucer's rhetorical critique of 

hagiography, in fact, opens the possibility of a portrait of Chaucer that is both medieval 

and modern. Chaucer's use of exemplary literature shows him to be an author that is as 

surely of his own time as he is critical of his culture's modes of persuasion and literary 

representation. 
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